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Musical memory and its relation to emotions and the limbic system 
 

Susann Eschrich 
 

Abstract 
 
 The retrieval of music rated as emotional or non emotional (arousal and valence) from 

long-term memory was investigated behaviourally in three experiments by recognition tasks. 

A neuroimaging study (functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI)) examined the neural 

underpinnings of this process and of musical long-term memory in general. The main 

hypothesis was that music rated as highly arousing and very positive would be remembered 

better and could be retrieved more easily. A first attempt was made to define structural 

features possibly influencing memory performance.  

 Music is able to elicit strong emotions in the listener and many people listen to music 

because of the emotional richness it adds to their lives. Possibly in connection with these 

emotions, music can be remembered even years later.  

 For emotional words, pictures, and events there is convincing evidence that they are 

remembered better and are more readily retrieved from long-term memory than non emotional 

ones. However, for music this relation has not yet been examined.  

 The studies in this thesis were based on a dimensional model of emotions comprising 

the two dimensions “arousal” and “valence”. “Arousal” describes the excitation elicited by the 

music (from calming to exciting) while “valence” refers to the pleasantness of the music 

(from negative to very positive). Both variables were rated on five-point-scales. It was asked 

for the emotion elicited by the music in the listener. 

 Participants of all experiments were non musicians with either little or no musical 

training. 

In the first experiment, 10 participants listened to 30 short musical excerpts of piano 

music by J.S. Bach and were asked to rate valence and arousal elicited in them by the music 

(encoding phase). After a delay phase of two weeks participants listened to the pieces of the 

encoding session randomly intermixed with 30 similar new pieces and performed a classical 

recognition task (recognition phase). Additionally, they again rated arousal and valence. 

Stimuli had been selected by pretests according to their emotional effect and were kept as 

similar in structure as possible for minimizing an effect of structure on recognition 

performance.  
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 In studies two and three shorter excerpts of symphonic film music were used as stimuli 

and the retention phase was cut-down to one week (experiment two) and to two days with one 

more encoding phase in-between (experiment three) in order to enhance recognition 

performance. In the second experiment 20 participants listened to 104 pieces, in the third 

experiment, 24 participants listened to 80 pieces. 

 In the second experiment additionally the levels-of-processing effect in music was 

examined by dividing the participant group in the encoding phase into one group who rated 

arousal and valence (deep elaboration) and one group who rated the total length and loudness 

of the pieces (shallow processing). Recognition performance and emotion ratings of the 

recognition session, in which both groups were asked to rate emotions again, did not differ 

between the groups.  

 In the third experiment, additional psychophysiological measures (skin conductance 

level, skin conductance response, heart rate, and breathing rate) were collected to gain a 

supplementary and more objective control of the rated emotions. A first detailed structural 

analysis of the music pieces was conducted. 

 The main finding of these three studies was that valence ratings were significantly 

related with recognition performance whereas there was no such effect for arousal. This is 

surprising because studies about memory and emotion in other domains had found arousal to 

be the most important variable in recognition memory of emotional events. No levels-of-

processing effect was found which confirms other studies in the musical domain. 

 In the third study, significantly higher skin conductance levels and skin conductance 

responses for pieces rated with high arousal and valence compared to low arousal and valence 

provided a further prove that the emotions had been elicited in the listeners. Interestingly, 

heart rate was significantly higher for new pieces (distractors) than for old pieces in the 

recognition session. Concerning the structural analysis, in this pool of pieces only the 

structural variable “strong accents” seemed to influence recognition performance. This might 

be due to the selection procedure and confirms that stimuli were structurally very similar as 

was intended.  

 The continous changes and improvements in design and methods with each 

experiment as well as the results obtained, finally allowed to conduct an fMRI study using a 

similar design as described above. However, this time only valence was varied from less 

positive to very positive while arousal was kept on an equally high level for all pieces. 

Participants listened to 30 target pieces in the encoding session outside the scanner and again 

rated valence and arousal. One day later, the recognition phase took place in the scanner 
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where the participants listened to 60 pieces and performed the recognition task without 

another emotion rating. Probably due to the artificial listening situation in the scanner and a 

rather low recognition rate, no significant valence effect was found. The comparison of old to 

new pieces yielded thalamic and midbrain activity while the contrast of recognized vs. not 

recognized pieces showed activation in the right inferior frontal gyrus. Retrieval processes 

from long-term representations of music tend to engage inferior frontal regions. Like in other 

studies before, a mainly left-lateralized activation of the frontal and temporal gyrus as well as 

the cingulate cortex was found for the processing of very positive valence. Contrasting 

recognized positive versus recognized less positive stimuli confirmed the role of the posterior 

cingulate gyrus in emotion control  as well as the role of frontal regions and the right temporal 

pole in the processing of (the valence) of complex stimuli. Taken together, more brain areas 

were active during the processing of the very positive stimuli.  

 The results of the experiments provide evidence for a relation between valence elicited 

in the listener by music and the retrieval of this music from long-term memory. Music 

inducing very positive emotion is recognized better. The left inferior frontal gyrus seems to be 

involved in the retrieval of music from episodic memory and more (frontal and limbic) brain 

areas are active during the retrieval of very positive compared to less positive music.
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Musikalisches Gedächtnis und dessen Beziehung zu Emotionen und dem limbischen 

System 

 

Susann Eschrich 

 

Zusammenfassung 
 
 In drei Experimenten wurde der Abruf von als emotional und als nicht emotional 

bewerteter Musik aus dem Langzeitgedächtnis auf Verhaltensebene in 

Wiedererkennensaufgaben untersucht. Eine weitere Studie erforschte die neuralen Grundlagen 

dieses Prozesses und von musikalischem Langzeitgedächtnis allgemein mittels bildgebender 

Verfahren (funktionelle Magnetresonanztomographie). Die Haupthypothese war, dass Musik, 

die als hoch erregend und sehr positiv bewertet wird, besser erinnert wird und leichter 

abzurufen ist als beruhigende, emotional neutrale Musik. Es wurde ein erster Versuch 

unternommen, die musikalischen Strukturen näher zu definieren, die möglicherweise die 

Gedächtnisleistung beeinflussen.  

 Musik kann starke Emotionen im Hörer auslösen und viele Menschen hören Musik 

wegen der emotionalen Bereicherung, die sie ihrem Leben hinzufügt. Möglicherweise kann 

Musik in Verbindung mit diesen Emotionen auch noch nach Jahren erinnert werden. 

Es gibt überzeugende Belege dafür, dass emotionale Wörter, Bilder und Ereignisse besser 

erinnert und eher aus dem Langzeitgedächtnis abgerufen werden als nicht emotionale. Für 

Musik ist dieser Zusammenhang bisher nicht untersucht worden. 

 Die Studien dieser Arbeit basieren auf einem dimensionalen Emotionsmodell mit den 

beiden Dimensionen „Arousal“ und „Valenz“. „Arousal“ beschreibt die Erregung, die durch 

die Musik ausgelöst wird (von beruhigend bis aufregend) während sich „Valenz“ darauf 

bezieht, wie angenehm die Musik (von negativ bis positiv) empfunden wird. Beide Variablen 

wurden auf Fünf-Punkte-Skalen bewertet. Es wurde nach den Emotionen gefragt, die durch 

die Musik im Hörer ausgelöst wurden. 

 Die Teilnehmer aller Experimente waren musikalische Laien mit wenig oder keiner 

musikalischen Vorbildung.  

 Im ersten Experiment hörten die 10 Teilnehmer 30 kurze Ausschnitte aus 

Klaviermusik von J.S. Bach und wurden gebeten, die Valenz und das Arousal, das die Musik 

in ihnen auslöste, zu bewerten (Enkodierungsphase). Nach zwei Wochen hörten die 

Teilnehmer die Stücke der Enkodierungssitzung zufällig vermischt mit 30 ähnlichen neuen 
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Stücken und führten eine klassische Wiedererkennensaufgabe durch (Rekognitionsphase). 

Zusätzlich bewerteten sie wiederum Arousal und Valenz. Die Stimuli wurden nach Vortests 

gemäß ihrer emotionalen Wirkung ausgesucht und wurden strukturell so ähnlich wie möglich 

gehalten, um Effekte der Struktur auf die Wiedererkennungsleistung zu minimieren. 

 In der zweiten und dritten Studie wurden kürzere Ausschnitte aus symphonischer 

Filmmusik als Stimuli verwendet und die Zeit zwischen Enkodierungs- und 

Rekognitionsphase wurde auf eine Woche (Studie 2) bzw. 2 Tage mit eingeschobener zweiter 

Enkodierungsphase (Studie 3) verkürzt, um die Wiedererkennungsleistung zu erhöhen. Im 

zweiten Experiment hörten die 20 Teilnehmer 104 Stücke, im dritten Experiment hörten die 

24 Teilnehmer 80 Stücke.  

 In der zweiten Studie wurde zusätzlich der Levels-of-Processing-Effekt in der Musik 

untersucht, indem die Teilnehmer während der Enkodierungsphase in zwei Gruppen geteilt 

wurden, von denen die eine Arousal und Valenz bewertete (tiefe Elaboration) während die 

andere Gruppe die Länge und Lautheit der Stücke schätzte (oberflächliche Elaboration). Die 

Wiedererkennungsleistung und die emotionale Bewertung der Musik in der 

Rekognitionsphase, in der beide Gruppen Arousal und Valenz bewerten sollten, unterschieden 

sich nicht zwischen den Gruppen. 

 Im dritten Experiment wurden zusätzlich psychophysiologische Maße (tonischer und 

phasischer Hautleitwert, Herzrate und Atemrate) gemessen, um eine ergänzende und 

objektivere Kontrolle der Emotionen der bewerteten Emotionen zu gewinnen. Eine erste 

detaillierte Strukturanalyse der Musik wurde durchgeführt. 

 Das Hauptergebnis der drei Studien war, dass die Valenzbewertung eine signifikante 

Beziehung zur Wiedererkennungsleistung zeigte während die Arousalbewertung keinen 

derartigen Effekt aufwies. Das ist überraschend, da in vorherigen Studien zu Gedächtnis und 

Emotionen in anderen Domänen gefunden wurde, dass Arousal die wichtigere Variable beim 

Wiedererkennen emotionaler Ereignisse sei. Es wurde kein Levels-of-Processing-Effekt 

gefunden, was andere Studien im Bereich Musik bestätigt. 

 In der dritten Studie entstanden signifikant höhere Hautleitwerte in Stücken, die als 

hoch erregend und sehr positiv bewertet worden waren im Vergleich zu beruhigenden und 

wenig positiven Stücken. Dies ist ein weiterer Nachweis dafür, dass die angegebenen 

Emotionen beim Hörer ausgelöst wurden. Interessanterweise war die Herzrate in der 

Rekognitionsphase signifikant höher für neue Stücke (Distraktoren) als für Alte. In der 

Strukturanalyse schien für die betreffende Stückauswahl nur die Variable „starke Akzente“ 
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eine Rolle für die Wiedererkennung zu spielen. Dies könnte an der Stückauswahl liegen und 

würde bestätigen, dass die Stücke, wie beabsichtigt, strukturell sehr ähnlich waren. 

 Die kontinuierlichen Änderungen und Verbesserungen der Experimente, wie auch die 

erhaltenen Ergebnisse ermöglichten schließlich die Durchführung einer fMRT-Studie mit 

einem ähnlichen Design wie die vorherigen Experimente. Diesmal wurde allerdings nur die 

Valenzdimension von wenig positiv bis sehr positiv variiert, während Arousal für alle Stücke 

auf gleich hohem Niveau gehalten wurde. Die 16 Teilnehmer hörten 30 Targetstück in der 

Enkodierungsphase außerhalb des Scanners und bewerteten Valenz und Arousal. Die 

Rekognitionsphase fand einen Tag später im Scanner statt, wo die Teilnehmer 60 Stücke 

hörten und eine Rekognitionsaufgabe ohne erneute Bewertung der Emotionen durchführten. 

Vermutlich auf Grund der unnatürlichen Situation im Scanner und der geringen 

Wiedererkennungsrate wurde diesmal kein signifikanter Valenzeffekt gefunden. Der 

Vergleich zwischen alten und neuen Stücken führte zu Aktivitäten im Thalamus und 

Mittelhirn während der Kontrast zwischen erkannten und nicht erkannten Stücken den rechten 

inferioren Frontalgyrus aktivierte. Abrufprozesse von musikalischen Langzeitgedächtnis-

repräsentationen scheinen den inferioren Frontalgyrus einzubeziehen. Wie in anderen Studien 

zuvor, wurde eine vor allem links-lateralisierte Aktivierung des Frontal- und Temporalgyrus 

sowie des Cingulums für die Verarbeitung von sehr positiver Valenz gefunden. Der Kontrast 

zwischen erkannten sehr positiven versus erkannten wenig positiven Stimuli bestätigte die 

Rolle des posterioren Cingulum in der Emotionskontrolle sowie frontaler Bereiche und des 

rechten Temporalpol in der Verarbeitung (der Valenz) komplexer Stimuli. Insgesamt waren 

mehr Hirnregionen während der Verarbeitung der sehr positiven Stimuli aktiv. 

 Die Ergebnisse der Doktorarbeit liefern einen empirischen Beweis für eine 

Verbindung zwischen der Valenz, die durch Musik in einem Hörer ausgelöst wird und dem 

Abruf dieser Musik aus dem Langzeitgedächtnis. Musik, die sehr positive Emotionen auslöst, 

wird besser wiedererkannt. Der linke inferiore Frontalgyrus scheint beim Abruf von Musik 

aus dem Langzeitgedächtnis beteiligt zu sein und es sind mehr (frontale und limbische) 

Hirnregionen beim Abruf von sehr positiver im Vergleich zu wenig positiver Musik aktiv.
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1. Foreword 
 
 When we turn on the radio - how do we know that a song is familiar to us after a few 

seconds? Which role in the recognition process do emotions play which the song elicited in 

us? It is well-known from everyday experience as well as from research that emotional events 

of our lives such as the celebration of the high-school diploma or the breaking-up of a tight 

relationship are remembered better and can be more easily retrieved from long-term memory. 

However, for the emotional stimulus “music” the connection has not been investigated, yet. 

In this thesis, the relation between long-term memory for music and emotion elicited by this 

music is examined behaviourally in a recognition task. Functional magnetic resonance 

imaging is used to study the neural underpinnings underlying the retrieval of emotional music 

from long-term memory.  

 In the first part, a general overview over fundamentals and important research results 

in the field of (long-term) memory and emotion in general as well as in the specific field of 

music research is given. The last chapter of the introductory part deals with the relation of 

emotion and memory found in contexts other than music. It is concluded by a working-model 

for this thesis as well as general aims and hypotheses.  

 The second part consists of the description of the experiments conducted during the 

course of this thesis. The first three studies were concerned with the relation between emotion 

and musical long-term memory on a behaviourally level. All experiments dealt with the main 

topic, yet also tried to answer specific side aspects. Additionally, experiment 2 examined a 

possible levels-of-processing effect whereas in Experiment 3 psychophysiological measures 

were used to gain a further control whether the rated emotions were elicited in the listener. A 

detailed structural rating of the music was conducted. The last experiment examined the 

neural networks which are activated during the retrieval of (emotional) music from long-term 

memory. The described experiments are either published in peer-reviewed international 

journals or submitted for publication, or in preparation for submission.  

Additionally to the discussions in the single chapters, the thesis is concluded by a 

general discussion summarizing the results of the single experiments. 
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2. Theoretical background 

2.1. General introduction 
 

 Emotions are part of our memories, and our memory for emotional life-events is 

obviously far better and more vivid than that of events which were not of much personal 

importance to us (e.g., Canli, Zhao, Brewer, Gabrieli, & Cahill, 2000; Conway et al., 1994; 

Kensinger & Corkin, 2003). Music frequently seems to be linked to these important personal 

memories, for example Christmas carols, carrying the memories of a past childhood, or 

certain songs evoking experiences of love long ago. The discipline of psychology of music 

denotes this strong evocation of memories through music the “Play-it-again-Sam-effect” – 

refering to the famous movie “Casablanca”.  

Music is a very old human capability of expression which, like language, was 

developed in every culture all over the world. Thus, music is supposed to be very important 

for humans and the ability to make and perceive music should rely on general cognitive 

abilities we possess (Peretz, 2006). In contrast to language, music does not primarily serve 

communication and does not convey a specific and clear semantic meaning, it is more often 

used to express emotion (Brown, 2000). Music is a complex stimulus which needs many 

brain regions and many important cognitive functions like memory, auditory perception, and 

emotions to be processed, as well as motoric skills for music-making (Parncutt & McPherson, 

2002). Music is thus an ideal tool to study human auditory brain structure and function and 

the cognitive functions related to its processing. 

 Previous studies in the field of music research have either investigated music and 

emotion (e.g., Blood & Zatorre, 2001; Brown, 2004; Peretz, Gagnon, & Bouchard, 1998) or 

music and memory (e.g., Halpern, 1989; Schulkind, 1999; Watanabe, Yagishita, & Kikyo, 

2007). There are only very few studies on music and long-term memory and most of them 

used simple, artificially created musical stimuli (e.g., Platel, Baron, Desgranges, Bernard, & 

Eustache, 2003; Watanabe et al., 2007). The question about the influence of emotion on 

musical long-term memory has not been asked yet. This thesis addresses the relationship 

between emotions induced by music and musical long-term memory tested with natural 

music written for other than scientific purposes. 

 The experiments presented in chapters 4 to 7 studied both, the behavioural basis of the 

relation between emotions induced by music and the subsequent retrieval of this music from 

long-term memory as well as its neural underpinnings. Music rated as very emotional was 
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compared to music rated as not emotional and it was assumed that, like in other domains, 

emotional music would be more easily retrieved than the non emotional one. Emotion 

measures were based on a dimensional model of emotions (Russel, 1980). As there are no 

prior studies to rely on in this field, experiments were explorative and many parameters 

concerning the design and stimulus selection had to be developed. The experiments described 

in chapters 4 to 6 served as pilot studies for the fMRI experiment and were systematically 

built upon each other to implement improvements suggested by the respective previous study 

and to obtain behavioural data on the topic. 

 After a test with piano music by J.S. Bach as stimulus in the first experiment which 

did not prove very successful, symphonic film music was used in the subsequent 

experiments. Film music is composed to induce emotions. The style of this music is familiar, 

even to people not very interested in music; however, in general, single pieces are not known. 

All experiments took place in the same room with similar settings despite the second session 

of the fMRI experiment in order to minimize the effect of context on recognition. Only 

nonmusicians with little musical background participated in the experiments to keep the 

participant group as homogeneous as possible. It was assumed that nonmusicians would 

concentrate more on the emotions in the music and not on musical structure which would 

minimize a possible contamination of the emotion effect on recognition performance (Peretz, 

Gaudreau, & Bonnel, 1998). Different methods, such as peripheral psychophysiology and 

fMRI, were used in the experiments which are explained in detail in the corresponding 

chapters. 

 The following section provides an overview over emotion theories and models as well 

as emotion research in the field of music. Further, a short introduction into general memory 

theories focusing on long-term memory and on research on memory and music is given. 

Finally, the relation between emotion and memory is discussed. 
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2.2. Emotions 

2.2.1. Emotion theories  
 
 Until today, no consensus about a single, universally accepted definition of emotion 

exists. However, there is a general agreement that an emotion is a short inner state elicited by 

external (e.g., a sudden, loud noise) or internal stimuli or events (memories, thoughts). 

Emotions are motivated, self-regulatory responses to stimuli controlled by direction and 

intensity which give dispositions to actions and promote survival by coordinating goal-

directed behaviour (Bradley, 2000; Thayer & Faith, 2001). Damasio (1999) proposed to 

divide emotions into three categories. In line with this theory, there are primary emotions 

which are biologically determined during evolution; however, their expression is altered in 

different cultures and by learning. They refer to pleasant and unpleasant sensations and are 

necessary for survival (e.g., hunger, thirst). Secondary emotions are social emotions like 

embarassment or pride. The third category are so-called background emotions which refer to 

e.g., peace, tension or prosperity.  

 The term ‘emotion’ needs to be contrasted from the term ‘mood’ which is described as 

a longer-lasting state of weaker intensity which does not necessarily have to be related to a 

certain stimulus or event. 

 Emotions consist of at least three components such as motor behaviour, physiological, 

and psychological reactions (Damasio, 1999; Lang, 1978). Some authors even describe five 

different aspects of emotions (e.g., Scherer, 2000; Scherer, 2004; Sokolowski, 2002): a 

physiological, a behavioural, an expressive, a subjective, and a cognitive component. 

  

■ Physiological component 

Physiological arousal is frequently part of emotion descriptions and attributed to the 

emotion-eliciting event disturbing homoeostatic regulation (Scherer, 2004). 

Physiological reactions are necessary for preparing adaptive behaviour (fight or flight) 

(Damasio, 1999). Most studies failed to link different patterns of peripheral nervous 

activation (electrodermal responses or heart rate) to specific emotions (for a review 

see Bartlett, 1996; Cacioppo, Berntson, Larsen, Poehlmann, & Ito, 2000). Imaging 

lesion studies investigating the neural system were more successful in finding neural 

substrates of emotions (e.g., LeDoux, 2002; Phillips, Drevets, Rauch, & Lane, 2003). 

This will be described in more detail in chapters 2.2.3. and 2.3.4. 
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■ Behaviour preparation  

The motivational function of emotions consists in behaviour preparation or action 

tendencies (Frijda, 1986). Emotions interrupt behaviour and produce action 

tendencies adaptive to dealing with environmental changes by preparing a general 

behaviour readiness and several alternative action tendencies to choose according to 

the context and situation (Scherer, 2004). Behaviour preparation is important to deal 

with a situation. 

 

■ Motor expression 

Emotional expression consists of facial and vocal expression, gestures, and postures 

which can be seen as rudiments of formerly adaptive behaviours (Darwin, 

1998/1872). These expressions serve to communicate emotions to others by informing 

them of an individual’s reactions and resulting behaviour intentions (Scherer, 2004). 

 

■ Subjective component 

The subjective aspect of emotions describes the internal, conscious part of emotions 

which is unique to a specific emotional experience of a certain individual and can be 

described with a rich emotion vocabulary (Frijda, 1986; Ortony, Clore, & Collins, 

1988). It reflects all changes in emotion components during an emotion episode 

(Scherer, 2004). 

 

■ Cognitive component 

Emotional reactions are determined by the subjective evaluation of events concerning 

their significance for well-being and arise as a consequence of affective stimulus 

processing in the brain (Damasio, 1999; LeDoux, 2002; Scherer, 2004). However, 

emotions can also have strong effects on perceptual and cognitive processes. 

Emotional-processing circuits involve brain structures different from cognitive-

processing circuits; however, both are situated close together and can interact (e.g., 

Davidson, 2003; LeDoux, 2002; Roth, 2003). Emotional valence can bias cognitive 

processing (Davis et al., 2005; Windmann, Daum, & Güntürkün, 2002). In chapter 

2.6.1. and 2.6.2. some more results will be presented in detail. 

 

 There is little evidence for a specific correlation pattern between these components. 

Any of them can appear alone as a consequence of emotional processing in the brain. Thus, 
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emotional processing does not necessarily have to become conscious (LeDoux, 2002). This 

thesis tries to highlight three of these emotional elements by measuring the subjective 

(questionnaires), cognitive (effect of emotions on memory performance), and the 

physiological component. 

 
 All emotion theories try to describe the relation between these components and the 

nature of cognition-emotion interactions. They can be grouped into several broad categories: 

feedback theory, central theory, and cognitive theories (LeDoux, 1996). These theories differ 

in certain degrees on how they view emotions and at which level they explain emotional 

experiences. Feedback theories (e.g., James, 1890/1950) suggest that peripheral feedback 

completely determines the nature of emotional experience. According to these theories, 

emotions are the experience of sets of bodily changes that occur in response to emotive 

stimuli. Different patterns of bodily changes encode different emotions. 

In contrast, central theories (e.g., Cannon, 1927; Papez, 1937) explain emotional experiences 

as the result of neural activity in the brain, where they are elaborated into perceptions and 

thoughts. They found that total surgical separation of the viscera from the brain does not 

impair emotional behaviour and propose that bodily or autonomic activity cannot 

differentiate different emotions.  

 Current research partly supports the feedback theories because emotional responses 

can be distinguished based on autonomic activity and emotions are less intense after 

disconnecting the viscera from the brain (for a review see Dalgleish, 2004). 

 Cognitive appraisal theories (Schachter & Singer, 1962; Lazarus, 1991) emphasize 

that emotional experience is based on prior evaluations of situations. They further developed 

the feedback theories in that they suggested that bodily signals interact with other information 

to modulate emotional intensity. The emotional intensity of an experience is either 

determined by stored information regarding the stimulus (appraisals) (Lazarus, 1991), or by 

physiological responses (Schachter & Singer, 1962). Cognitive information or context 

determine the type of emotion, bodily arousal determines its strength. The perception of 

unexplained physiological arousal leads to the need to evaluate it and motivates the person to 

understand and label the arousal state. Thus, the same stimulus can produce different 

emotions and different situations can produce the same emotions. 

 All these theories have in common that they assume some kind of emotional 

encoding, evaluative processes, before a certain situation is categorized as potentially harmful 
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or beneficial to a person. They agree in the fact that emotional processing precedes conscious 

emotional experience (LeDoux, 1992).  

 More recent theories propose that affective reactions can be elicited with minimal 

stimulus input and no cognitive processing, thus can be evoked earlier than cognitive 

processes (Zajonc, 1980). LeDoux (1989) and Damasio (1994) state that brain activity alone 

can cause an emotion (but often not such a strong one) without feedback from the body. 

These brain-based theories suggest that peripheral feedback about bodily arousal can modify 

the strength of an emotion after it has been generated in the brain. All experiences are 

emotionally tagged and influence emotional reactions in the future even without a conscious 

memory to the original experience. 

 
 This last theory is the most interesting for this thesis because music as an emotion-

eliciting stimulus has to be cognitively processed and evaluated before it can induce an 

emotion (Grewe, Nagel, Kopiez, & Altenmüller, 2007a; Panksepp, 1995; Peretz, 2001b) (see 

also chapter 2.3.2). However, music is also able to elicit bodily reactions which in turn could 

influence the evaluation of the cognitively caused emotion or enhance it (see chapter 2.3.3). 

2.2.2. Emotion conceptualizations and models 
 
 As in the emotion definition and theories, there is disagreement about the 

conceptualization of emotions. Two different approaches can be distinguished: dimensional 

models (e.g., Osgood, 1969; Russel, 1980; Wundt, 1896) and discrete emotions (e.g., Darwin, 

1998/1872; Ekman, 1984; Panksepp, 1998).  

 In the categorical approach, a limited number of discrete, fundamental emotions 

which are assumed to be developed during evolution, are culturally independent and mutually 

exclusive (Darwin, 1998/1872; Ekman, 1984). They differ in appraisal and physiology 

(Panksepp, 1998). Specific eliciting conditions will automatically trigger patterns of reactions 

from peripheral physiological responses to muscles and there is evidence that emotional 

expressions are perceived categorically in both the face and the voice (e.g., Laukka, 2003). 

Depending on the methodology and fineness of categorization, the number of basic emotions 

varies from four (Ekman, Levenson, & Friesen, 1983) to 22 (Ortony et al., 1988). The 

assumption of basic emotions is widely accepted although they only inadequately describe 

the arousal/intensity dimension and there is still a lack of a global theory on the relationship 

among these discrete emotions (Turner & Ortony, 1992).  
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 Different researchers tried to integrate categorical emotions into multi-dimensional 

models (Juslin & Sloboda, 2001; Osgood, 1969; Russell & Barrett, 1999). Russell & Barrett 

(1999) for example suggest that ‘core affects’ (including ‘happy’ and ‘sad) can be fully 

described by a certain activation level and a certain pleasure.  

 

 
Figure 2.1.  The circumplex model of affect by Russel (1980). The two independent  

                   dimensions “valence” and “arousal” were obtained by a factor analysis of  

                   emotion-denoting adjectives.  

 

 These dimensional models assume that emotions can best be described by several 

independent and continous dimensions. The two most widely accepted dimensions are 

“valence”, which reflects the direction of an emotion or the degree of pleasure (negative vs. 

positive or unpleasant vs. pleasant) and “arousal” which reflects the degree of activation or 

intensity (relaxed vs. excited). Two-dimensional models allow the direct comparison of 

different emotions on these two important dimensions (Scherer, 2004). In theories describing 

emotional responses to music, arousal has been a key factor (Meyer, 1956).  

 The dimensional view extends back to (Wundt, 1896) who stated that emotions are 

fundamentally similar in most respects, differing only in terms of valence and arousal. Many 

empirical results with simple animals (Schneirla, 1959), higher organisms (Hebb, 1949), and 

humans (Osgood, 1969; Russel, 1980) support the view that pleasure and arousal  are basic 

organizational dimensions of emotions and motivation and are also found in animals. 
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Difficulties with this approach are that it only measures the subjective component of 

emotions and has a rather low emotion differentiation (Scherer, 2004). 

 
 In this thesis, the dimensional approach is used for pragmatic reasons. Since the work 

is part of an interdisciplinary research program (Inter-regional Research Group of the German 

Research Foundation, - DFG-499 -, Directors Elke Zimmermann and Eckart Altenmüller) an 

integrative definition of emotion applicable for animals as well as for humans was required. 

 Arousal variation is one of the major distinctive features of emotions, and valence fits 

into the approach-avoidance action tendencies with direct relevance for behaviour (Scherer, 

2004) and thus, results gained with this model can easily be compared to results in research 

on animal emotions. The model is very simple, can be easily understood by the participants 

and is culturally independent. It reliably predicts and represents the affective quality of 

diverse stimuli and is very economical (Scherer, 2004). Additionally, the two-dimensional 

model has been successfully implicated in earlier studies concerning the recall of emotional 

material during emotional states (Clark, Milberg, & Erber, 1984; Eich & Metcalfe, 1989) and 

in research on emotions in music (Gomez & Danuser, 2007; Grewe et al., 2007a; Kallinen & 

Ravaja, 2006).   

 

2.2.3. Neural correlates of emotions 
 
 Emotional processing in general needs wide networks of brain activity, including 

limbic and sensory areas and those related to cognition and consciousness (for a review see 

Trainor & Schmidt, 2003). Emotions originate in the limbic system and become conscious 

when these centres activate areas of the associative cortex. General functions of the limbic 

system are the control of autonomic-affective responses, emotional conditioning, and 

conscious emotional, motivational and volitional states, as well as the evaluation of the 

consequences of actions. The most important limbic centres are the ventral tegmental area 

and the periaqueductal gray in the ventral mesencephalon, the hypothalamus, the mammilary 

bodies, the thalamus, the insula, the amygdala, the ventral striatum/nucleus accumbens as 

well as the cortical areas orbitofrontal cortex (OFC), prefrontal cortex (PFC), inferior 

temporal cortex, frontal polar regions, and the cingulate cortex (CG) (Bechara, Tranel, 

Damasio, & Damasio, 1996; Damasio, 1996; Roth, 2003; Wheeler, Davidson, & Tomarken, 

1993). According to Phillips et al. (2003) two neural systems appear to be critical for emotion 

perception. A ventral system, including the amygdala, insula, ventral striatum, and ventral 
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regions of the anterior CG, and the PFC, predominantly important for the identification of the 

emotional significance of a stimulus and the production of an affective state in response to 

the identification (automatic processing). And a dorsal system, including the hippocampus 

and dorsal regions of the anterior CG and the PFC, important for the regulation of the 

affective state. 

 
Figure 2.2.  Medial view of the human brain showing major centres of the limbic system  

                   and the brain stem. Basal ganglia are not shown. Only one member of             

                   bilateral pairs of structures can be seen. Adapted from Roth (2003, p.58). 

 

 Papez (1937) assumed that sensory input into the thalamus diverges into separate 

streams of thoughts and feelings. According to Papez, the feeling stream is transmitted 

directly from the thalamus to the mamillary bodies, allowing the generation of emotions, and 

via the anterior thalamus to the cingulate cortex (basolateral loop). The thought stream (Papez 

circuit) which is important for the transfer from short-term into long-term memory will be 

described in more detail in chapter 2.4.2. Papez suggested that emotional experiences are a 

function of activity in the cingulate cortex and can be generated through the thought stream 

and the feeling stream (for a review see Dalgleish, 2004).  

 Some of the main parts of the limbic system which might be important for this thesis 

are described here in more detail. 

 The amygdala is a major centre for the generation and control of emotions (LeDoux, 

1996) and plays a key role in processing social signals of emotions (especially fear), in 
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emotional conditioning (appetitive and fear conditioning) (for a review see Dalgleish, 2004; 

Weiskrantz, 1956) and in the consolidation of long-term emotional memories as well as the 

modulation of other cognitive processes (e.g., Anderson & Phelps, 2001; Cahill, Babinski, 

Markowitsch, & McGaugh, 1995). Interestingly, the amygdala has not been implicated in 

many studies about emotions and music which either found no or a reduced amygdala activity 

in response to emotions in music (Blood & Zatorre, 2001; Blood, Zatorre, Bermudez, & 

Evans, 1999; Brown, 2004). This could be due to the fact that music normally elicits positive 

emotions in the listener and the amygdala is more involved in the processing of negative 

emotions such as fear or sadness (Adolphs & Tranel, 2004). Recent studies using fear-

inducing music which elicited negative emotions support this view (e.g., Gosselin et al., 

2005; Gosselin et al., 2006). In these experiments, the amygdala was strongly activated (see 

also chapter 2.3.2). As the music used in this thesis has a neutral to very positive valence, it is 

not expected to find amygdala activity. 

 The anterior CG was found to be the brain region responsible for the integration of 

visceral, attentional, and emotional information which is involved in the regulation of affect 

and other forms of top-down control (Bush, Luu, & Posner, 2000). Attention on musical 

structural features and associations with the music have to be integrated with emotional 

information in music listening and the perception of emotions in music probably primarily 

represents a top-down process. Activation in this brain area was found by different studies on 

music and emotions (e.g., Blood et al., 1999; Khalfa, Schön, Anton, & Liegeois-Chauvel, 

2005). 

 The OFC receives cortical input from many other limbic structures such as the inferior 

temporal cortex and the anterior CG, as well as from subcortical limbic centres (particularly 

the amygdala). This brain structure is involved in the control of emotional and social aspects 

of behaviour as well as the awareness of its consequences. It is oriented towards internal 

emotional and social aspects (for a review see Dalgleish, 2004). The OFC was found to be 

active in many studies on music and emotions, especially in the processing of pleasant 

emotions (Blood & Zatorre, 2001; Blood et al., 1999; Khalfa et al., 2005).  

 The PFC has been assumed to be implicated in emotion processing since the end of 

the 19th century. It is involved in higher-order emotional evaluation processes and operates in 

close interaction with other cognitive functions and with behavioural goals (Davidson & 

Irwin, 1999). However, its exact function is not yet clear. It was suggested that the PFC 

works together with the amygdala to learn and represent the emotional value of a stimulus as 
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well as the relationships between new stimuli and primary reinforcers such as food or drink 

(Rolls, 1999).  

 Davidson & Irwin (1999) suggested that prefrontal regions influence other brain 

regions to guide behaviour towards the most adaptive current goals (i.e. delay gratification). 

Hereby, left and right PFC seem to serve differential functions (Davidson, Ekman, Saron, 

Senulis, & Friesen, 1990). According to Davidson et al. (1990) the right-sided PFC is 

involved in the maintenance of goals which require withdrawal and inhibition (negative) 

while the left-sided PFC is involved in approach-related appetitive goals (positive). This 

suggestion has been supported by different neuroimaging studies (Canli, Desmond, Zhao, 

Glover, & Gabrieli, 1998; Dolcos, LaBar, & Cabeza, 2004; Maratos, Dolan, Morris, Henson, 

& Rugg, 2001) and appears to be true for music as well (Altenmüller, Schürmann, Lim, & 

Parlitz, 2002). Gomez & Danuser (2007) stated that the perception of emotion is associated 

with the right hemisphere while induction is lateralized in correspondence to valence with 

positive stimuli being processed on the left side and negative stimuli on the right. 

 If the PFC is important for the conscious control of emotions by supervising other 

brain regions and the processing of somatic codes tagged to previous emotional events, it 

should be active in the course of retrieving emotional music from memory. Especially, the 

left-sided PFC should be involved because positive stimuli are used. Like the OFC, the PFC 

appears to be important for the integration of valence information and memories (Kensinger, 

2004) (see chapter 2.6.2.). 

 In which brain regions are valence and arousal processed which are going to be 

measured in this thesis? 

 A study by Anders, Lotze, Erb, Grodd, & Birbaumer (2004) found that responses 

along the valence dimension correlated with activity in the amygdala and the insular cortex. 

Concerning arousal, it is assumed that highly arousing stimuli increase the overall activity of 

the neural system (Lang, Bradley, Cuthbert, 1998). Responses along the arousal dimension 

seem to be related to thalamic and frontomedial activity (Anders et al., 2004). PFC and OFC 

are also involved in relating especially valence information to memories making them more 

accessible to later retrieval attempts (Kensinger, 2004) (see chapter 2.6.2.). 

 Despite the assumption of independence in the dimensional models (e.g., Russel, 

1980), the concepts of arousal and valence do not seem to be entirely independent. This is 

also reflected in their neuroanatomical underpinnings. For example, the amygdala appears 

involved in the evaluation of arousing scenes, including positive ones, when passively 
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viewing negative or positive IAPS pictures, but may play a special role in processing 

negative stimuli (LaBar, Gatenby, Gore, & Phelps, 1998). 

 

2.3. Emotions and music 

2.3.1. Theories 
 
 Music can induce strong emotions such as “chills” and “shivers down the spine” 

(Krumhansl, 1997; Panksepp, 1995; Roy, Rainville, & Peretz, 2007).  Emotions are reported 

to be the strongest motivation for listening to music (Panksepp, 1995). Blood et al. (2001) 

found that emotional music perception uses the same neural mechanisms that are connected 

to pleasant and unpleasant emotional states in everyday emotions.  

 Especially classical music was used in different experiments to induce certain 

emotional states in the participants (Eich & Metcalfe, 1989; Niedenthal, Halberstadt, & 

Innes-Ker, 1999). It proved successful for the induction of happiness and sadness although 

only lasting for a short period of time (Panksepp & Bernatzky, 2002).  

 It is possible that emotions induced by music like by other arts cannot be measured 

like every-day emotions. Scherer (2004) used the term “aesthetic” emotions for emotions 

elicited by music or arts. Aesthetic emotions do not have a function for adaptation and 

adjustment to events that might have important effects on well-being and thus do not prepare 

action tendencies. An aesthetic experience is not relevant for survival but is appreciated 

because of its intrinsic qualities (Krumhansl, 1997; Scherer, 2004).  

 

 Perceiving emotion expressed by music can be distinguished from emotion induced in 

the listener (felt emotions) as two different parts of emotion (Gabrielsson, 2002). A listener 

can perceive emotions that the music wants to express. Or he can feel the emotions the music 

induced in him (Sloboda & Juslin, 2005). Perceived emotions are much more investigated 

than felt emotions. The border between these two is blurred and it cannot be assured 

experimentally whether participants, when asked for their emotions, indicate the one or the 

other. Emotions perceived and emotions felt may involve different psychological 

mechanisms and may have different physiological correlates (Gomez & Danuser, 2007). 

Despite some recent studies which indeed found that felt and perceived emotions represent 

different components of emotion (Evans & Schubert, 2006; Kallinen & Ravaja, 2006), the 

true relationship between experienced emotions with music and psychophysiological 
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measures remains unclear. In the third experiment of this thesis, felt and perceived emotions 

are contrasted and the issue is discussed in more detail (see chapter 6.). 

 

 There are different ways how music can induce emotions. Music can convey meaning 

in terms of conventions or through associations with events in the world. It is not associated 

with a fixed semantic system but it may convey meaning through other systems like 

emotional analysis or associative memories (for a review see Peretz & Zatorre, 2005).  

 Scherer (2004) proposes a central route and a peripheral route. In the central route 

three mechanism are important. Music can be evaluated and appraised like any other 

stimulus, it can induce associations to emotional memories, and it can elicit emotions through 

creating empathy with the music performer. In the peripheral route, music can induce 

emotions by proprioceptive feedback and by facilitating pre-existing tendencies to emotional 

expression by weakening control (Scherer, 2004).  

 Sloboda & Juslin (2005) differentiate between intrinsic and extrinsic emotions. 

Intrinsic emotions are evoked by the interpretation of the musical text while extrinsic 

emotions result from associations with nonmusical features.  

2.3.2. Neural correlates of emotions and music 
 

 Music stimulates wide networks of bilateral activity in the brain. Specific areas seem 

to be specialized for the perception of different musical aspects such as rhythm, melody, and 

timbre. Especially the auditory cortex and frontal regions appear to be important. About 

emotional aspects of music much less is known than about music perception (for a review see 

Trainor & Schmidt, 2003). It is highly probable that emotions induced by music are 

processed by similar brain regions as emotions elicited by other stimuli such as emotional 

sounds or pictures (Panksepp & Bernatzky, 2002) (see chapter 2.2.3). In this chapter, some 

studies and results about the neural underpinnings of emotions induced by music, which are 

important for this thesis, are reviewed. These studies showed involvement of limbic and 

paralimbic cerebral structures during the processing of emotional music (Koelsch, 2005).  

 Emotional circuits are widely distributed in the brain, subcortically and cortically, and 

thus, music can and has to access these emotional systems at many levels (Panksepp & 

Bernatzky, 2002). Some authors assume that although many higher neural systems are 

involved in the various distinct aspects of music information processing and music 

appreciation, much of the emotional power may be generated by lower subcortical regions 
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like the brain stem (Blood & Zatorre, 2001). Thus, under certain circumstances music can 

access brain regions that are primarily associated with biologically significant stimuli 

(Panksepp & Bernatzky, 2002).  

 However, other authors think that the analysis of emotion expression in music may 

use emotion-specific structural features. Thus, emotional analysis could be mediated by 

perceptual neural networks and does not necessarily need subcortical, limbic structures 

(Peretz, 2001a). Emotions elicited by music should be mediated by cortical processes because 

of the large cultural learning component concerning music and musically induced emotions. 

Panksepp (1995) stated that it is possible to elicit consistent affective responses to music but 

mostly not to the same stimulus in different people.  

 As far as is known by now, there is no “special module” for the processing of musical 

emotions. Rather, it seems likely that music can access different emotional systems of the 

brain at different levels which are involved in processing emotions from other stimuli, too 

(Panksepp & Bernatzky, 2002). 

 The recognition of music (identifying a familiar tune) and the recognition of its 

emotional tone appear to be separable tasks processed by different brain regions. In the case 

of brain lesions the one can be spared despite the loss of the other (Peretz, Gagnon et al., 

1998). For example, (Peretz et al., 1994) presented a case of musical agnosia in a patient with 

bilateral damage to the auditory cortices. The patient showed a dissociation between 

perceptual and emotional musical processing. She could tell whether the music sounded 

happy or sad but was unable to recognize or discriminate melodies.  

 Neuroimaging studies investigating emotions and music either used pleasant 

(consonant) or unpleasant (dissonant) stimuli (e.g., Blood et al., 1999; Koelsch, Fritz, Muller, 

& Friederici, 2006), happy or sad music (Khalfa et al., 2005), or they asked participants to 

bring along music which elicited very strong pleasant emotions in them. 

 Studies using consonant and dissonant music yielded a reciprocal functional 

interaction between parahippocampal and frontal regions. There was increased activation in 

the amygdala, the hippocampus, the parahippocampal gyrus, the posterior CG, and the 

temporal poles for the unpleasant music (Blood et al., 1999; Koelsch, Fritz, et al., 2006). 

Pleasant music was associated with an increased activity in the right OFC, the medial 

subcallosal CG, the inferior frontal gyrus (IFG) as well as the anterior superior insula, and the 

ventral striatum. Some of these regions are known to be involved in affective processing of 

nonmusical material.  
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 Differently, studies investigating intense positive reactions to familiar music 

(measured as chill-intensity) found increased cerebral blood flow in the left ventral striatum, 

the dorsomedial midbrain areas, and paralimbic regions, as well as the bilateral insula, the 

right OFC, the thalamus, the anterior CG, and the bilateral cerebellum (Blood & Zatorre, 

2001). Activity was decreased in the right amygdala, the left hippocampus, the ventromedial 

PFC, as well as the precuneus. Some of these regions and the activation patterns are known to 

be associated with euphoria, pleasant emotion, as well as cocaine administration and are 

responsible for reward/motivaion processing (Blood & Zatorre, 2001). Interestingly, only the 

ventromedial PFC and the OFC were active in response to the music eliciting mildly pleasant 

feelings like in the studies above and the intensly pleasant emotions induced by the music in 

this experiment. Evidently, mildly pleasant and intensly pleasant emotions are processed by 

somewhat different neural networks (Blood & Zatorre, 2001). The authors concluded that 

music is able to elicit the same emotions like other stimuli despite not being necessary for 

survival (Blood & Zatorre, 2001).  

 In a passive listening task with unfamiliar music which spontaneously elicited strong 

pleasant feelings in the participants, Brown (2004) found similar activations in the 

subcallosal and the prefrontal anterior CG, the retrosplenial cortex, the hippocampus, the 

anterior insula, as well as the nucleus accumbens. The author interpreted the result as 

evidence for a direct route for aesthetic responses to music (Brown, 2004).  

 An fMRI study showed that the recognition of happiness and sadness in music relying 

on mode and tempo for emotion discrimination activated the OFC and CG which are also 

involved in emotional processing in other domains (Khalfa et al., 2005). In line with the 

above studies the brain regions processing emotions in music and emotions in general widely 

overlap. This could be an evidence for that the emotions elicited by music are similar to those 

induced by other stimuli like pictures or events. In the processing of positive stimuli the OFC, 

the CG, the nucleus accumbens, as well as some subcortical regions such as the thalamus and 

the insula seem to be involved (Baumgartner, Esslen, & Jäncke, 1996). The brain regions 

which were activated by pleasant novel music (Blood et al., 1999; Brown, 2004) are expected 

to be implicated in the processing of the musical stimuli in this thesis, too. 

 There are many studies investigating emotions in music with the help of 

electroencephalography (EEG). The left-lateralization effect for very positive music was 

examined e.g., by Altenmüller et al. (2002) and Kim, Yoon, Kim, Jho, & Lee (2003). The 

work by Goydke, Altenmüller, Moller, & Münte (2004) dealt with emotion expression in 

single tones whereas e.g., Baumgartner, Esslen, & Jancke (2006); Sammler, Grigutsch, Fritz, 
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& Koelsch (2007) and Steinbeis, Koelsch, & Sloboda (2005) examined the processing of 

pleasant and unpleasant or happy and sad music. These works will not be described here in 

more detail because the method of EEG is not used in this thesis. 

2.3.4. Emotions, music, and peripheral psychophysiology 

 
 One of the emotion components described in chapter 2.2.1. was the physiological 

component. Many different authors used physiological measurement with diverse emotional 

stimuli (words, sounds, pictures, music) to reveal information about the connection between 

affective states and bodily feelings (for a review see Trainor & Schmidt, 2003). Their 

assumption was that the experience of an emotion is associated with many physiological 

responses, such as sweating, changes in breathing and heart rate, or muscle contractions 

(Khalfa, Isabella, Jean-Pierre, & Manon, 2002). This chapter will concentrate on three 

peripheral psychophysiological measures often used in emotion research which were also 

used in this thesis: electrodermal activity, heart rate and respiration. Please see chapter 6 for 

methodical details.  

 The advantage of these bodily signs of an emotion is that they are under strict control 

of the sympathetic or parasympathetic nervous system, are elicited unconsciously and can 

hardly be controlled. They are thus reliable measures of autonomic expressions of emotions 

(Bradley & Lang, 2000; Krumhansl, 1997; Nyklícek, Thayer, & Van Doornen, 1997; 

Rickard, 2002; Witvliet & Vrana, 1995). A large number of studies has been carried out 

during the last years analyzing physiological parameters as correlates of emotions in music 

(e.g., Bartlett, 1996; Cacioppo, Berntson, Klein, & Poehlmann, 1997; Stemmler, 1998). 

Physiological parameters were used in this thesis to have a further control that the rated 

emotions had been induced in the participants.  

 However, although physiological components seem to be an important factor of 

emotional responses, reviews of a larger compilation of available studies that compare two or 

more emotions found little evidence for an emotion-specific physiology (Greenwald, Cook, 

& Lang, 1989). There is more empirical evidence for a covariation between physiological 

variables and emotional dimensions (Bradley, Greenwald, Petry, & Lang, 1992). Especially 

sympathetic activation as an indice of arousal was examined. Increases in arousal are linked 

to increases in the strength of responding in different systems, including the central 

(electroencephalogramm), sympathetic (heart rate, electrodermal activity, respiration) and the 
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somatic (muscle tension, motor activity) system; however, the systems do not uniformly 

increase together (Lang, Greenwald, Bradley, & Hamm, 1993b). 

 Electrodermal activity (EDA) reflects only sympathetic nervous system activity since 

the sweat glands are not innervated by the parasympathetic nervous system. Skin 

conductance data is filtered into the two parameters skin conductance level (SCL) which 

measures the tonic level of the conductance and skin conductance response (SCR) measuring 

stimulus-related activity. Both indices of EDA are evoked by rapid fluctuations in eccrine 

sweat gland activity resulting from the release of acetylcholin by the sympathetic nervous 

system (Rickard, 2002). Increases in EDA are therefore regarded as indicators of general 

activation.  

 
 In music, increased arousal may partly account for the EDA increase; however, in 

some studies, music rated as arousing slightly decreased EDA (Rickard, 2002). This 

surprising result might have been due to the fact that the music was subjectively perceived as 

arousing; however, caused less interest in the listener, thus decreasing attention (Rickard, 

2004). Subjective and physiological responses are often not correlated (Bartlett, 1996). 

However, compared to other measures of peripheral psychophysiology, electrodermal activity 

is a relatively reliable indice in most of the studies using sounds and music (Bartlett, 1996).  

 The heart is dually innervated by the sympathetic and parasympathetic nervous 

system. The classic triphasic pattern of the heart rate response consists of an initial 

deceleration, then an acceleratory response followed by a secondary deceleration. Heart rate 

(HR) is expressed in units of beats per minute (Bradley, 2000). The valence of a stimulus 

seems to contribute especially to its initial deceleration and acceleration. Heart rate appears to 

be a good indice for valence because the averaged cardiac waveform clearly differentiates 

between pleasant and unpleasant pictures (Lang, Bradley, Cuthbert, 1998; Lang et al., 1993). 

Arousal influences heart rate, too, because in general, high arousal stimuli were found to 

increase heart rate whereas low arousal stimuli did not (Witvliet & Vrana, 1995).  This was 

also found for music where HR increased with increasing tempo (Bernardi, Porta, & Sleight, 

2006). 

 The experience of emotional states is accompanied by respiratory changes, best 

established for the relation between anxiety and respiration. Many participants synchronize 

their respiration to musical rhythms unconsciously (Etzel, Johnsen, Dickerson, Tranel, & 

Adolphs, 2006). Respiration rate is expressed in number of breaths per minute. Only a small 

correlation between breathing rate and reported affect while listening to music or sounds was 
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found. The correlation between respiration amplitude and affect was a bit higher (Bartlett, 

1996). However, as respiration rate can influence electrodermal and heart rate activity, it was 

measured in this thesis to control for possible effects of respiration on the other indices. 

 Several studies using self-reports and direct measures of autonomic functions showed 

that music can induce autonomic changes associated with emotions (for review see Trainor & 

Schmidt, 2003). Music can induce physiological changes consistent with the processing of 

emotional intensity and maybe also with valence like in other domains (e.g., Khalfa et al., 

2002; Krumhansl, 1997; Nyklícek et al., 1997; Rickard, 2002, 2004; Witvliet, 1998).   

 Krumhansl (1997) for example, measured psychophysiological changes during music 

listening. The strongest correlation was detected at the skin conductance level (SCL), 

increasing significantly during all three reported emotion qualities. The presence of music 

significantly affected all physiological measures regardless of emotional quality. It lead to a 

longer cardiac interbeat interval (slower heart rate), a decrease in respiration intercycle 

interval, depth, and a lower skin conductance. The different emotional qualities were 

associated with certain physiological indices (e.g., ‘sad’ with changes in cardiac and 

electrodermal system) and could be differentiated by the autonomic measures, although 

effects were small.  

 Khalfa et al. (2002) found greater SCRs for melodies representing fear and happiness 

than sadness and peacefulness. They argued that arousal is the relevant emotional dimension 

related to SCRs. There was no significant difference between happiness and fear nor between 

sadness and peacefulness.
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2.4. Memory  

2.4.1. Memory theories 
 
 Human memory can be defined as a system for the storage, processing and retrieval of 

information. The term “memory” can also be understood as the ability of more or less stable 

storing of cognitively processed past perceptions. “Knowledge” is the content of memory 

which can be retrieved in actions in the present (Otto, Euler, & Mandl, 2000). It is now 

assumed that human memory is dynamic. It is influenced in time, can be modified by earlier 

and subsequent information, and changes over life time (for a review see Markowitsch, 

1992). Perception and memory are difficult to separate. A problem when investigating 

memory is that it cannot be regarded alone but always depends on other cognitive functions 

like alertness, motivation, perception, and emotions.   

 Memory as a whole can be broadly divided along the time scale, e.g., into short-term 

memory and long-term memory. This division was first proposed by (James, 1890/1950) and 

was later also opined by others (e.g., Broadbent, 1963; Ebbinghaus, 1902). Empirical 

evidence for a double dissociation between these two memory systems was found in 

experiments with amnesic patients who had lost long-term memory but still had an intact 

short-term memory or vice versa, (e.g., Corkin, Amaral, Gonzalez, Johnson, & Hyman, 1997; 

Scoville & Milner, 1957). Short-term memory and long-term memory differ structurally and 

functionally (for a review see Brand & Markowitsch, 2003). An extended memory model 

(multi-store model) proposed by Atkinson & Shiffrin (1968) assumes three separate memory 

modules: a sensory, a short-term and a long-term register. 

 Incoming stimuli are stored in domain-specific sensory registers for a very short time 

and are then further processed in short-term and long-term memory (Otto et al., 2000). The 

auditory sensory register is called “echoic memory”. In the sensory register a raw sensation 

of the environment is built and feature extraction, perceptual binding, and a first perceptual 

categorization take place. Large amounts of continous sensory information are cut down into 

a small number of discrete categories. These events then enable those parts of long-term 

memory which had been activated by similar events in the past (for a review see Brand & 

Markowitsch, 2003).  

 Short-term memory is the part of memory which is immediately available to focus of 

conscious awareness (for a review see Markowitsch, 1992). It can only hold about seven +/- 

two information units for only a few seconds (3s – 10s). Information can be sustained for a 
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longer time by rehearsal and immediately be recalled as being connected together in the 

present in a particular time order. The limited number of information units can be enhanced 

by chunking which reduces memory load (for a review see Birbaumer & Schmidt, 2002, pp. 

572-606). Chunks are small groupings frequently associated with each other and capable of 

forming higher-level units which become elements in memory. Chunks are formed according 

to former experiences and knowledge stored in long-term memory and form structured 

hierarchies of associations. Probably, there is one short-term memory for each modality but 

all have approximately the same time and information capacity limits (for a review see 

Markowitsch, 1992). The concepts of short-term memory and working-memory are regarded 

as distinct nowadays. The concept of working memory refers to the theoretical concept of a 

hypothetical memory faculty specialized in maintaining of limited amounts of information for 

immediate use and manipulation of information (working attention) (Buchner & Brandt, 

2003). Short-term memory generally refers in a theory-neutral manner to the short-term 

storage of information (Buchner & Brandt, 2003). 

 

 This thesis concentrates on recognition retrieval from episodic long-term memory. 

Thus, long-term memory and the memorization process will be described here in more detail.  

 

sensory short-term memory long-term memory
register

MEMORY

working-memory
nondeclarative (implicit) declarative (explicit)

procedural priming semantic episodic

(skills and habits) (facts) (events)

sensory short-term memory long-term memory
register

MEMORY

working-memory
nondeclarative (implicit) declarative (explicit)

procedural priming semantic episodic

(skills and habits) (facts) (events)

 
Figure 2.3.   Illustration of the memory systems. Along the time axis memory can be       

         divided  into short-term and long-term memory. According to Squire (1993) and 

         Tulving (1985), long-term memory can further be divided into declarative and 

         non-declarative memory as well as episodic, semantic, procedural and priming 

         memory. 
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 In contrast to short-term memory, long-term memory is a more or less permanent 

store of information. In long-term memory, information is stored in conceptual categories in 

large networks according to its meaning and in context. Information can either be represented 

as verbal or spatial information (for a review see Birbaumer & Schmidt, 2002, pp. 572-606).  

 All three memory systems described above strongly interact and influence each other. 

Information from long-term memory aids categorizing the sensory input in the sensory 

register and sets goals determining which information is relevant to be processed in working-

memory. Direct connections between perceptual categorization and long-term memory allow 

unconscious perception and memories (for a review see Brand & Markowitsch, 2003). 

 Long-term and short-term memory can be seen as two memory states rather than two 

sequential phases of memory. Information may flow in both directions from short-term to 

long-term memory and the other way round. Information from long-term memory can be 

moved into the focus of attention and can be manipulated in working-memory (e.g., when 

solving an arithmetic problem) (for a review see Roth, 2003; Snyder, 2000). 

 There exist different ideas and models how to further subdivide long-term memory: 

either according to the material to be stored or according to the sensory input channel. 

Furthermore, long-term memory can be classified corresponding to concept- or data-related 

memory contents. Animal studies suggested to divide long-term memory into declarative 

memory (explicit) and non-declarative (implicit) memory (e.g., Squire, 1992, 1993; Squire & 

Zola, 1996). Implicit memory is not available to consciousness and is expressed through 

performance. Many implicit memories are commemorates of muscular acts (implicit skill 

memories) and knowledge how to do things such as riding a bike or playing an instrument. 

Recall from implicit memory is quick and automatic (Squire, 1993).  

 Explicit memory is the memory of events or concepts which can be described in 

words. It is organized into temporal or spatial sequences or knowledge hierarchies. Retrieval 

is intentional and effortful (Squire, 1993).  

 Tulving (1985) proposed to divide long-term memory into four different memory 

systems which work together quasi-independently: a priming memory system, a procedural, a 

semantic, and an episodic memory system. He suggested a hierarchical organization of the 

memory systems with episodic-autobiographical memory being the most complex and thus 

also most vulnerable category and priming memory being the most basic one. Retrieval from 

episodic memory is explicit and effortful, retrieval from the other memory systems is implicit 

and automatic (Tulving, 2001). Episodic memory or episodic-autobiographical memory is 

defined as the kind of memory which allows to remember past events of one’s own life 
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defined by temporal and spatial coordinates (Tulving, 2001). Much of everyday conscious 

remembering is episodic and all semantic knowledge once has been learned episodically. 

Semantic memory, in contrast, consists of general facts of the world and memories of abstract 

concepts or categories of objects or events. It is not necessarily organized temporally or 

spatially but often hierachically in levels of various kinds of abstract conceptual knowledge 

categories (Tulving, 1985). Procedural memory comprises skills and implicit knowledge. 

Priming memory is one form of implicit memory, in which the recall of a stimulus is 

improved by prior exposure to this stimulus. After Tulving (2001) these memory systems are 

dissociable and each of them can be disturbed separately because amnesic patients have their 

greatest difficulties in remembering autobiographical, episodic facts while semantic memory 

is relatively spared (Tulving, 2001). However, there is evidence that the problems of amnesic 

patients with recalling autobiographical events does not mean that semantic memory is not 

impaired. Rather, semantic knowledge is acquired very early in life and represented more 

redundantly than episodic memory and therefore the likelihood by which retrieval from this 

kind of memory is disrupted by a lesion is smaller (Buchner & Brandt, 2003). 

 Tulving (1985) also proposed that episodic and semantic memory can be dissociated 

on a functional level. He assumes that retrieving from semantic memory is associated with 

the subjective experience of “knowing” a fact, feeling a familiarity, whereas retrieval from 

episodic memory is associated with the subjective experience of “remembering” an event 

(Gardiner, Ramponi, & Richardson-Klavehn, 2000).  

 Global models of memory are formal models describing assumptions more precisely 

and assume that a division of a single long-term memory system should only be nessary if a 

unitarian system cannot account for all empirical cases (Buchner & Brandt, 2003). All of 

these models suggest that there is only one long-term memory and that retrieval from this 

memory is influenced by every item represented in it (Buchner & Brandt, 2003). Some 

examples are the SAM (search of associative memory) (Gillund & Shiffrin, 1984), or the 

TODAM 2 (theory of distributed associative memory) (Murdock, 1982). 

 

 Information is memorized through learning. Four memorization processes are 

differentiated: information intake, encoding and consolidation, storage, and retrieval (for a 

review see Brand & Markowitsch, 2003).  

 Information intake takes place in the sensory register. During encoding, information is 

processed into working memory before it is transformed through one or more stages into a 

more permanent long-term store. Encoding can be incidental (forming implicit memories) or 
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intentional (forming explicit memories) and is influenced by knowledge and learned 

strategies with handling a certain material (for a review see Kandel, Schwartz, & Jessel, 

2000). Different kinds of information are encoded in a distinct manner (e.g., visual vs. 

verbal). The encoding of information and its retrieval is context-dependent. If the context at 

encoding and retrieval is the same, information is retrieved much easier and better (for a 

review see Birbaumer & Schmidt, 2002, pp 572-606). Craik (2002) and Craik & Lockhart 

(1972) proposed that the strength of, especially explicit long-term, memory depends on the 

depth of processing and the degree of elaboration at the time of encoding, not so much on 

how long it is processed. Attention must be directed to the stimulus to be encoded and it 

should be manipulated by different processing procedures. Items can be remembered better if 

they are related to other information (Craik & Lockhart, 1972).  

 Information is consolidated in memory by practice such as repeating a list of words. If 

the sensory information from the sensory register is attended to, the information is 

recirculated repeatedly through the focus of consciousness (for a review see Snyder, 2000). If 

the information is relevant to our goals and needs and/or repeated often enough it may be 

transferred to long-term memory and be added to or cause modifications to similar previous 

memories (for a review see Snyder, 2000).  

 After encoding, information is stored to be accessible later (for a review see Brand & 

Markowitsch, 2003). Studies of amnesia and memory retention found evidence for a common 

model of memory storage in stages. As described above, input to the brain is first processed 

in short-term memory before it may be transformed through one or more stages into a more 

permanent long-term store (Kandel et al., 2000). 

 For retrieving information, it has to be transferred from long-term memory to 

working-memory. A search- and retrieval system surveys the memory store and makes 

information available for certain tasks (Kandel et al., 2000).  

 Like encoding, retrieval can be unconscious and spontaneous (implicit) or effortful 

(recollection, recall). Implicit retrieval means the automatic activation of some particular 

contents of long-term memory that have some relation or association with a current 

perception. This appears if anything a person perceives seems familiar (Snyder, 2000). 

Explicit retrieval is conscious and effortful and does not simply mean to give contexts out of 

the memory store. It represents the active reconstruction of memories and complex and 

elaborate processes (for a review see Snyder, 2000).  

 For recognizing a stimulus, an abstract pattern of the stimulus has to be formed and 

compared to patterns stored in memory. If the pattern is known it can be retrieved from long-
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term memory. The item has to be found in memory (retrieval), reconstructed (reintegration), 

and then has to be considered to be an element of the learning episode (Marslen-Wilson, 

1987).  

 

 There are different ways to test memory. Explicit and implicit memory with their 

distinct forms of encoding and retrieval can be tested with different kinds of tests. Implicit 

memory is tested with indirect tests like the completion of a word stem or word fragment or 

with identifying subliminally presented objects. Behavioural responses such as reaction times 

to certain items can be examined, too. Direct memory tests for assessing explicit memory 

either ask participants to freely produce previously learned items (free recall), giving some 

hints about what should be remembered (like the category of a to-be-remembered item) (cued 

recall), or with a recognition task in which a person shall indicate whether an item of a large 

list has been encountered before or not (for a review see Birbaumer & Schmidt, 2002, pp 

572-606).  

 The studies in this thesis are based on recognition tests. 

2.4.2. Neural correlates of memory 
 
 Results of  studies using positron emission tomography (PET), EEG or fMRI support 

the idea that there are not one or two specific brain regions responsible for memory. Memory 

is represented in wide-spread dynamic neuronal networks in different regions of the brain 

which are interconnected and influence each other. Non-declarative knowledge seems to be 

processed more locally while declarative knowledge is represented in a more scattered way. 

However, although memory is processed in different dynamic networks there exist some 

preferred or more specialized regions like the limbic system and the medial temporal lobe as 

well as the frontal cortex for processing memory. Some theories suggest that at least short-

term and long-term memory are processed partly in the same anatomical structures in 

different ways (Snyder, 2000). 

 Short-term memory seems to be located mostly in the corticostriatale system and in 

the frontal gyrus (FG). Auditory memory which is the interest of this thesis is located in the 

left perisylvian regions, the posterior parietal cortex and the right FG (for a review see 

Snyder, 2000). 
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 Long-term memory processes, in contrast, seem to comprise the medial temporal lobe, 

the ventrolateral temporal lobes, the medial frontal lobes and right inferior temporal regions 

as well as the sensory association cortices (for a review see Snyder, 2000).  

 
Figure 2.4.  Memory systems in the brain. Brain areas involved in declarative memory are                  

                    shown in a schematic brain. Only one member of bilateral pairs of structures can 

                    be seen. Adapted from Lynch (2007). 

 

 The distinction between implicit and explicit recognition processes has first been 

introduced following the examination of the recognition test performance of amnesic patients 

who can be severely impaired in explicit memory tests but not in implicit behavioural 

responses (Graf & Schacter, 1985). Later, neuroimaging studies showed that different brain 

regions are active during explicit and implicit memory tasks (e.g., Badgayian & Posner, 

1997; Buckner et al., 1995). Some explicit retrieval tasks for example involved frontal and 

hippocampal activation (e.g., Buckner et al., 1995) while implicit tasks lead to a reduced 

blood flow in (right) posterior areas (e.g., Schacter et al., 1996). Implicit memory processes 

are mainly located in the basal ganglia. Explicit memories are processed in medial temporal 

and (pre)frontal regions. Nowadays, it seems obvious that neither implicit nor explicit 

memory processes comprise a homogeneous category (Yonelinas, 2002).  

 

 As described in the previous chapter, episodic and semantic memory can also be 

differentiated structurally. A combined imaging study on the difference between episodic and 

semantic memory retrieval using positron emission tomography (PET) and event-related 
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potentials (ERP) found that the episodic memory task was associated with increased 

activation in right PFC and posterior CG and a sustained right-frontopolar-positive ERP. The 

semantic retrieval task yielded left frontal and temporal lobe activity (Düzel et al., 1999). 

Episodic memory forms a unique configurational association between environmental stimuli 

and behavioural context. It depends basically on neural circuits in the medial temporal lobe, 

the medial diencephalon, the basal forebrain, and prefrontal regions (Bernard, Desgranges, 

Platel, Baron, & Eustache, 2001; Miyashita, 2004). In accordance with a model by Tulving et 

al. (1994) the right IFG should be engaged during the recall of episodic information while the 

hippocampus is very important for episodic memory acquisition (Tulving, 2001). An 

involvement of the hippocampal formation in episodic memory recall is still unclear, it might 

be time-limited. Successful retrieval of remote memory is probably processed independently 

from the hippocampal activity, whereas the entorhinal cortex seems to be more involved 

(Haist, Bowden Gore, & Mao, 2001) (see table 2.1.). 

 Although neuroimaging studies have confirmed the importance of the medial temporal 

and frontal lobes for the encoding and retrieval of episodic information (Cabeza & Nyberg, 

2000; Fletcher & Henson, 2001), functional imaging was not as successful at confirming the 

role of these structures in episodic memory tasks (Platel et al., 2003). Instead, the anterior CG 

and the precuneus were found to be engaged during episodic memory tasks (Sanders, 

Wheeler, & Buckner, 2000).  

 

Table 2.1.  Brain structures relevant for the three different long-term memory systems and 

          the different memory processes. Adapted from Kluwe, Lüer, & Rösler (2003). 

 Episodic memory Semantic memory Procedural memory 

Encoding and 
consolidation 

 
limbic system 

(hippocampus), PFC 
 

 
limbic system, 
cerebral cortex 

 
basal ganglia, cerebellar 

structures 

 
Storage 

 
mainly association 
areas and limbic 

regions (?) 
 

 
mainly association 

areas 

 
basal ganglia, cerebellar 

structures 

Retrieval  
right temporo-frontal 

cortex 
 

 
left temporo-frontal 

cortex 

 
basal ganglia, cerebellar 

structures 
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 The different stages of memorization described in chapter 2.4.1. are processed by 

different brain regions (see table 2.1.). Encoding and consolidation take place in two 

interconnected limbic circuits, the Papez circuit and the amygdaloid (basolateral limbic) 

circuit (for a review see Brand & Markowitsch, 2003). The Papez circuit consists of 

structures around the hippocampus (hippocampal formation, fornix, mamillary bodies, 

mammillothalamic tract, anterior thalamus, and thalamo-cortical pedunculi). The amygdaloid 

circuit consists of the amygdala, the mediodorsal nucleus of the thalamus, the subcallosal 

area of the basal forebrain and interconnecting fibres (for a review see Brand & Markowitsch, 

2003). It is related to the emotional processing of information and the encoding of the 

emotional valence of experiences (see chapter 2.2.3.). The left PFC is important for 

organizational processes during encoding (Fletcher, Shallice, & Dolan, 1998b). 

 Memory consolidation probably is a dynamic and stepwise process. The hippocampus 

and the medial lateral temporal lobe play a major role in consolidation of explicit memories; 

however, also other brain regions like the frontal cortex are involved (for a review see Brand 

& Markowitsch, 2003).  

It is assumed that information is stored where it is processed, thus domain-specifically 

in the association cortices. However, also limbic regions seem to be necessary for binding 

information (Markowitsch, 2000). 

 For memory retrieval, the bilateral PFC seems to be crucial (infero-lateral frontal and 

antero-lateral temporal cortical areas). Domain-specific regions in the temporal lobes are 

reactivated during remembering either by top-down signals from the prefrontal cortex (active 

retrieval) or by backward signals from the limbic system (automatic retrieval) .  

 The retrieval of context-rich information with emotional connotation may be 

supported by limbic structures of the medial diencephalon and medial temporal lobes (for a 

review see Snyder, 2000). Retrieval of complex information engages the left PFC 

(Markowitsch, 2000). It is assumed that cortical regions activated during encoding are 

reactivated during retrieval and portions of a stimulus complex are able to evoke the whole 

experience (Nyberg, Habib, McIntosh, & Tulving, 2000). 

 

 This thesis concentrated on investigating the neural networks processing retrieval 

from episodic long-term memory. It was therefore expected to find activations in the right 

prefrontal cortex, the right posterior cingulate as well as in the medial temporal lobes. 
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2.5. Long-term memory and music 

2.5.1. Theories 
 
 „The contribution of memory to music processing is crucial not only because music 

unfolds over long periods of time but because music is highly structured along multiple 

principles that require the contribution of different sources of knowledge.“ (Peretz & Zatorre, 

2005, p. 96). 

 Musical memory represents information about the form and structure of musical 

events, not meaning or associative properties. Music is not associated with a fixed semantic 

system like language but it may convey meaning through other systems, as associative 

memories and emotional analysis. Memory is very important for music perception and 

performance. All three memory processes contribute to music experience.  

 Echoic memory provides an immediate experience of the present moment of music 

and helps segment it into manageable units (for a review see Snyder, 2000).  

 Music perception and appreciation is not possible without short-term memory which 

allows to hold a single tone in the focus of attention until it can be related to the following 

tones. Thus, allowing the impression of a continous melodic stream, the maintenance of the 

local order of the music, and the formation of “gestalten”. In performance, working-memory 

is needed, e.g., for sight-reading (for a review see Snyder, 2000).  

 Long-term memory allows us to recognize a piece of music we have heard before or 

to identify a certain music style or to form expectations about what will come next in a 

melody because of our listening experience. It provides the context that gives meaning to the 

moment by relating it to a larger framework of ongoing experience and previous knowledge 

thereby forming a global order in the music. The performance of a concert piece by heart 

would not be possible without long-term memory. As the topic of this dissertation is 

recognition of music from long-term memory, the following introduction into music and 

memory will focus on music perception and explicit long-term memory (for a review see 

Snyder, 2000). 

 

 For recognizing a familiar music piece, melodic and time relations must be mapped 

onto a stored long-term representation containing invariant properties of the musical selection 

to enable recognition of a given tune. Recognition of familiar melodies requires access and 

selection of potential candidates in a perceptual memory system. Music recognition like the 

recognition of other auditory information is a dynamic process which develops over time 
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(Dalla Bella, Peretz, & Aronoff, 2003). Several cognitive operations are necessary. A 

structural representation of the presented stimulus has to be computed on the basis of its 

perceptual features. This representation has to be matched to a presentation stored in 

memory. Recognition occurs when there is a correspondence between these two 

representations (cohort-model by Marslen-Wilson, 1987). Changes in melodic contour and 

tone chroma are very important for recognition (Dalla Bella et al., 2003).  

 On the one hand, perceptual memories of familiar tunes must be abstract to allow 

recognition despite changes in tempo, transposition or other changes. But the stored 

representations can also store surface features as absolute pitch and precise tempo (Halpern, 

1989; Levitin & Cook, 1996). Most listeners will not remember every detail of a musical 

segment but will follow a piece of music by a process of abstraction and organization 

(Dowling, Tillmann, & Ayers, 2001). However, the appreciation of an interpretation needs 

the consideration of surface characteristics unique to a particular rendition (Dowling et al., 

2001). If the surface features of a music piece like the timbre are the same at encoding and 

retrieval, the piece is recognized faster (Dowling et al., 2001). 

 Surface and structural features may be contained in the stored representations and fit 

with the role and definition of the perceptual representation systems in other perceptual 

domains. In different studies on musical memory no levels-of-processing effect was found 

which is explained by the fact that music is not encoded in a fixed hierarchical manner like 

language (Halpern & Muellensiefen, in press; Peretz, Gaudreau et al., 1998; Warker & 

Halpern, 2005). Thus, the importance of different aspects of the music may change depending 

on the context of music processing or the setting (Halpern & Muellensiefen, in press). 

 

 Nonmusicians often are quite good in recognizing and even producing familiar songs. 

Besides an abstract representation of the music, they even remember many details like the 

absolute tempo of a very familiar music piece (Andrews, Dowling, Bartlett, & Halpern, 1998; 

Halpern, 1989; Schulkind, 1999). Even infants as young as seven month of age are able to 

remember quite complex music pieces (Trehub, Schellenberg, & Hill, 1997). Much 

knowledge about music and also familiarity of certain pieces and emotional assignment are 

acquired implicitly by nonmusicians. Scales and harmonies are learned unconsciously 

through frequent listening of culture-specific music (Tillmann, Bharucha, & Bigand, 2000). 

This implicit knowledge influences the conscious retrieval of explicit musical information in 

the present (Dowling et al., 2001;  Henson, 2003). 
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 Familiarity with the music and the musical style (e.g., McAuley, Stevens, & 

Humphreys, 2004; Peretz, Gaudreau et al., 1998) determine memory performance. Musical 

expertise probably plays an important role, too. However, there are only few studies about 

musical long-term memory. In a study by Dalla Bella et al. (2003) musicians recognized 

familiar music more confidently and more rapidly. However, musicians and nonmusicians 

seemed to use the same perceptual units for retrieving a piece. Expertise leads to an enhanced 

performance in musicians compared to nonmusicians in music perception tasks (Andrews et 

al., 1998). However, when musical abilities are evaluated more indirectly, there are many 

similarities in performance between musicians and nonmusicians (for a review see Peretz & 

Zatorre, 2005). It depends on the ability of the listener and the demands of a task how music 

is processed. The right hemisphere appears to be responsible for the global processing of 

musical information which happens automatically with or without engagement of the listener 

and should thus be applied by nonmusicians and musicians (Schulkind, Posner, & Rubin, 

2003). Analytic processing involves the left hemisphere, is strategic, and used corresponding 

to the abilities of the listener. It is therefore used more by musicians (Schulkind et al., 2003).  

 Different imaging studies found a more left-lateralized activation in musicians when 

listening to music or performing musical perceptual tasks. This might be a hint for a more 

analytical way of processing music in musicians (e.g., Münte, Altenmüller, & Jäncke, 2002; 

Ohnishi et al., 2001; Schlaug, Jäncke, Huang, & Steinmetz, 1995).  

 In this thesis unfamiliar film music from unpopular films was chosen for the 

experimental design in order to minimize the effect of familiarity. Yet, film music as a style 

is well-known to most people. It was decided to invite nonmusicians as participants to reduce 

the chance that they would know the pieces and we assumed that musicians would listen to 

the music on a more emotional, non-analytical level than musicians. This would decrease 

possible influences of musical structure on recognition performance (see chapter 2.5.3). 

2.5.2. Neural correlates of long-term memory and music 
 

 Music activates large parts of auditory cortex in both hemispheres. It is assumed that 

music perception and musical memory are processed and stored in the same brain regions, 

primarily in the superior temporal gyrus (STG) (Dowling et al., 2001; Peretz & Coltheart, 

2003). There has not been much research about the neurological bases of musical long-term 

memory, yet. 
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 Neuropsychological support for a perceptually-based memory system mainly stems 

from lesion studies which found a persistent loss of recognition abilities for music despite 

normal perceptual processing (Peretz, 1996). 

 

 Steinke, Cuddy, & Jakobson (2001) showed that brain damage can impair recognition 

of instrumental music but spare recognition of song melodies. Musical imagery and music 

processing when listening to music share the same brain structure, the secondary auditory 

cortices. Perceptual mechanisms within auditory areas are responsible for the subjective 

experience of imagery (Zatorre & Halpern, 2005; Zatorre, Halpern, Perry, Meyer, & Evans, 

1996). STG and OFC are responsible for complex auditory ‚images‘ or patterns. Thus, they 

should also be the stories for musical memories. When imagining music, parts of the auditory 

cortex anterior to Heschl’s region and areas in the frontal cortex are involved. Even when 

only anticipating familiar music, cerebellum, anterior CG and IFG are active. In line with a 

model by Tulving et al. (1994) this may correspond to the involvement of left frontal regions 

in the retrieval of complex memories (for a review see Peretz & Zatorre, 2003). 

 

 Like in other domains, episodic and semantic memory for music can be distinguished 

neurobiologically (e.g., Platel et al., 2003; Watanabe et al., 2007). This is important for this 

thesis which aimed at examining episodic musical memory. Episodic memory for music is 

processed in the more right-sided bilateral middle frontal gyri and the precuneus (Platel et al., 

2003). Thus, fronto-temporal regions are crucial for episodic memory retrieval success in 

music whereas semantic memory for music activates the medial TG and OFC bilaterally, the 

left angular gyrus, and predominantly the left anterior part of the middle temporal gyri (Platel 

et al., 2003). In a more recent fMRI study on musical episodic memory retrieval success with 

simple and artificial stimuli, Watanabe et al. (2007) found activity in the right hippocampus, 

the left IFG, bilateral lateral temporal regions as well as the left precuneus. For retrieval 

success, the right hippocampus responded more strongly than the left while the left inferior 

frontal gyrus responded more strongly than the right. According to the authors, this 

dissociated response reflected the different roles of left and right hemisphere during musical 

memory retrieval success (Watanabe et al., 2007). 

 

 Lesion studies showed that the right medial temporal lobe is related with melody 

retrieval (Liégeois-Chauvel, Peretz, Babaï, Laguitton, & Chauvel, 1998; Peretz et al., 1994). 

In the recognition of highly familiar tunes, right temporal structures seem less involved. 
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 Retrieval processes from long-term representations tend to engage the IFG and 

superior and inferior temporal regions (Halpern & Zatorre, 1999). Recognition of music 

seems to be more right-sided whereas recognition of highly familiar tunes engages bilateral 

superior temporal regions and left inferior temporal and frontal areas (Peretz, Gagnon, 

Hébert, & Macoir, 2004). 

Familiar tunes are not processed differently from unfamiliar ones but are associated to 

extramusical and extraexperimental events that may contribute to recognition (e.g., melodies 

automatically trigger the lyrics with which they are paired) (Peretz et al., 2004). Episodic 

recognition of novel melodies may be based more on a generalized “feeling of familiarity” 

than on a specific episodic memory (McAuley et al., 2004). 

 For this thesis, a more right-sided activation in middle and inferior frontal areas as 

well as the precuneus (episodic memory for novel melodies) during the retrieval of novel 

melodies is assumed. 

 
 There is still a debate whether there is a separate memory for music. One aim of this 

thesis is to find out which brain regions are active during retrieval of music from long-term 

memory (fMRI study) and whether they are different from those for words or pictures. There 

may exist dissociable systems for maintaining pitch information versus language information 

(Koelsch et al., 2002; Patel, 2003) in working-memory. Studies by Holcomb, Medoff, 

Caudill, Zhao, Lahti, Dannals et al. (1998) and Zatorre, Evans, & Meyer (1994) suggested 

that memory for pitch can be seen as a specialized subsystem within the framework of 

general working memory processed in the right auditory and dorsolateral and inferior frontal 

areas.  

 In different case studies with patients who had lost the ability to process complex 

music or certain elements of it (amusia) either due to focal lesions to the auditory cortices or 

congenitally, Peretz and her co-workers tried to confirm a dissociation between verbal and 

musical processing and memory (e.g., Ayotte, Peretz, & Hyde, 2002; Peretz, 1996; Peretz et 

al., 2004). The patients were not able to recognize very familiar pieces of music or to 

distinguish consonance from dissonance despite preserved language abilities. Samson & 

Zatorre (1992) revealed a major role of right temporal areas in the recognition of unknown 

melodies in patients with right or left temporal lobectomy. The assumption of a possible 

separate long-term memory system for music is also supported by event-related brain 

potentials studies (ERP) showing differential ERP effects for semantic processing of 

language and music (Besson & Schön, 2001). However, imaging studies directly comparing 
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brain activity at language and music processing (e.g., Bernard et al., 2001; Koelsch et al., 

2002; Patel, 2003) do not entirely support this view. The authors found similar mechanisms 

and brain regions involved in both, language and music processing. Similar neuronal 

networks are used; however, music processing takes place more right-sidedly. Additionally, 

Platel et al. (2003) showed in a PET study that the same regions are active for the retrieval of 

music from episodic memory as for verbal and visuospatial stimuli (see above). 

2.5.3. Musical memory and musical structural features 
 
 Recognition of music highly depends on musical knowledge, cultural learning and 

musical experience of a person (Bruhn, Oerter, & Rössing, 1997). However, music which 

sounds melodic and familiar, is little complex, and is perceived as pleasant can be better kept 

in memory independent of individual listening experience (Russel, 1987). 

 
 Tones become music when they are structured and structural regularities have to be 

extracted to process and enjoy music. Certain aspects of musical structure like redundancy, 

hierarchy, certain rhythmical structures, scales and sequential patterns seem to aid 

memorizing music (Boltz, 1991; Sloboda, 1985). Four parameters appear to be important and 

each contribute to the recognition of music: rhythmic contour, phrasing, meter, and the ratio 

of successive note durations. Recognition of well-known as well as newly learned songs was 

significantly lower if one of these parameters was altered compared to the standard version in 

musicians and nonmusicians (Schulkind, 1999).  

 Most studies concerning the influence of structural variables on recognition are based 

on short melodies of one voice and not on complex pieces of music. The results of these 

studies will be discussed here in more detail because they were the basis for a selection of 

potential variables which could possibly influence recognition of longer pieces. In this thesis, 

a first attempt was made to examine the structural features influencing recognition of longer 

and more complex pieces. This evaluation served at the same time as control for the structural 

similarity of the selected pieces which had been chosen to have similar characteristics. Like 

this, a strong influence of structure on recognition performance which could mask the effect 

of emotions on recognition should be avoided. 

 
 Musical characteristics, of course, play a crucial role in the formation of musical 

memories. They are intrinsic factors of the music and are processed on different levels of 

consciousness, abstraction and organization. They can refer to pitch, melody, rhythm, and 
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form. Melodic and temporal characteristics are the most determinant factors for melody 

recognition. Although, different studies showed that melody is more important than rhythm in 

the encoding and retrieval process for music (Dowling, Kwak, & Andrews, 1995; Hébert & 

Peretz, 1997), a combination of both seems optimal for recognition (Hébert & Peretz, 1997).  

 On a basic level, pitch intervals which are a kind of link between two pitch events are 

the primary feature recognized in familiar melodies (for a review see Snyder, 2000).  

 On a higher level, acoustical features are fused pitch events which may be organized 

into sequences and melodies which create a tuning system used in a particular musical 

culture. This tuning system creates expectations about the ongoing of a piece of music and is 

therefore important for memory (for a review see Snyder, 2000). The relationship between 

expected and actual events (correspondence or conflict) in music strongly affects perception, 

memory, and aesthetic experience of music (Meyer, 1956). Melodies which fulfil melodic 

expectancies are remembered better (Schmuckler, 1997). 

 The upward and downward movements of melodic intervals create melodic contour 

which along with qualities of particular intervals gives melodies their recognizable individual 

melodic characteristics (for a review see Sloboda, 1985). Contour information allows to recall 

melodies approximately and is especially helpful for memorizing short passages whereas 

pitch information aids in memorizing longer sequences (for a review see Sloboda, 1985). 

Contour changes and significant pitch skips support memorization (for a review see Sloboda, 

1985). 

 Temporal structure like rhythm, meter, and melodic phrasing is stored in long-term 

memory for music, too and supports its retrieval (Schulkind, 1999; Sloboda & Parker, 1985). 

Temporal structure represented e.g., by metrically accented notes is important to guide 

attention to important elements in the melody (for a review see Snyder, 2000). Rhythm is as 

important an organizing principle as tonality. The perception of rhythmic patterns is 

organized hierarchically and the two systems are mutually interactive. Knowledge of the 

rhythmic structure can help to determine the tonal structure and vice versa (Sloboda, 1985). 

 On a higher level of processing, form of music is important. Many forms of music 

display a hierarchical order and support forming chunks in memory. This kind of music is 

therefore more efficiently stored, more stable in memory and more easily retrieved (for a 

review see Snyder, 2000). Repetition of themes or motives, even in variations produces 

redundancy in a piece of music and reduces information load. Redundancy aids to develop 

schemata and expectancies which assist understanding new information (for a review see 

Snyder, 2000). 
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2.6. Memory, music, and emotions  

2.6.1. Memory and emotions in general 
 
 Emotional events and facts are remembered better than non emotional ones, as long as 

they are not too strong. Very strong negative experiences can even lead to suppression and 

complete forgetting of an event (for a review see Roth, 2003). In many studies using words, 

pictures, or films an advantage for highly emotional material compared to neutral material 

could be shown (e.g., Bradley et al., 1992; Burke, Heuer, & Reisberg, 1992; Cahill et al., 

1995; Heuer & Reisberg, 1990; Phelps, Ling, & Carrasco, 2006). Sounds rated as highly 

arousing were remembered better in a free recall task independent of their pleasantness 

(Bradley & Lang, 2000). One problem in this kind of research is that the term “emotion” is 

defined very differently by different authors such as in terms of basic emotions (Berntsen & 

Rubin, 2002), emotional intensity (Cahill et al., 1996), or in a dimensional approach with 

valence and arousal as dimensions (Dolcos et al., 2004; Kensinger & Corkin, 2003). Due to 

the differing conceptualization of emotions, comparisons between studies are difficult. 

Results also depend on whether central or peripheral aspects of the situation should be 

remembered, the kind of memory test (recognition or recall) and the delay between encoding 

and test (Bruhn et al., 1997). 

 Here, only a general overview over this topic will be given. Within the scope of the 

experiment description in chapters 5 and 6 this issue will be discussed in more detail.  

 
 One everyday example for the strong influence emotions have can have on memory 

are flashbulb memories. These are extremely vivid memories for emotionally very engaging 

events. A superior memory for traumatic relative to average events (Christianson & Loftus, 

1987) and for emotionally provocative relative to neutral words (LaBar & Phelps, 1998) and 

pictures (Bradley et al., 1992) could be shown. Core facts of these situations are remembered 

best (for a review see Roth, 2003). However, this reinforcing effect of emotions is valid only 

for medium-term recall and although emotional memories are more vivid and detailed they 

do not have to be more accurate than non emotional ones. The remembered details can be 

incorrect although the person is very sure they are correct (Sharot, Delgado, & Phelps, 2004; 

Talarico & Rubin, 2003). Emotional states tend to affect the contents of episodic memory 

more than these of semantic memory (for a review see Roth, 2003). This is one reason why 

episodic memory in relation to emotions was investigated in thesis. 
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 Of course, cognitive processes can also influence emotions and the anticipation of a 

painful or very pleasant stimulus can already induce strong emotions as if the stimulus was 

present (Phelps et al., 2001). Lazarus (1999) emphasized the principle of reciprocal causality. 

Depending on the starting point, which is arbitrary, emotion can influence cognition or the 

other way around. Here, the influence of emotion on cognition is examined. 

2.6.2. Neural correlates of memory and emotion 
 
 How can the interaction between emotion and memory be explained 

neuroanatomically? 

There exists a strong and complex interaction between emotions and memory because 

they are processed by anatomically and functionally overlapping brain structures (for a 

review see LaBar & Phelps, 1998; LeDoux, 1996; Roth, 2003). Imaging studies have shown 

that there is a division of labour between the declarative-episodic memory system located 

mostly around the hippocampus and parahippocampal regions and the limbic centres, 

particularly the amygdala and the mesolimbic system (LeDoux, 1996).  

 Amygdala and hippocampus are thought to be linked to two independent memory 

systems, the Papez circuit and the basolateral loop (see chapters 2.2.3 and 2.4.2.), each with 

unique characteristic functions. In emotional situations these two systems interact in the way 

that the amygdala can modulate encoding and storing of hippocampal-dependent memories 

by processing the emotional significance of incoming stimuli and making this information 

available for other brain regions (Phelps, 2004). The hippocampal complex instead forms 

episodic representations of the emotional significance and interpretation of events. The 

hippocampus thus can influence the amygdala response when emotional stimuli are 

encountered again later on (e.g., Cahill et al., 1996; Canli et al., 2000; Hamann, Ely, Grafton, 

& Kilts, 1999).  

 Different studies showed a correlation between amygdala activity at encoding and 

later memory (Phelps, 2004). The amygdala can change the encoding of hippocampal-

dependent, episodic memory by altering perception and attention to a stimulus which are 

important for encoding (Phelps, 2004). The amygdala might also influence storage of 

memory (Anderson & Phelps, 2001). 

 It is supposed that the amygdala enhances or modulates the  activity of other brain 

regions involved in memory in reaction to emotional stimuli through its interconnections with 

these brain regions (hippocampus, prefrontal cortex, cingulate cortex). However, the 
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amygdala is not the only brain region involved in the processing of emotional stimuli because 

it has been found that responding to emotional stimuli can be preserved despite amygdala 

damage (Kensinger & Corkin, 2003). Frontal regions are also implicated in processing 

emotional memories. 

 
 The left ventrolateral PFC was found to be important for the controlled emotional 

retrieval of especially negative stimuli (Kuchinke, 2007) and the ventromedial PFC was 

activated during the correct retrieval of positive items (Rugg, Henson, & Robb, 2003). The 

bilateral mid-dorsolateral PFC supports monitoring processes during retrieval (Maratos, 

Allan, & Rugg, 2000). Its activity is modulated by valence (Henson, Rugg, Shallice, & 

Dolan, 2000; Henson, Shallice, & Dolan, 1999; Maratos et al., 2001). Possibly, the 

impression of a higher familiarity of emotionally valenced words accounts for increased 

monitoring processes observed in right dorsolateral PFC (Rugg et al., 2003). The OFC was 

found to be active during retrieval success (Kuchinke, 2007) and during processing positive 

emotional context. It might play a role in a network together with the hippocampus and the 

anterior cingulate in subserving the processing of memories associated with positive affect 

(Kuchinke et al., 2005; Erk et al., 2005). A valence-dependent old/new effect was found in 

right dorsolateral and bilateral orbitofrontal regions (Kensinger, 2004). 

 

Long-term memoryAmgdala

Cerebellum Sensory Neocortex

PFCStriatum

 
Figure 2.5.  Model of the interconnections between the memory system and the emotion 

                    system as well as their neural correlates. In this model, the amygdala plays a 

                    key role in emotion processing; however, in processing emotion in music, the 

                    amygdala appears not to be so important. Instead, the PFC and OFC seem to be 

                    crucial. Adapted from LaBar & Cabeza (2006) 
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 The dimensions of valence and arousal which are used in this thesis may both 

influence memory but they may do so via distinct mechanisms and pathways. As described 

above, the amygdala probably plays an important role in modulating memory for arousing 

experiences whereas non-amygdalar networks may be important in enhancing memory for 

nonarousing positive or negative events. Most studies have compared neutral events with 

events that are both arousing and at an extreme of the valence, thus, not being able to 

disentangle their single effect on memory. 

 Kensinger (2004) identified two different neural routes for the processing of 

emotional information in connection with memory which provide neural evidence for the 

assumption of different neural pathways for valence and arousal: a valence-dependent PFC-

hippocampal network and an arousal-dependent amygdalar-hippocampal network (see 

chapter 2.2.3.). 

 
 Emotional arousal is a critical factor for the emotional enhancement effect for many 

types of information (Burke et al., 1992; Conway et al., 1994) and is associated with 

enhanced long-term conscious recall in humans (Kensinger & Corkin, 2003; Ochsner, 2000) 

However, there is evidence that memory can be enhanced by positive or negative stimuli 

which do not elicit arousal, too (e.g., Kensinger, 2004). 

 There are much more studies about arousal and memory than about valence and 

memory. Arousal can mediate the effect of emotions on memory by directing and focusing 

attention. Amygdala activity appears to enhance the likelihood that an arousing event is 

processed during encoding and that it is preserved in a relatively stable memory trace 

(Hamann et al., 1999). The amygdala seems to modulate the strength of the conscious 

memory for events according to their emotional importance, regardless of whether the 

emotion is pleasant or aversive (Cahill & Alkire, 2003; Sharot et al., 2004). However, until 

now only a few studies could clearly prove the effect of arousal on memory consolidation in 

humans, independent of its effect on encoding (Heuer & Reisberg, 1990; LaBar et al., 1998). 

 Memory enhancement for arousing stimuli seems to be better after long delays than 

after short delays (e.g., Kensinger & Corkin, 2003). Patients with amygdala damage do not 

show modulation of attention by arousing stimuli and do not show the trade-off between 

memory for central and peripheral information. The amount of amygdala activation and 

hippocampus activation was correlated during the encoding of arousing words (Kensinger & 

Corkin, 2003; LaBar & Phelps, 1998; Ochsner, 2000). 
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 The fact that nonarousing positive or negative events are remembered better is 

independent of amygdala activation. Nonarousing stimuli with positive or negative valence 

are remembered better than neutral ones (e.g., Kensinger, 2004). Memory for nonarousing 

positive or negative stimuli may benefit from conscious encoding strategies, such as 

elaboration. People are more likely to semantically elaborate on valenced items maybe 

because valenced items contain a semantic cohesiveness not present in neutral items. The 

PFC mediates elaborative processing (monitoring, encoding strategies) which might explain 

its involvement in the processing of valenced memories (e.g., Canli et al., 1998; Dolcos et al., 

2004; Maratos et al., 2001). Additionally, the processing of positive and negative stimuli 

activates different neural networks (Kuchinke et al., 2006) and might be processed 

differently. Studies comparing the retrieval of positive words with neutral words yielded 

activation in the ventromedial PFC and the bilateral anterior PFC (Berntsen & Rubin, 2002; 

Kuchinke et al., 2006; White, 2002). For valence effects on episodic long-term memory and 

autobiographical memory inconsistent data are found. Some studies showed better memory 

performance for stimuli with positive valence (e.g., Bradley, Codispoti, Cuthbert, & Lang, 

2001; Kern, Libkuman, Otani, & Holmes, 2005) others for negative valence (e.g., Hamann et 

al., 1999; Kensinger & Corkin, 2003). Positive and negative experiences are very similar 

concerning the biological effects they elicit (e.g., Dolcos et al., 2004; Maratos et al., 2001). 

 The recognition of positive words was related to enhanced activity in the left 

dorsolateral PFC and OFC (Ochsner, 2000) while the recognition of negative words was 

associated with increased activity in right dorsolateral regions.  

 A possible explanation for this differential processing of positive and negative 

information is that negative information is more important for survival and therefore attracts 

more processing resources than positive information. Negative stimuli might therefore be 

remembered more accurately (Kensinger & Corkin, 2003; Ochsner, 2000) than positive ones. 

Positive information, in contrast, is assumed to have wider interconnections in memory which 

supports forming associations (Niedenthal et al., 1999). 
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2.6.3. Conclusions for the investigation of music, memory, and emotions 
 

 As mentioned above, there are only very few studies about the influence of emotions 

on musical long-term memory, yet. One study by Schulkind, Hennis, & Rubin (1999) which 

examined the durability of long-term memory for popular music in connection to the rated 

emotionality of this music and the age of the participants. A group of older adults and a group 

of younger participants listened to series of songs popular from 1935-1994. Participants were 

asked to give the title, composer, year as well as preference and emotionality rating for each 

song they heard. They were also asked whether the song reminded them of a general period 

or specific event of their lives. 

 Older adults preferred, knew more about, and had stronger emotional responses to 

music popular in their youth. However, older adults did not retain much knowledge about 

music over the course of their lives and showed a weaker memory performance for lyrics, 

titles, and composers than younger participants. Interesting for this thesis is that for both age 

groups there were high positive correlations between emotionality measures and objective 

memory measures. Emotions had a significant effect on memories of the older adults beyond 

any effect of familiarity. However, it remained unclear whether the emotion connected to the 

song elicited a memory or whether the fact that they remembered a song induced an emotion. 

 

 The author of this thesis developed a working model. It shows which factors were 

varied, controlled or not considered in this thesis.  
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Figure 2.6.  Working model showing the dependent and independent variables considered, 

          as well as a free slot for other possible influencing variables (for explanations 

          see text below). 

 

 Musical long-term memory was the dependent variable the author was interested in. It 

was operationalized by measuring the recognition performance of the participants to different 

music pieces in a classical recognition task with different delay intervals between encoding 

phase and test phase. Additionally, fMRI and peripheral psychophysiology measuring the 

physiological response to the contrasts between old versus new as well as recognized versus 

not recognized stimuli. Thus, behavioural and bodily measures were collected. There is a 

large number of factors which can possibly influence recognition performance. We 

concentrated on the music itself and varied emotion expressed by the music which should 

elicit corresponding emotion in the listener as independent variable. This was verified by 

valence and arousal ratings of felt emotions induced by the music (and in one study also 

recognized emotions) of the listeners after each piece. We tried to control for musical 

structure (which can have an influence on recognition performance) by keeping the structure 

of the stimuli as similar as possible and by trying to quantify its possible effect in regression 

analyses after the experiment. Loudness was either kept in the same range for all listeners or 

was normalized.  
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 The listener himself, of course, contributes much to both, the emotional effect of the 

music and its recognition. It was tried to keep the group of listeners per experiment as 

homogeneous as possible by only using nonmusicians with similar musical expertise. 

Furthermore, the participants were asked for mood at the beginning of the experiment and for 

musical expertise and preferences to control for the effect of these variables. General musical 

memory ability (working memory) was tested in one study and had no predictive value for 

recognition performance from long-term memory. Categorization and introspection ability, 

motivation as well as physical and mental state on the day of testing were not examined in 

detail.
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3. Aims and Hypotheses 
 
 Based on the literature described above and the working model in the last chapter, the 

following general aims and hypotheses for this thesis can be derived: 

 

Main aims:  

 

1. The main goal of this thesis was to find out whether there is a relation between 

emotion induced by music measured by valence and arousal ratings and the retrieval 

performance of this music from (musical) long-term memory. 

 

2. A second aim was to investigate which neural underpinnings underlie the processing 

of emotional musical long-term memories and especially which brain areas are 

involved in their retrieval. 

 

3. Thirdly, it was tried to find some first explorative hints concerning which musical 

structural features support memory formation in complex musical stimuli. 

 

Main hypotheses: 

 

1. Music pieces which elicit high arousal (excitement) and very positive valence are 

recognized better than pieces eliciting moderate or low arousal and neutral valence.  

 

2. The neural correlates of retrieval from musical long-term memory were investigated. 

Based on the results of the behavioural studies only valence was varied from neutral 

to very positive. The processing of very positive in contrast to neutral music pieces 

should elicit more activity in the orbitofrontal cortex (OFC), the prefrontal cortex 

(PFC), as well as the cingulate cortex and should be more left-lateralized. It was 

expected that recognition (recognized vs. not recognized) would increase activity in 

the right medial and inferior FG, the PFC, the STG, and the precuneus. Additional 

and/or stronger activity in the OFC and PFC was assumed for the retrieval of very 

positive stimuli. 
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 Examining the influence of structural features on recognition was an important point 

to be controlled and for stimulus selection. As to the knowledge of the author there are no 

studies investigating the effect of the structure of long, complex music pieces on memory, no 

special hypotheses could be proposed. This work was an explorative attempt to define those 

features. After their selection, the pieces should be as similar as possible in structure and had 

the same music style. They would thus not differ in the variables described above such as 

hierarchy, harmony, or fulfilling expectations but they might differ in number of repetitions 

of the motive or in tempo. It was hypothesized that pieces which had a high rating value on 

the structural variables used in the analysis would be remembered better. 

 Special and more detailed hypotheses are to be found in the corresponding experiment 

descriptions in the following chapters.
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4. Study 1: Remember Bach: An investigation in episodic 
memory for music 

 

4.1. Background 

  
 As described in chapter 2.6.1. there is much evidence that stimuli judged as emotional 

are remembered better than material rated as emotionally neutral. This has been shown for 

words, pictures, movies, and life-events (e.g., Bradley et al., 1992; Burke et al., 1992; Cahill 

et al., 1995; Canli et al., 2000; Christianson & Loftus, 1987; Kensinger & Corkin, 2003); 

however, similar evidence for the emotional stimulus “music” is still lacking. 

 This first study focussed on memory retrieval in excerpts of piano music by J. S. 

Bach. These stimuli where chosen in order to keep structural features in the music as similar 

as possible and to avoid pop-out effects. The study was based on the two-dimensional 

valence-arousal model by Russel (1980). “Valence” was understood as the pleasantness of 

the stimulus (from negative to positive) while “arousal” was defined as the excitation level 

(from very relaxing to very exciting). Participants were asked to rate valence and arousal 

induced in them by the music (see chapter 2.2.2.). Recognition rates were assessed 

behaviourally in a classical recognition task. Following the “remember/know” paradigm 

introduced by Tulving (1985) participants were asked to indicate whether they “remembered” 

the stimulus or whether they only had a feeling of familiarity to it (“know”) whenever they 

judged an item as “old” (see chapter 2.4.1.). It was hypothesized that music pieces rated as 

very exciting and either negative or positive would be remembered better and would lead to a 

higher number of “remembered” answers than music pieces rated as relaxing and with neutral 

valence 

 Certain aspects of musical structure such as redundancy or structural complexity can 

possibly influence the retrieval performance of music (see chapter 2.5.3.). Thus, some very 

rough structural and acoustical features (loudness, tempo, structural complexity, 

perceivability of the melody course, repetition of the motive, structural or musical pop-outs) 

of the used stimuli were assessed on three-point-scales in a post-hoc rating to determine the 

influence of structure on recognition performance. 
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4.2. Methods 

4.2.1. Participants 

  
 Ten non musicians, five male and five female participated in the study. The 

participants were undergraduate and graduate students as well as two engineers with normal 

hearing abilities. The mean age was 33.9 (range: 20-62) years. All of them had less than two 

years of music experience and expertise (instrument or choir) many years ago, non of them 

was a piano player (see table A 1 in the appendix). 

 

4.2.2. Stimuli 

  
 A total of 30 pure piano pieces by J.S. Bach (French Suites, English Suites, Inventions 

and Sinfonias and Well-tempered Clavier) was used as target stimuli (see appendix). Piano 

pieces by J.S. Bach were chosen because they are structurally very similar and can be 

analysed well. The music pieces were cut off after 30s to 60s of length. In a pre-assessment, 

these pieces were categorized by valence and arousal ratings. “Neutral” (more technical and 

less emotional assessed) pieces were contrasted to “highly emotional” rated pieces of music. 

Targets were presented in three different pseudorandomized orders. 

 For the second session, 30 other piano pieces were chosen from the same piece 

collection as the targets, cut off between 30s and 60s of length and matched by valence and 

arousal with the targets. They were used as distractors in the recognition task. Targets and 

distractors were mixed in pseudorandomized orders.  

 For the emotional rating, four variables were used and had to be rated on seven-point 

Likert scales. Participants were asked to rate the emotions the music elicited in them and not 

to detect the emotions the composer wanted to express. According to the the two-dimensional 

valence-arousal model by (Russel, 1980) we asked for “arousal” being defined as the amount 

of  excitation elicited by the music (from “very pacifying” to “very arousing”) and for 

“valence” as the emotional value of the music, the degree to which they wanted to continue 

listening to the music (“positive”) or turn it off (“negative”). Additionally it was asked for the 

strength of emotion the music elicited in the participant (“emotional strength”) ranging from 

“no emotions” to “very strong emotions”. It was also asked for the feeling of control the 

participants thought to have over the feelings elicited by the music (“control”) ranging from 

“very low control/overwhelming feelings” to “very high control”. 
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4.2.3. Procedure 

  
 In the first session, participants filled in a questionnaire about their mood at the start 

of the experiment. Then they received the instruction to carefully listen to the music pieces 

and to fill in the questionnaires afterwards. The pieces of music were presented sequentially. 

After each piece participants were asked to rate the emotions (arousal, valence, emotional 

strength, and control) elicited in them by the music. After a short break the next piece started. 

At the end of the session participants filled in a questionnaire about demographic data, their 

musical preferences, listening attitudes and experiences. In the end they answered questions 

about the experiment. Participants were unaware of the following recognition task. It was 

made sure that the participants did not know the pieces of music before. 

 In the second session, one to two weeks later, participants again filled in the mood 

questionnaire and then received the instruction to listen carefully and answer the questions. 

Music pieces were presented sequentially. After each piece participants had to judge whether 

or not they had heard the piece of music in the last session. If they thought they had heard it 

before, participants had to decide whether they “remembered” hearing it or just “knew” it had 

been on the list (Tulving, 1985). 

4.3. Results 

4.3.1. Behavioural data 

  
 Recognition rate was rather low. It seemed that it was difficult for the non musicians 

to remember the pieces of music. Only one target piece was recognized by all participants, 18 

pieces were recognized by more than half of the participants (see figure 1). The remember 

rate for each participant was rather low, too (see figure 2). 
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Figure 4.1.  Recognition rate per piece of music. The number of correct and wrong answers 

         to each target piece of music is shown.  
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Figure 4.2.  Ratio of “remember” to “know” answers. The number of “remember” and 

           “know” answers per participant is given.  

 

 Recognition rates were first calculated over all participants. In a second step, four 

participants with the best recognition rate and the best hits to false alarm ratio (participants 3, 

4, 8, and 10) were regarded separately again. For the hits to false alarm ratio (see figure 3), d’ 

measures were calculated. All of the 4 participants showed a d’ over 0.5. The d’ of these four 

participants differed significantly from the other six (p < 0.01) (see figure 4).  
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Figure 4.3.  Ratio of “hits” to “false alarm” answers. The number of hits and false alarms 

         per participant is shown.  
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Figure 4.4.  d’ values per participant. 

 

 According to a Friedman test, emotional ratings for the different pieces of music 

differed significantly among all pieces over all participants for the variables “arousal” 

(p < 0.00), “valence” (p < 0.00), and “control” (p < 0.006). 

In the following analysis only the target pieces of music are processed.  

 

 To find out whether highly emotional target pieces of music were remembered better 

than less emotional ones, well recognized pieces of music (recognized by at least 80% of the 

participants) were contrasted to not so well recognized pieces. In a Friedman test over all 

participants taken together, well recognized pieces elicited a significantly higher arousal than 

not well recognized pieces (Mgood = 1.70 and Mbad = 1.30, p < 0.001) (see figure 5).  
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Figure 4.5.  Recognition performance and emotion rating over all participants.  

        Comparison between arousal and valence ratings of well-recognized target pieces 

        and badly recognized target pieces (Friedman test, **p < 0.01). 

 

 The same contrast was calculated only in the four good participants. Music pieces 

recognized by the 4 “good memorizing” participants were contrasted to the badly recognized 

pieces. In these four participants, arousal was almost significantly higher (Mgood = 1.36 and 

Mbad = 1.64, p < 0.07) and valence was significantly higher (Mgood = 1.32 and Mbad = 1.68, p 

< 0.012) in the well recognized pieces (see figure 6). 
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Figure 4.6.  Recognition performance and emotion rating in the four “good”             

            participants. Comparison between arousal and valence ratings of well-  

            recognized target pieces and badly recognized target pieces (Mann-Whitney-

    U- test, *p < 0.05). 
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 The four “good” participants differed significantly from the others in their valence 

ratings (Mgood = 1.71 and Mbad = 1.34, p < 0.00) and ratings of emotional strength 

(Mgood = 1.75 and Mbad = 1.29, p < 0.00) and almost significantly in their arousal ratings 

(Mgood = 1.59 and Mbad = 1.43, p < 0.1). All ratings were higher in the “good” participants 

than in the other six (see figure 7).  
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Figure 4.7.  Differences in emotional rating between the four good participants and  the 

         other six. (Friedman test, **p < 0.01)  

4.3.2. Structural rating 

  
 After the experiment we did a “blind” post-hoc expert rating of the structure of all 

target music pieces to find out whether structural differences were responsible for the 

different recognition rates of the pieces. Again, the structure ratings of the well recognized 

pieces were contrasted with the less well recognized pieces. Structural similarities of the well 

recognized pieces were moderate to high structural complexity, a moderate to high tempo, 

moderate loudness, and (several) repetitions of the theme. None of them showed special 

rhythmical or other pop-outs or climaxes. All in all, the well recognized pieces do not seem to 

differ structurally much from the other pieces. 

4.3.3. Questionnaire about musical preference 

  
 Examining the questionnaires about musical preferences and expertise, some 

differences between the participants who remembered best and the other six participants 

could be found. The four participants were better concentrated in both sessions and did not 
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show a decline in concentration during session. For all four of them music was a very 

important part of their lives, especially because of the emotions it can elicit in them. Three of 

them were feminine. They did not have more expertise or experience in playing an instrument 

or singing in a choir than the other participants. None of them listened to classical piano 

music more than 20% of his whole music listening time.   

4.4. Discussion 

 
 The current study shows that emotional music is remembered better than less 

emotional music. The emotional dimension “arousal” seemed to be more important for 

episodic long-term storage and retrieval of music than emotional valence. However, in the 

subgroup of the four participants who remembered best, emotional content of music (positive 

valence) seems to be a major characteristic. Thus, a predisposition for emotional resonance 

seems to facilitate encoding and retrieval of music given that a certain, high state of arousal is 

achieved. The four participants who remembered best differed significantly in emotional 

strength and valence ratings from the other participants. Again, positive valence and stronger 

emotions elicited in the participants seem to be important for better recognition. It seems 

plausible that very positively and also very negatively rated music should enhance memory. 

Normally, negative experiences are remembered better than neutral ones. The reason why this 

effect could not be found for negative emotions in this study is that almost none of the pieces 

of music was rated very negatively. This effect remains to be proven in another experiment. 

 According to the post-hoc analysis, the musical structure did not have a great 

influence on memory storage and retrieval. The music pieces were structurally similar 

enough. Thus, the differences found in the remember rate for different pieces could be 

assigned to the emotions evoked by them.  

 One problem is that, even though the instruction was to rate the emotions induced by 

the music, participants could have assessed the emotions they thought the composer wanted 

to express. Then, the emotional content of the music might not have influenced memory 

much.  

The way people listen to and appreciate music seems to influence their ability to 

respond to emotions elicited by the music and thus to remember even unknown pieces of 

music quite well. Musical taste did not seem to play a big role in this study. 

 The results of this study are not very clear-cut yet. It should be considered that these 

data are based on a small sample of participants and recognition rates, especially the 
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remembrance rates, were generally rather low. Additionally, the pieces of music did not elicit 

very strong emotions and did not differ very much emotionally. The results should therefore 

be regarded as preliminary.  

 Therefore, in further experiments a larger group of participants and emotionally more 

“extreme” musical stimuli were investigated . 
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5. Study 2: Unforgettable film music: The role of emotion in 
   episodic long-term memory for music 

 

5.1. Background  

 
 In this study which is a prelude to a brain imaging experiment the influence of 

emotional properties of musical pieces on subsequent recognition performance for these 

pieces in a second session a few days later was investigated. According to the literature, 

emotional events and facts are remembered better than non emotional ones (see chapter 

2.6.1.). This has been shown for pictorial and verbal stimuli as well as for films and life-

events (e.g.,  Burke et al., 1992; Kensinger & Corkin, 2003; LaBar & Phelps, 1998; Phelps, 

2004). Similar evidence for an effect of emotion on memory for musical stimuli is still 

lacking.  

 In a previous pilot study, piano music by J.S. Bach was used as stimuli to test the 

effect of emotions on musical memory (Eschrich, Münte, & Altenmüller, 2005). The stimuli 

did not yield a sufficient recognition and also not sufficient emotional contrasts. In order to 

improve recognition rates and emotional effect, in the present study symphonic film music 

was used as a more emotional stimulus which was expected to be remembered better. In the 

present study also the design of the study was changed in some points (a five-point-rating 

scale instead of a seven-point-rating-scale, only one week between sessions, a higher number 

of stimuli) and used a larger number of participants. A change to a five-point-rating scale was 

carried out because the rougher scaling can be answered more clearly and more easily by the 

participants and leads to more reliable answers. 

 In keeping with the literature and like in our previous study, a dimensional model for 

measuring emotions with the dimensions “valence”, “arousal” and “emotional intensity” 

(e.g., (Phelps, 2004; Russel, 1980) was used and participants were asked to rate the respective 

dimensions on five-point-rating scale which resulted in five categories for each dimension.  

 “Arousal” refers to the excitation level elicited by the music (ranging from very 

relaxing to very exciting). Previous studies have shown that emotionally arousing stimuli are 

elaborated more deeply and thus are remembered better (Bradley & Lang, 2000; Heuer & 

Reisberg, 1990; Juslin & Sloboda, 2001; Kern et al., 2005; Lane & Nadel, 2000). The 

hypothesis was that highly arousing musical excerpts should be remembered better. 
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 “Emotional intensity” (ranging from not emotional at all to highly emotional) was to 

be rated by participants independent of arousal and valence. Emotional intensity is 

understood here as a more general term than arousal asking for how emotional in general the 

participants sensed the music independent of the excitation level or the pleasantness. 

(Relaxing and unpleasant music can be felt as highly emotional). While “emotional intensity” 

and “arousal” are sometimes used interchangeably in the literature, we were interested in 

whether there is an independent contribution of emotional intensity to recognition 

performance. Based on studies about autobiographical memory and flashbulb memories  e.g., 

(Conway et al., 1994; Talarico, LaBar, & Rubin, 2004), it was hypothesized that stimuli of 

high emotional intensity should be recognized better.  

 Finally, “valence“ is understood here as the emotional value on a continuum from 

negative to positive (or unpleasant to pleasant) elicited by a musical stimulus. Some studies 

have shown better memory performance for stimuli with positive valence (e.g., Anisfeld & 

Lambert, 1966; Bradley & Lang, 2000; Holmes, 1970) others for negative valence e.g., 

(Berntsen & Rubin, 2002; Bradley et al., 2001; White, 2002). Music elicits predominantly 

pleasant feelings (e.g., Blood & Zatorre, 2001; Brown, 2004), and emotion induction by 

music is strongest for happy and peaceful music (Kreutz, Ott, Teichmann, Osawa, & Vaitl, in 

press). The range of the stimuli was thus restricted from having neutral to strongly positive 

valence according to a preassessment, and hypothesized that the latter should be associated 

with better recognition memory.  

 This experiment focussed on felt emotion. Thus, participants were asked to rate 

arousal, valence, and emotional intensity elicited in them by the music and not to indicate 

detected emotions. Several recent studies showed that feeling emotion and the emotional 

judgement of expressed emotion are different parts of emotions and are evaluated differently 

in music listening (Evans & Schubert, 2006; Kallinen & Ravaja, 2006; Schubert, 2007) .  

 Inspired by memory research using the levels of processing framework (Craik, 2002; 

Craik & Lockhart, 1972), we also manipulated the participants’ tasks during encoding: An 

“emotion group” was asked to rate the musical pieces with regard to valence, intensity and 

arousal during the encoding phase (deep, semantic processing), while  the second “time-

estimation group” only performed a more superficial task (length estimation). We 

hypothesized that the “emotion group” would show a better recognition than the “time-

estimation group”.  
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5.2. Methods 

5.2.1. Participants 

  
 The protocol for the experiment was approved by the local ethics committee. Twenty 

nonmusicians (ten women) gave informed consent to participate in the study for a small 

monetary compensation. They were undergraduate and graduate students of the University of 

Hanover with normal hearing abilities. The mean age was 28.1 years (SD = 6.53). Only three 

of the 20 participants had learned to play an instrument or had sung in a choir for more than 

three years (see table A 2 in the appendix). However, all participants appreciated listening to 

music and said that music was important in their lives. Nonmusicians were used to minimize 

the effect of musical structure on recognition as nonmusicians are assumed to listen to music 

more on an emotional level not attending to musical structure in detail (Peretz, Gaudreau et 

al., 1998). Additionally, nonmusicians do not have such a big repertoire of known music as 

musicians have and it was expected to be easier to find music unfamiliar to them. 

 

5.2.2. Stimuli 

  
 A total of 104 excerpts of 20 to 30 s length (first session) or 10 s (second session) of 

symphonic film music by different composers  (see appendix B) were selected from a larger 

pool by five musically trained raters. During this selection process, pieces with structural 

pop-outs, such as unexpected solo instruments or strange sounds or harmonies, were 

discarded, and preliminary arousal and valence ratings were obtained. Longer pieces were not 

recognized better than shorter pieces nor were they rated as more arousing (arousal: p = 0.9 

and extreme: p = 0.7), more pleasant (valence: p = 0.6 and extreme: p = 0.3), or more 

emotional (intensity: p = 0.8 and extreme: p = 0.8). Using all pieces, the median ratings of 

arousal, valence, and intensity as well as the recognition of the pieces for short pieces were 

compared with that for long ones with a cut-off at 27s and additionally, only pieces with an 

extreme length were compared (very short: until 24s with very long: over 27s) in a Mann-

Whitney-U test.  

 All musical excerpts were edited to have the same dynamic range (46dB to 66 dB). 

Two sets of 52 pieces were created with a comparable distribution of emotional and structural 

features according to the expert ratings on emotion and structure. Each of these sets was 

presented to half of the participants during the first session, while all stimuli were used during 
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the second session. Concerning the five structural variables rated by the experts, the two sets 

of stimuli did not differ (complexity: p = 0.45; tempo: p = 0.75; loudness: p = 0.79; 

perceivability of melody: p = 0.61; number of motive repetitions: p = 0.92). After the 

experiment, the two sets of items were compared according to the participants’ ratings of 

arousal, valence, and intensity. Both item sets did not differ significantly with respect to any 

of these variables (Mann-Whitney-U-test for arousal, p = 0.9; M-U-test for valence, p = 0.1; 

M-U-test for intensity, p = 0.08). The proportion of the number of pieces per median of 

emotional rating category was the same for both sets. 

 

5.2.3. Procedure 

  
 During the experimental session, participants sat in a comfortable chair with a 

computer keyboard on their knees, and listened to the stimuli via closed headphones. 

Questions and answer options appeared on the computer screen. Answers were logged by 

keyboard presses.  

 In both sessions, prior to the music rating, participants filled out a short mood 

questionnaire about their present state of arousal, valence, and “emotional intensity” (how 

“emotional” they felt in the moment) on a bipolar 5-point-rating-scale. They then listened to 

the excerpt of a musical work of 20s to 30s (first session) or 10s (second session). After the 

end of each excerpt, participants pressed a button to start the questions on the screen. 

Responses were not timed. After the last question there was a break of 8s before the new 

excerpt started. Excerpts were presented in randomized order in 4 blocks of 13 pieces in the 

first session and 26 pieces in the second session.  Blocks were separated by short breaks. The 

experiment was run on “Presentation 6.0”. 

 For the first session, participants were divided into two groups of 10 persons: The 

“emotion” group was asked to rate the emotionality of each piece with regard to arousal, 

emotional intensity, and valence (see below), while the “time-estimation” group was asked to 

estimate the length of each stimulus. In addition to fulfilling the emotion or time-estimation 

task, subjects had to indicate after each of the 52 stimuli whether the piece was familiar or 

not. During the encoding phase, participants were unaware of the subsequent recognition task 

in the second session.  

 Arousal, valence, and emotional intensity of each stimulus were rated on a five-point 

rating-scale (arousal: 1 = very relaxing/calming to 5 = very arousing; valence: 1 = little 
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positive  to 5 = very positive; intensity: 1 = no emotions at all to  5 = highly emotional). 

“Less positive” (in German: wenig positiv) was used instead of “negative” because in a 

pretest none of the music pieces received a “negative” rating. Participants were asked to rate 

arousal, valence, and emotional intensity elicited in them by the piece of music (felt 

emotions). The estimation task comprised estimation of the total length of each excerpt and 

comparison to the length of the previous one.  

At the end of the first session participants filled out a questionnaire regarding 

demographic data, musical preferences and expertise as well as listening attitudes and 

experiences.  

 In the second session, one week later, both groups listened to the 52 old stimuli from 

the last session randomly inter-mixed with 52 new pieces. All participants had to make an 

old/new decision followed by the emotion task. For the recognition decision, participants 

could answer “unsure” if they were not sure (Warker & Halpern, 2005). Thus, participants 

had three answer options: “heard before”, “new”, “unsure”. This was to separate the portion 

of really sure answers from unsure answers. Obviously, the task was rather difficult for the 

participants -  as can be seen in the quite high amount of “unsure” answers.   

 

5.2.4. Data analysis 

  
 Musical excerpts were categorized according to the median of 

arousal/valence/emotional intensity ratings (category 1: median of 1 or 1.5; category 2: 

median of 2 and 2.5; etc.). Values of d’ were computed per participant by subtracting the z-

corrected portion of wrong and unsure answers to distractors (false alarms) from the z-

corrected portion of correctly recognized and unsure targets (hits). The same was done to 

compute d’ values per median of each emotion category separately per participant. Only 

categories 2 to 4 were included because the number of pieces in the extreme categories was 

very small (less than 5 pieces). The “unsure” answers were added to the analysis as 

participants chose this category quite often due to the difficulty of the task. Leaving the 

“unsure” answers aside would have lead to a small number of recognition answers, not 

enough for a reasonable analysis. The d’ values per category were compared using Friedman 

tests and a Dunn’s multiple comparison test as post-hoc test. 

 A Spearman correlation was used to calculate the magnitude of the correlation 

between the dimensions of emotional intensity and arousal.  
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 ANOVAs with a 2x3 design (group, arousal/valence/intensity levels) were used to 

compare the answer behaviour of the emotion group and time estimation group. Possible 

arousal, valence, and emotional intensity rating differences for the second rating between the 

two groups were tested with a Mann-Whitney-U test for each piece of music separately.  

 The consistency (Cronbach’s Alpha) of arousal, valence, and emotional intensity 

ratings for each musical excerpt was examined with a reliability analysis.  

 

5.3. Results  

5.3.1. Overall Recognition Performance 

  
 The rates of “correctly recognized targets”, “unsure targets” and “not recognized 

targets” were calculated for each participant. The total number of targets was 52. The number 

of correctly recognized targets differed among participants from 10 to 43 with a median of 30 

correct answers (N = 20). The number of unsure targets ranged from 1 to 42 with a median of 

16.5 answers, and the rate of not recognized targets differed between 0 and 30 with a median 

of 5 incorrect answers. All participants had more “unsure” answers than “not recognized” 

answers (Figure 1), which means that the task seemed to be quite difficult. 

 In addition, d’ values were computed per participant. The d’ values ranged from 0 to 

1.3 with a mean of 0.65 (N = 20). 
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Figure 5.1.   Recognition performance per participant. Number of correctly recognized 

  targets (hits) + unsure answers, false alarms + unsure answers, and total  

  number of unsure answers per participant. Total number of targets was 52. 
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 Overall, the selected music pieces were not familiar to the participants before the 

experiment. Five participants indicated to know six pieces before, the other participants knew 

less than these (five, four, and three pieces were familiar to one participant each, two 

participants knew 1 piece before, and 10 knew nothing). The familiar pieces were all different 

for the different participants, except for four pieces which were known to two participants. 

Even if the participants had indicated to know a piece of music before, they did not 

necessarily recognize this piece in the recognition session (only three participants correctly 

recognized all pieces indicated as familiar). It was therefore decided to include all pieces of 

music in the analysis. As each of the familiar pieces is only known by one or two participants 

and the analysis was made over all participants together, the familiar pieces are not 

remembered better than the other ones nor do they have higher intensity or valence ratings.  

 A reliability analysis was conducted to determine the consistency of the arousal and 

valence ratings over all stimuli and participants. For arousal ratings, reliability was very high 

(Cronbach’s Alpha = 0.97, F = 28.7, p < 0.01, cases = 102). Valence ratings were also rather 

consistent (Cronbach’s Alpha = 0.84, F = 6.25 p < 0.01, cases = 102). Ratings of emotional 

intensity were the least consistent (Cronbach’s Alpha = 0.58; F = 2.4; p < 0.01, cases = 102). 

 To test whether emotional ratings in the emotion group would change from the first 

session to the second session, a Wilcoxon test was calculated. For each excerpt of music, the 

median of arousal, valence, and emotional intensity ratings of all participants of the emotion 

group in the first session was compared with the median of the ratings of all participants of 

the emotion group in the second session. There was no significant difference between the 

arousal, valence, and emotional intensity ratings given in session 1 and those in session 2.  

 

5.3.2. Recognition memory and emotional rating 

  
 The following analysis was based on all 20 participants from the emotion and time 

estimation groups. The emotion ratings from the second session were used.  

Recognition performance did not differ between the different arousal categories (see Figure A 

1 in the appendix). However, for both valence as well as intensity ratings, recognition 

performance improved largely with increasing rating categories. The d’ value increased 

significantly with increasing valence (category 2: mean d’ = -0.07, category 4: mean 

d’ = 1.47; Friedman test, p = 0.04, N = 20) or intensity category (category 2: mean d’ = 0.19, 
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category 4: mean d’ = 1.4; Friedman test; p = 0.014, N = 20) and was highest for category 4 

(Figures 2 and 3). 
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Figure 5.2.  Recognition memory and valence ratings. Values of d’ as a function  

         of the valence category according to the median valence ratings for all        

         participants (2nd session).  *p < 0.05 
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Figure 5.3.  Recognition memory and intensity ratings. Values of d’ as a function of the 

          intensity category according to the median valence ratings for all participants 

          (2nd session).  *p < 0.05 

 

5.3.3. Emotional intensity and arousal ratings 

  
 With regard to the independence of the emotional intensity and arousal ratings, a 

Spearman test indicated a small but significant correlation for the first session 
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(rs = 0.21, p < 0.01, emotion group only, N = 10) as well as for the second session (rs = 

0.15, p < 0.01, N = 20).   

 

5.3.4. Levels-of-Processing: Emotion group versus time-estimation 
 group 

 
 While a better recognition performance was expected in the emotion group, the 

overall d’ values of both groups did not differ (t (18) = 1.291, p = 0.2132, N = 20).  

A 2x3 ANOVA (group, valence levels) with the dependent variable d’ per valence category 

revealed a significant main effect of valence (F(1,18) = 5.88, p = 0.005, N = 20). Scheffé post 

hoc tests revealed a significant difference between valence categories 2 and 4 (p = 0.005). 

Neither a significant main effect for group nor an interaction between group and valence 

levels was found.  

 A similar ANOVA (group, intensity levels) revealed a significant main effect of 

intensity (F(1,18) = 3.53, p = 0.036, N = 20) with post hoc tests showing a significant 

difference between intensity categories 2 and 4 (p = 0.04, N = 20). Neither a  significant main 

effect for group nor an interaction between group and intensity levels was found. For arousal, 

no significant effects were found. 

 

5.4. Discussion  

 
 In this study, an incidental episodic recognition task was used to investigate whether 

music pieces which induce high arousal, high emotional intensity, and very positive valence 

are remembered better by nonmusicians than excerpts rates as low arousing, not intense, and 

neutral. Also, the influence of depth of processing during the encoding phase on memory 

performance was examined.  

 While d’ values indicate that the memory task was quite difficult for the 

nonmusicians, clear-cut results concerning the relation between valence and emotional 

intensity ratings and musical long-term memory performance were obtained.  

 The results confirmed our hypothesis that music pieces which were rated more 

positively are positively related to the degree of recognition performance. Some studies in 

other domains showed a similar valence effect supporting this result, (e.g., Anisfeld & 

Lambert, 1966; Holmes, 1970). 
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 However, some studies found negative valence (e.g., Bradley et al., 2001; Kensinger 

& Corkin, 2003; Kern et al., 2005) to improve memory. These results do not contradict the 

results of our study as it is perfectly possible that either negative or positive emotional stimuli 

could enhance memory performance. In this study, only the effect of music with neutral to 

positive valence on recognition performance was tested. It could be that music rated as very 

negative would have similar enhancing effects on recognition performance as does very 

positive music.  

The experience of having recognized a target piece might have influenced the 

subsequent valence rating of this stimulus in assessing it as more positive; however, the 

strong correlation between the emotion ratings of the first and the third session in the emotion 

group argue against this assumption. 

 Surprisingly, no such effect of arousal on musical memory was found. The hypothesis 

that stimuli which induce high arousal are remembered better was thus not confirmed. 

Previous studies in other domains found that stimuli which induce higher arousal are 

remembered better independently of valence (e.g., Bradley et al., 1992; Kensinger & Corkin, 

2003; LaBar & Phelps, 1998). Other studies suggest that arousing stimuli attract attention 

(Niedenthal & Halberstadt, 2000) and are therefore processed more effectively and more 

elaborately (Christianson, 1992; Ochsner, 2000). Experience with other types of material, 

such as the IAPS pictures (Lang, Bradley, Cuthbert, 1997), indicates that strongest arousal is 

seen for very negative events. The use of neutral and positive material in the present study, 

therefore, might have precluded an arousal effect.  

 Recognition performance was also driven by emotional intensity with a positive 

relation between pieces rated as more emotionally intense and the degree of recognition 

performance, thus confirming our hypothesis. Our results  are in line with previous studies 

(Holmes, 1970; Thompson, 1985). Events with high intensity are remembered longer and 

more vividly, because intensity may serve to enhance attention at encoding (Talarico et al., 

2004).  

Taken together, this study showed that ratings of valence are positively associated with better 

recall. However, it is possible that the ratings of emotionality in the second session may in 

part be based on the person’s belief how memorable an excerpt of music was as people are 

good at rating the memorability of a stimulus. The fact that the emotion ratings of the stimuli 

in the emotion group in the first session were very similar to those in the second session 

might speak against this assumption. Further studies are needed to decide for certain on 

which aspect(s) of the stimulus the emotion ratings were based. 
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 As intended, the term “emotional intensity” was used differently than “arousal” by the 

participants, reflected by a significant effect of emotional intensity, but not of arousal, on 

performance. Emotional intensity might function as a kind of superior factor comprised of 

arousal and valence ratings and might have been understood more directly by the participants 

than the more unusual term “arousal”. And, as it comprises both the arousal and valence 

assessment, the influence of valence found for valence ratings alone might have contributed 

to the effect of emotional intensity on recognition performance.  

 A further manipulation of the study concerned the task during the first (encoding) 

session: An emotional rating task, thought to give rise to deep elaborate processing, was 

contrasted with a time-estimation task, which was believed to lead to a more shallow 

processing of the musical pieces. Against our hypothesis, derived from the levels of 

processing framework, the recognition performance of the two groups did not differ. Because 

the processing level during encoding has profound influence on memory performance using 

other types of stimuli (e.g., words), this lack of an effect was surprising. A likely reason for 

this negative finding is that due to our experimental conditions (e.g., the fact that both groups 

had to answer a familiarity question after each piece during encoding), the processing level 

was not dissimilar enough for both groups. Our negative finding is not without precedence, 

however. None of the few studies using a levels-of-processing manipulation in conjunction 

with musical material found an effect for (unfamiliar) music compared to verbal stimuli 

(Halpern & Muellensiefen, in press; Peretz, Gaudreau et al., 1998; Warker & Halpern, 2005). 

Thus, musical memory has been concluded to differ from verbal memory (Halpern & 

Muellensiefen, in press). 

 Another possible explanation for the missing levels-of-processing effect in music 

could be that music is not encoded in a fixed hierarchical manner like language. The 

importance of different aspects of the music may change depending on the context of music 

processing or the setting. Another encoding task can therefore direct the attention of the 

listener to different aspects of the tune. Thus, the depth of encoding the features might not 

differ (Halpern & Muellensiefen, in press).  

 Of particular interest was the finding that the time-estimation group, despite not 

concentrating on the emotions during the first session, showed the same pattern of answers as 

the emotion group. The missing difference in recognition performance between both groups 

could also be explained by the small sample size of only 10 people per task group. However, 

both groups showed a similar distribution of correct answers in relation to the emotion ratings 

of the second session. Thus, the participants of the time-estimation group also implicitly 
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processed the emotional content of the music and used it in the generation of a memory trace. 

In other words, emotion induced by the music is processed automatically and profoundly 

influence  recognition.  

 

5.5. Conclusions  

 
 The results of this study indicate that emotional information modulates musical 

memory similar to the influence of emotional factors on memory in other domains. Very 

positive valence and high emotional ratings seem to be associated with better memory 

performance of music in a recognition task. Arousal ratings were not significantly related to 

recognition performance. This contrasts with the majority of memory studies in other 

domains which found arousal to be the most important variable in recognition memory of 

emotional events (e.g., Bradley et al., 1992; Kensinger & Corkin, 2003; LaBar & Phelps, 

1998). The levels-of-processing manipulation in conjunction with the incidental memory task 

confirms that emotional information in music is processed automatically and implicitly.  

The neural underpinnings of this emotional modulation of musical memory are currently 

under study using an event-related fMRI design. 
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6. Study 3: Retrieving music from long-term memory:      
    The role of emotion 
 

6.1. Background 
 
  Since in the previous experiment (Eschrich, Münte, & Altenmüller, submitted) 

we had found a first hint of an emotion effect, the aim of the this new study was to replicate 

and expand previous results concerning the influence of emotional properties of music on 

subsequent recognition performance. In the previous study we had found a significantly 

better recognition performance for music pieces rated as very positive and with high 

emotional intensity as compared to less positive pieces. It was also aimed to optimize 

recognition performance in the design of the study, to explore the impact of structural 

features on recognition, and to prove that the rated arousal and valence had really been 

induced in the participants.  

 In the present study, again the dimensional model for measuring emotions with the 

dimensions “valence” and “arousal”  (Bradley et al., 1992; Grewe, Nagel, Kopiez, & 

Altenmüller, 2007b; Lang, Bradley, Cuthbert, 1997; Russel, 1980) was used. Participants 

were asked to rate the respective dimensions on a five-point rating-scale which resulted in 

five categories for each dimension (see chapter 5.1.). In the previous study no effect of 

arousal on recognition performance had been found (Eschrich, Münte, & Altenmüller, 

submitted). Accordingly, it was hypothesized that there is no arousal effect on recognition 

performance for our stimuli.  

 Music elicits predominantly pleasant feelings (Blood & Zatorre, 2001; Brown, 2004), 

and emotion induction by music is strongest for happy and peaceful music (Kreutz et al., in 

press). Thus, the range of the stimuli was restricted from having neutral to strongly positive 

valence according to a preassessment. Based on our previous study (Eschrich, Münte et al., 

submitted) and on  experiments in other domains (Ochsner, 2000; Thompson, Schellenberg, 

& Husain, 2001), we hypothesized that very positive music would be associated with better 

recognition memory.  

 It is still under debate whether music can really elicit emotions similar to nonmusical 

emotions (reviewed by Gabrielsson, 2002). Some authors have suggested that music 

expresses only emotions which can be recognized by the listener but are not experienced 
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(cognitivist view:  Kivy, 1990; Meyer, 1956). The notion that music is capable of eliciting 

everyday emotions is supported by different studies using psychophysiological measures 

(Gomez & Danuser, 2004a; Khalfa et al., 2002; Krumhansl, 1997; Nyklícek et al., 1997) (see 

chapter 2.3.1.).  

 In the literature, a distinction is made between felt emotions elicited by the music and 

emotions expressed by the music which are judged by the listener (reviewed by Gabrielsson, 

2002). Several recent studies have shown that feeling emotions and emotional judgement are 

different parts of emotions and are evaluated differently in music listening (Evans & 

Schubert, 2006; Kallinen & Ravaja, 2006; Schubert, 2007). Felt emotions seem to be rated 

with a lower magnitude than perceived emotions and are less stable (Schubert, 2007). 

However, Kallinen & Ravaja (2006), found that arousal was rated more strongly in expressed 

emotions while pleasure was evaluated more strongly in felt emotions and that perceived 

negative emotions could be felt as positive. The relationship between felt and expressed 

emotions was in only 70% of the cases a positive one in a study by Evans & Schubert (2006). 

Experimentally it is always a problem to be sure whether participants indicate the emotions 

they feel themselves or the emotions they recognize in the music (Scherer, 2005). To make 

sure the participants had really understood the difference between felt and perceived 

emotions, they were asked to rate both after each piece of music. If there is a difference 

between felt and perceived emotions (Gabrielsson, 2002) in music listening, the two ratings 

should differ significantly.  

 As a further control that the rated emotions were elicited in the participants, peripheral 

psychophysiology was used as was done in previous studies by other authors (Bernardi et al., 

2006; Khalfa et al., 2002; Krumhansl, 1997; Nyklícek et al., 1997; Rickard, 2002, 2004). 

Skin conductance response (SCR), skin conductance level (SCL), heart rate (HR) as well as 

respiration rate (RR) were measured. We decided on skin conductance response and skin 

conductance level as quite reliable indicators of the intensity (physiological arousal) of an 

emotional reaction (Khalfa et al., 2002; Krumhansl, 1997; Rickard, 2002) because they are 

activated by enhanced activity in the sympathetic nervous system. Heart rate is also increased 

by enhanced sympathetic activity (Bradley, 2000) and is a possible indicator of differences in 

the direction of the emotion (valence) (Bradley, 2000; Lang, Bradley, Cuthbert, 1998).  

 Musical structure, of course, has a strong influence on the formation of musical 

memories. Certain aspects of musical structure, such as redundancy, hierarchy, particular 

rhythmical structures, scales and sequential patterns seem to aid in the memorizing of music 

as well as contour changes and significant pitch skips (Boltz, 1991; Sloboda, 1985). We 
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wanted to find out which influence structural properties have on recognition besides the 

hypothesized emotional impact. In line with the literature (see chapter 2.5.3.), a questionnaire 

containing different musical features which possibly influence music memory and 

recognition was developed and a music expert was asked to rate all stimuli according to these 

properties. 

 

6.2. Methods  

6.2.1. Participants 

 
 The protocol for the experiment was approved by the local ethics committee. A 

number of 24 (12 women) nonmusician undergraduate and graduate students of the 

University of Hanover with normal hearing abilities participated in the study. The mean age 

was  26.5 years (range = 19-44 years). Only 2 of the 24 participants had learned to play an 

instrument or had sung in a choir for more than two years. However, all participants 

appreciate listening to music and said that music was important in their lives (see table A 3 in 

the appendix). Nonmusicians were used to minimize the effect of musical structure on 

recognition as nonmusicians are assumed to listen to music more on an emotional level not 

attending to musical structure in detail (Peretz, Gaudreau et al., 1998). Additionally, 

nonmusicians do not have such a large repertoire of known music as musicians and it was 

expected to be easier to find music unfamiliar to them. 

 All participants gave informed, written consent to participate in the study for a small 

monetary compensation and were informed of their right to discontinue participation at any 

time. 

 

6.2.2. Stimuli 

 
 A total of 80 excerpts of 20 to 30 s length (first session) or 10 s (second session) of 

symphonic film music by different composers were selected from a larger pool of 104 

excerpts by the rating results of a former experiment (Eschrich, Münte et al., submitted) (see 

appendix B). Using all pieces, the median ratings of arousal and valence as well as the 

recognition of the pieces for short pieces were compared with that for long ones with a cut-

off at 27s and additionally, only the pieces with an extreme length (very short: until 24s with 

very long: over 27s) were contrasted in a Mann-Whitney-U test. Longer pieces were not 
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recognized better than shorter pieces (p = 0.09 and extreme: p = 0.08) nor were they rated as 

more arousing (arousal: p = 0.6 and extreme: p = 0.9), or more pleasant (valence: p = 0.7 and 

extreme: p = 0.3).  

 During the music selection process, pieces with structural pop-outs, such as 

unexpected solo instruments or strange sounds or harmonies, were discarded, as well as 

excerpts which had produced divergent emotion ratings. After the selection, we tried to build 

nine categories of each combination of low, moderate, and high arousal with less positive, 

moderate, and positive valence according to the ratings of the former experiment. For each of 

these combinations except for low arousal and less positive valence ten excerpts representing 

this category were found. This gap in the quadrant of low arousal and unpleasant valence had 

also been found by other authors, (e.g., Bradley, Cuthbert, & Lang, 1998a; Lang, Bradley, 

Cuthbert,  1998).  

 All musical excerpts were edited to have the same dynamic range (52 dB to 76 dB). 

Two sets of 40 pieces were created with a comparable distribution of emotional and structural 

features according to the ratings of the previous experiment and the expert. Each of these sets 

was presented to half of the participants during the first session, while all stimuli were used 

during the second session. After the experiment, the two sets of items were compared 

according to the participants’ ratings of arousal and valence. Both item sets did not differ 

significantly with respect to any of these variables (Mann-Whitney-U (M-U)-test for arousal, 

p = 0.9; M-U-test for valence, p = 0.25). The proportion of the number of pieces per median 

of emotional rating category was the same for both sets. Recognition performance of the 

participants did not differ between item sets (M-U-test for d’, p = 0.32). 

 To evaluate the influence of musical structure on recognition, all musical excerpts 

were rated structurally in detail by a professional musicologist of the Hanover university of 

music and drama according to a list of 32 structural features which could possibly have an 

influence on recognition performance (e.g., loudness, tempo, accentuation, rhythm, phrasing, 

repetition of motives) (see table A 5 in the appendix). All features were rated on five-point 

rating-scales (p.e. 1 = slow to 5 = fast; 1 = no accent to 5 = strongly accented). The aim of 

this rating was to clarify whether the “recognizability” of a piece of music from the stimulus 

list could be predicted by the selected structural variables and in which way.  
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6.2.3. Psychophysiology 

 
 Skin conductance level (SCL), skin conductance response (SCR), heart rate (HR), and 

respiration rate (RR) were assessed. RR was measured to control for the influence of 

breathing on SCR and HR. SCR and SCL were recorded with ARBO Ag/AgCl-electrodes (15 

mm diameter) and amplified 100 times with a biosignal amplifier developed by the Institute 

for Explorative Data Analysis (IED) Hamburg. Heart rate was recorded with a heart belt 

(POLAR T31; Polar Electro Inc., Lake Success, USA). The analogous output from a receiver 

module (NRM receiver module; Polar Electro Inc., Lake Success, USA) was used to calculate 

heart rate. The output consisted of a trail of pulses that were converted into a time series of 

inter-beat-intervals. Time series of inter-beat-intervals were interpolated using cubic 

interpolation to calculate HR. 

 Respiration rate was recorded with a respiratory effort system with a piezo sensor 

(Item 1310, Sleepmate Techonologies, Midlothian, VA, USA). The inter-breath-intervals 

were calculated from one peak to the next. The computation of the respiration rate (breath per 

minute) was based on the duration of the inter-breath-intervals. For the analysis, 

physiological data were sampled from 1000 Hz down to 100 Hz.  

 The electrodes for measuring SCR and SCL were placed on the middle section of the 

index and middle finger of the non-active hand. A ground electrode was set on the back of the 

active hand. Heart belt and respiration belt were applicated around the chest and the lower 

thorax respectively so that the extension of the thorax due to breathing could be measured. 

 

6.2.4. Questionnaires 

 
 Self-developed questionnaires based on bipolar five-point rating-scales.were used. 

During the experiment participants answered the emotion rating questions after each piece of 

music. Arousal and valence of each stimulus were rated on a five-point rating-scale (arousal: 

1 = very relaxing/calming to 5 = very arousing; valence: 1 = less positive  to  5 = very 

positive; for emotion felt and emotion perceived separately). “Less positive” (in German: 

wenig positiv) instead of “negative” was used because in a pretest none of the music pieces 

received a “negative” rating. The estimation task comprised estimation of the total length of 

each excerpt and comparison to the length of the previous one.  
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 In a mood questionnaire participants were asked to rate their present state of arousal 

and valence at the beginning of each session. At the end of the first session participants filled 

out a questionnaire regarding demographic data, their musical knowledge, expertise, listening 

attitudes as well as music preferences and experience (expertise questionnaire). 

6.2.5. Procedure 

 
 During the experimental session, participants sat in a comfortable chair with a 

computer keyboard on their knees, and listened to the stimuli via closed headphones 

Beyerdynamic DT 770 PRO) and an USB soundcard (Audiophile, M-Audio). Questions and 

answer options appeared on the computer screen. Answers were logged by keyboard presses.  

 In both sessions, prior to the music rating, participants filled out the short mood 

questionnaire. Then the devices for the physiological measurement were set. With the 

dominant hand participants pressed the keyboard buttons. 

 Every session started with a baseline recording of 5 minutes during which participants 

relaxed and did not experience any stimulation. After this phase participants received written 

and oral instructions for the experiments. After three practice excerpts during which 

participants got accustomed to know the questions and answer options and had the 

opportunity to ask questions, the experiment started. 

 Participants then listened to excerpts of musical works of 20s to 30s (first session) or 

10s (second session). After the end of each excerpt, participants pressed a button to start the 

questions on the screen. Responses were not timed. After the last question there was a break 

of 15s (first session) or 10s (second session) before the new excerpt started. Excerpts were 

presented in randomized order in two blocks of 20 pieces in the first session and four blocks 

of 20 pieces in the second session.  Blocks were separated by short breaks. The experiment 

was run on “Presentation 6.0”. 
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Figure 6.1.  Experimental procedure. Explanations are given in the text. 
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 For the first session, participants were divided into two groups of 12 persons: The 

“emotion” group was asked to rate the emotionality of each piece with regard to arousal and 

valence felt and perceived, while the “time-estimation” group was asked to estimate the 

length and general loudness of each stimulus. In addition to fulfilling the emotion or time-

estimation task, participants were asked to indicate after each of the 40 stimuli whether the 

piece was familiar to them or not. During the encoding phase, participants were unaware of 

the subsequent recognition task in the second session. At the end of the first session 

participants filled out the expertise questionnaire. 

 In order to facilitate memory consolidation, a second session, one day later, was 

introduced in which all participants listened to their respective target pieces again without 

any task and without physiological measurement. Additionally, participants were asked to 

perform two subtests of a test on music perception and working-memory (Schuppert & 

Altenmüller, 2001). 

 In the third session, on the third day, both groups listened to the 40 old stimuli from 

the last session randomly inter-mixed with 40 new pieces. All participants had to make an 

old/new decision followed by the emotion task. Additionally, participants were asked how 

sure their answer was on a five-point rating-scale ranging from 1 = “sure new” to 5 = “sure 

old”. This was done to find out the subjective appraisal of performance by the participants. 

Again, psychophysiological measures were taken in the same way as in the first session.   

6.2.6. Data analysis 

 
Behavioural data 

 Musical excerpts were categorized according to the median of arousal and valence 

ratings (category 1: median of 1 or 1.5; category 2: median of 2 and 2.5; etc.). Values of d’ 

were computed per participant by subtracting the z-corrected portion of wrong answers to 

distractors (false alarms) from the z-corrected portion of correctly recognized targets (hits). 

The same was done to compute d’ values per median of each emotion category separately per 

participant. Neighbouring categories were merged because of the very different number of 

music pieces in the different emotion categories (categories 1 + 2 = 1, categories 2 + 3 = 2, 

categories 3 + 4 = 3, categories 4 + 5 = 4). 

 The d’ values per category were compared using Friedman tests and a Dunn’s 

multiple comparison test as post hoc test. 
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 ANOVAs with a 2x3 design (group, arousal/valence) were used to compare the 

answer behaviour of the emotion group and time estimation group.  

 The consistency (Cronbach’s Alpha) of arousal and valence ratings for each musical 

excerpt was examined with a reliability analysis.  

 
Physiological data 

 SCL was measured as absolute value of individual skin conductance depending on 

moisture of the skin, blood flow, as well as temperature. SCL shows the tonic level of 

sweating, temperature, and blood flow (Boucsein, 2001) while the SCR reveals changes in 

the SCL during a short period of time (events). SCR as the phase part of skin conductance is 

calculated by high-pass filtering of the SCL. 

 HR and SCL were normalized by subtracting the baseline values of the five minutes 

baseline in the beginning of the experiment from the values during listening to the stimuli for 

each participant.  

 The physiological measures for different groups of music pieces were compared by 

randomized permutation tests (Good, 1994) which determine exact significance values even 

with small samples. Two matrices, one effect matrix and one control matrix are compared 

through multiple permutations. The elements of both matrices are distributed anew at random 

for each permutation. If the difference between effect and control is distinct from the 

difference between random values, the test gets significant (Good, 1994). 

 The following comparisons were calculated: 

- pieces with high arousal ratings vs. pieces with low arousal ratings 

- pieces with neutral valence ratings vs. pieces with very positive valence ratings 

- old stimuli (targets) vs. new stimuli (distractors) 

- silence vs. music 

 The median ratings of the arousal and valence ratings were used. For the first session, 

the ratings of the emotion group were considered, for the third session the ratings of all 

participants. Pieces of the first session were cut off after 20 s because this was the least length 

of all piece. Pieces of the third session all had a length of 10 s. In the first session, half of the 

participants had listened to half of the stimuli as targets. For the comparison of old to new 

stimuli the respective target and distractor pieces per participant were considered. The 10 s of 

silence before the start of each music piece were compared to the 10 s of music in the third 

session. 
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 As especially SCR is also increased by sudden, loud noises (orientation response, 

startle response (Dawson, Schell, & Filion, 2000) we controlled for loudness by comparing 

the loudness curve (according to a power spectrum analysis of each piece calculated with 

dBSonic 4.13) of pieces rated as high arousing or very positive with the loudness curve of 

pieces rated as low arousing or less positive in a randomized permutation test for each session 

separately (sample rate = 100Hz).  

 
Structural analysis 

 For the analysis of the influence of musical structural features on the “recognizability” 

of the pieces a regression tree analysis was used. This decision-tree analysis automatically 

searches for important patterns and relationships, uncovering hidden structure in complex 

data. It can be used to generate accurate and reliable predictive models. Regression trees are 

used to analyse and predict continous target variables. The program uses the method of 

binary split for creating a tree. Each variable can only be split into two further nodes which 

makes it possible that one variable may occur several times within one tree. A splitting rule is 

a method and strategy for growing trees, here the method “Gini” was used. There is a 

difference between variables which are appropriate for splitting the predictor variables into 

groups according to their properties to predict the target variable and variables which are 

important predictors for the model. The program gives both variables. A score from 0 (no 

importance) to 100 (most important) quantifies the importance of the predictive variables. 

 The program uses the least squares splitting rule to grow the maximal tree and the 

cross-validated error rates to select the “optimal” tree. The optimal tree is the one with the 

best model fit (the least error rate). An error rate near to zero is good. 

 As dependent variable, a d’ value adapted from signal detection theory was used; 

however, this time not as a sensitivity measure for the discrimination of two stimuli per 

participant but as a measure for recognizability of a distinct piece of music. The z-

transformed proportion of false alarms was subtracted from the z-transformed proportion of 

hits of the participants per piece of music. For half of the participants a certain piece of music 

was a target piece (hits), for the other half of participants it was a distractor piece (false 

alarms). Thus, the recognizability measure was based on empirical data from the experiment. 

The least-square method was used to find the optimal tree. 

 For data analysis the programs MatLab (version 7.1) and SPSS (version 14.0), Cart 

(version 6.0, Salford Systems), and GraphPad Prism (version 3.0) were used. 
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6.3. Results  

6.3.1. Overall Recognition Performance 

 
 The rates of “correctly recognized targets” and “not recognized targets” were 

calculated for each participant. The total number of targets was 40. The number of correctly 

recognized targets differed among participants from 21 to 39 with a median of 33 correct 

answers to targets and the rate of not recognized targets differed between 1 and 21 with a 

median of  7 incorrect answers to targets (see figure 6.2.).  
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Figure 6.2.   Recognition performance. The number of correctly recognized targets (hits) 

          and not recognized targets (misses) is given. 

 

 In addition, d’ values were computed per participant. The d’ values ranged from 0.13 

to  2.77 with a mean of 1.51. 

 According to a reliability analysis the consistency of arousal ratings was very high 

(Cronbach’s Alpha = 0.96, F = 25.59, p < 0.01, cases = 78). Valence ratings (Cronbach’s 

Alpha = 0.92, F = 12.34, p < 0.01, cases = 78) were also rather reliable.  

Recognition performance (M-U-test of d’ per participant: p = 0.71, N = 12) and 

emotional ratings (M-U-test arousal medians: p = 0.35; valence medians: p = 0.69, N = 12) 

did not differ significantly between the emotion group and the time estimation group.  

 There was no correlation between the performance in the music perception test and 

the recognition performance for the music pieces in the experiment (rs = 0.36; p < 0.09). 

 Overall, the selected music pieces were not familiar to the participants before the 

experiment. Eight, seven, and six pieces were known by one participant respectively, two 
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participants knew five pieces, one four, two three pieces, and three one piece. The familiar 

pieces were all different for the different participants, except for three pieces which were 

known to two participants. Even if the participants had indicated to know a piece of music 

before, they did not necessarily recognize this piece in the recognition session (only three 

participants correctly recognized all pieces indicated as familiar). We therefore decided to 

include all pieces of music in the analysis. As each of the familiar pieces is only known by 

one or two participants and the analysis was made over all participants together, the familiar 

pieces are not remembered better than the other ones nor do they have higher itensity or 

valence ratings.  

 

6.3.2. Recognition memory and emotion rating 

 
 The following analysis was based on all 24 participants from the emotion and time 

estimation groups. The emotion ratings of the felt/induced emotion from the third session 

were used.  

 For valence ratings, recognition performance improved largely with increasing 

valence. The d’ value increased significantly with increasing valence (“less 

positive” = category 1: mean d’ = 1.5, “very positive” = category 4: mean d’ = 1.7; Friedman 

test, p = 0.003, N = 24; Figure 2). The least d’ values were found for the medium valence 

ratings (2 and 3: mean d’ = 1.3). Dunn’s multiple comparison tests revealed significant 

differences between categories 2 vs. categories 4 (p < 0.01) and categories 3 vs. categories 4 

(p < 0.05). 

 Recognition performance did not differ between the different arousal categories (see 

Figure A 2 in the appendix). 

The correlation between felt and recognized emotion was very high. In a Spearman 

correlation an rs = 0.947 (p < 0.01) for arousal and an rs = 0.89 (p < 0.01) for valence were 

obtained. 
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Figure 6.3.  Recognition memory and valence ratings. Values of d’ as a function of the 

          valence category according to the median valence ratings for all participants 

          (2nd session). The categories in the figure stand for the melted categories              

          1 + 2 = 1, 2 + 3 = 2, 3 + 4 = 3, 4 + 5 = 4. For details please see method section. 

          *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01 

 

6.3.3. Psychophysiological measures 

 
 First, all physiological measures of the emotion group were compared with that of the 

detection group. There was no significant difference between both groups concerning any of 

the physiological measures. It was therefore decided to merge the data of all participants in 

the first session in order to create a larger pool of data. 

 Several significant differences in the electrodermal activity could be found between 

pieces of music rated with different arousal and valence levels in both session 1 and session 

3. Differences were more pronounced in the third session as in this case the values of all 

participants to all pieces of music were included. The median SCR over all participants was 

significantly higher for pieces rated as exciting (higher SCR) than for pieces rated as relaxing 

(first session: p < 0.05 for target group1: t = 3.65s – 4.37s; for target group2: t = 2.48s - 

4.28s; third session: p < 0.05 for t = 1s – 2.6s, t = 3.07s – 5.94s; Figure 3).  

 Median SCL was significantly higher for arousing pieces than non for non-arousing 

pieces from 6.92s - 10.82s and 15.06s – 20s (p < 0.05) for the first session and over the whole 

time the music was played (p < 0.05) for the third session (see Figure A 3 in the appendix). 

No effect of arousal on physiological reactions was found for HR in both sessions and for 

breath in the third session. In the first session there were small and inconsistent differences in 
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breathing rate with a higher breathing rate for exciting pieces (p < 0.05; for target group 1: 

t = 2.79s – 3.02s, t = 5.16s – 5.48s, t = 7.85s – 7.93s; for target group 2: t = 4.84s  -4.96s, 

t = 11.39s – 11.61s). 

 There was a significant difference in loudness between low arousing and high 

arousing pieces (first and third session: p < 0.05; t = 0s - 10s) with higher loudness for very 

arousing pieces. 

 

 
Figure 6.4.  Arousal SCR session 1 and session 3. SCR values in µS as a function of time in 

        seconds for the group of music pieces rated as high arousing (median over all 

        participants; arrow) and the group of music pieces rated as low arousing (median 

        over all participants; arrow head). The upper figure shows session 1, the lower 

        figure session 3. The grey section shows the time interval where the difference 

        between the two curves was significant (p < 0.05). 

 
 There was a small difference in median SCR for positive valence ratings (higher) 

compared to less positive valence ratings in both sessions (first session: p < 0.05 for target 

group1: t = 2.12s – 2.2s, t = 15.18s – 15.94s; for target group2: t = 5.1s – 6.79s, t = 11.76s – 

11.92s, t = 15.48s – 17.17s; third session: p < 0.05 for t = 1s – 2.4s, t = 3.05s - 5.94s; Figure 

4). In the first session median SCL only differed in target group1 (p < 0.05 for t = 1.78s –
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 3.34s). In median SCL for the third session the difference was significant over the whole 

time the music was played (p < 0.05). Interestingly, there was no effect of valence on HR. 

Again, in session 1 breathing rate was higher for very positive pieces (p < 0.05 for target 

group 1: t = 15.62s – 15.84s, t = 18.36s – 18.77s; for target group2: t = 2.94s – 3.35s, 

t = 6.36s – 6.48s, t = 10.48s – 10.59s); however, differences were small and inconsistent. In 

the third session there were no differences in breathing rate. 

 There were no loudness differences for valence in the first session, however, the third 

session yielded small differences in loudness between less positive and very positive pieces 

for some short time intervals in the third session (p < 0.05; t = 1.62s – 2.47, t = 2.70 – 3.96, t 

= 5.01 – 5.42, t = 8.52 – 8.61, t = 9.33 – 9.37) with higher loudness for the more positive 

pieces. 

    
Figure 6.5.  Valence SCR session 1 and session 3. SCR values in µS as a  function of time in 

         seconds for the group of music pieces rated as very positive (median over all 

         participants; arrow) and the group of music pieces rated as less positive (median 

         over all participants; arrow head). The upper figure shows session 1, the lower 

         figure session 3. The grey section shows the time interval where the difference 

         between the two curves was significant (p < 0.05). 

 When comparing the physiological measures of music vs. silence of the third session, 

large significant (p < 0.05) differences occurred in SCR (t = 1s – 8.04s), SCL (t = 1s - 3.2s, t 
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= 1.01s – 1.48s, t = 3.21s – 10.00s) as well as HR (t = 7.1s – 10.00s) measures with silence 

having higher values than music (Figure 5).  

 

 
Figure 6.6.  Music vs. silence SCR session 3. SCR values in µS as a function of time in 

          seconds for music (arrow) compared to silence (arrow head). The grey section 

          shows the time interval where the difference between the two curves was     

          significant (p < 0.05). 

 

 Old pieces compared to new pieces differed significantly (p < 0.01; t = 1s - 10.00s) in 

HR with new pieces having higher values than old pieces (Figure 5). 

 

 
Figure 6.7.  Old vs. new pieces HR session 3. Normalized HR values (with respect to the 

          silence before each piece) in bpm as a function of time in seconds for the group 

          of target music pieces (old; arrow) and the group of distractor music pieces 

          (new; arrow head). During the whole time interval the difference between the 

          two curves was significant (p < 0.05). 
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6.3.4. Structural ratings and recognition performance 

 
 A regression tree analysis (cart®) with d’ per piece as dependent variable and all the 

structural features rated by an expert as independent variables (default adjustments, min. 

number of pieces in parental node = 30, in terminal nodes = 15) yielded only one parental 

node “strong accents” with two terminal nodes with a split-up at 2.5 (median of d’ = 1.39, 

N = 80). This variable is also the most important predictive variable (score = 100). All pieces 

of music are included in the parental node. The parental node is partitioned into two terminal 

nodes such that the left terminal node receives all cases with the lower value of the split 

variable (in this terminal node 1: median of d’ = 1.35, N = 39). Pieces with a median rating of 

strong accents above 2.5 were recognized better (terminal node 2: median of d’ = 1.63, 

N = 41). Although the optimal tree was selected, the model fit is not good (error rate = 0.929) 

which means that the chosen variables do not predict d’ per piece very well. Five other 

important variables which contribute to the prediction of d’ but are not appropriate for 

splitting are the following (in their order of importance; the score of importance is given): 

tempo (69.32), loudness (47.31), number of motive repetitions (35.56), harmonic tempo 

(9.81), distinctiveness of phrase borders (2.03). 

STRONG_ACCENTS <=   2.50

Terminal
Node 1

STD =  0.757
Avg =  1.314
W = 39.00

N = 39

STRONG_ACCENTS >    2.50

Terminal
Node 2

STD =  1.156
Avg =  1.969
W = 41.00

N = 41

Node 1
STRONG_ACCENTS <=   2.50

STD =  1.035
Avg =  1.650
W = 80.00

N = 80

 
Figure 6.8.  Structural analysis. The regression-tree analysis with d’ per piece and all                       

           structural variables as independent variables is shown. The most important 

           factor is the parent node “strong accents” which is divided into two terminal 

           nodes. The parent node is split at 2.5. All pieces with a rating of strong accents 

           below 2.5 are included in the Terminal node 1, the others in terminal node 2. 
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 The model fit of the optimal tree for a similar analysis with either arousal (error 

rate = 0.368; min. number of pieces in parental node = 30, in terminal nodes = 15) or valence 

(error rate = 0.387, min. number of pieces in parental node = 20, in terminal nodes = 10) as 

target variable was much better. The most important variable for predicting arousal was the 

parental node “strong accents” (median of arousal = 2, N = 80, score = 100) with two 

terminal nodes (terminal node 1: median of arousal = 2, N = 39; terminal node 2: median of 

arousal = 3, N = 41) at a split of 2.5. Pieces with strong accents were rated as more arousing. 

Further important predictive variables were: harmonic tempo (51.8), loudness (48.8), tempo 

(45.82), distinctiveness of phrase boundaries (30.42), and number of motive repetitions 

(29.04). 

 The most important variable for predicting valence was the parental node “melody 

range” (median of arousal = 2.5, N = 80, split up at 3.5, score = 100) with the two subnodes 

“strong accents” < 2.5 (median = 2, N = 56, split up = 2.5) and “distinctiveness of 

accompanying rhythm” (median = 3.5, N = 24, split up = 3.5) which has two terminal nodes 

(terminal node 5: median = 3, N = 12; terminal node 6: median = 4, N = 12). The subnode 

“strong accents” is further subdivided into the subnode “number of extreme tones” (median = 

2, N = 33, split up = 1.5) with two terminal nodes (terminal node 1: median = 2, N = 22; 

terminal node 2: median = 2, N= 11) and “harmonic tempo” (median 2.5, N = 23, split up = 

2.5) with two terminal nodes (terminal node 3: median = 2.5, N = 10; terminal node 4: 

median = 3, N= 13). 

 Pieces with a large melody range and a clear distinctiveness of the accompanying 

rhythm are rated as very positive (terminal node 6). Important predictive variables besides 

“melody range” were: surprising turns (99.07), number of large tone bounds (93.5), tempo 

(45.82), change of contour (65.42), and number of extreme tones (59.6). 

 

6.4. Discussion 

 
 In this study, an incidental episodic recognition task was used to examine whether 

valence and/or arousal induced by music pieces have an influence on musical long-term 

memory of non-musicians. We also investigated the influence of musical structure on 

recognition and additionally controlled emotion induction by psychophysiological measures.  

 Our study yielded clear-cut results concerning the influence of emotion on musical 

long-term memory performance. 
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 The results confirmed our hypothesis that music pieces which were rated more 

positively are positively related to the degree of recognition performance. Prior studies in 

other domains showed a similar valence effect supporting this result (Berntsen & Rubin, 

2002; Holmes, 1970; Thompson et al., 2001). 

 Other studies which found negative valence (Bradley et al., 2001; Kensinger & 

Corkin, 2003; Kern et al., 2005) to improve memory do not contradict our results. It is 

possible and even probable that both extremes, negative and positive emotional stimuli could 

enhance memory performance. In this study, the effect of music with neutral (less positive) to 

positive valence on recognition performance was tested because it was difficult to find music 

which was structurally similar yet rated as very negative. Possibly, music which is rated as 

very negative would have similar enhancing effects on recognition performance compared to 

neutral music as does music rated as very positive. The experience of having recognized a 

target piece might have influenced the subsequent valence rating of this stimulus in assessing 

it as more positive; however, the strong correlation between the emotion ratings of the first 

and the third session in the emotion group argue against this assumption. 

 Recognition performance was not driven by arousal, replicating the results of our 

previous study (Eschrich, Münte et al., submitted). Prior studies in other domains suggest that 

arousing stimuli attract attention (Phelps, 2004) and are therefore processed more effectively 

and more elaborately (Ochsner, 2000; Phelps et al., 2006). Consequently, it was found that 

stimuli which induce higher arousal are remembered better independently of valence (Cahill 

et al., 1995; Kensinger, 2004; LaBar & Phelps, 1998). It seems that arousal is strongest for 

very negative events (Lang, Bradley, Cuthbert, 1997). Thus, the use of exclusively neutral 

and positive stimuli in the present study might have precluded an arousal effect. Additionally, 

arousal is mainly influenced by structural features like pop-outs or strong accents as well as 

loudness. We tried to keep music structure and loudness as similar as possible which might 

have decreased arousal differences. 

 As intended, there was no significant difference in emotional rating and recognition 

performance between the emotion group and the time estimation group (control group). Thus, 

the different tasks did not seem to have any influence on emotional reaction and performance.  

 Against our hypothesis, no significant difference was found between the ratings of felt 

and perceived emotion. This could have several reasons. Either, participants also felt the 

emotion they meant to recognize in the music. For appreciating emotion expressed by music 

it might be necessary to perceive them before. It is also possible that participants rated very 

similarly because both ratings had to be made consecutively (Schubert, 2007). Another 
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possibility is that it was very difficult for the participants to differentiate between felt and 

perceived emotion in introspection.  

 According to the physiological measurement, there was some evidence that emotion 

had been induced in the participants. The presence of music significantly affected all 

physiological measures besides respiration (music vs. silence). There was a lower skin 

conductance and a slower heart rate when music was present compared to silence which is in 

line with previous studies (e.g., Krumhansl, 1997). Results also yielded a difference between 

low and high arousal in SCR and SCL as had been expected. The differences in electrodermal 

activity and heart rate could reflect attention processes if participants directed their attention 

more on the pieces they rated as arousing. As the loudness between relaxing and arousing 

pieces of music differed significantly, the effect of arousal on SCR could also be explained 

by a difference in loudness. The louder pieces might increase attention and lead to a higher 

orienting or startle response than softer pieces (Dawson et al., 2000). However, arousal did 

not have a significant effect on recognition. For valence, there was a difference in SCR and 

SCL but not in HR. Valence seemed to have influenced SCR and SCL like it had influenced 

recognition because there were no significant difference in loudness (in the first session) and 

only small, short-timed differences in the third session between less positive and very 

positive pieces. 

 Against our hypothesis, we did not find an effect of valence on HR. Prior studies also 

had more difficulties finding a clear valence effect in physiological data, and if there was one 

it was between very negative and very positive stimuli (Bartlett, 1996). We did not use very 

negative material which might explain the smaller valence effect with respect to the 

physiological data.  

 In the literature it has been shown that breathing rate might have an effect on SCR and 

SCL, and HR (Bernardi et al., 2006; Harver & Lorig, 2000). We thus controlled for that. The 

fact that respiration did not differ significantly between different conditions might indicate 

that the other physiological measures were not changed by differences in breathing but by the 

effects of the music. The physiological results partly support the view that music is capable of 

inducing emotion (Gomez & Danuser, 2004; Khalfa et al., 2002; Krumhansl, 1997; Nyklícek 

et al., 1997). However, physiological reactions were very small compared to reactions to 

“everyday” emotion. In line with other studies, short excerpts as those used in this study only 

lead to weak emotional reactions (Nyklícek et al., 1997). It is also possible that music might 

induce emotion a bit different from everyday emotion because, unlike other stimuli, it does 

not have a direct effect on survival or well-being. Scherer (2004) discussed two kinds of 
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emotions: “utilitarian emotions” necessary for well-being and adaptive behaviour and 

“aesthetic” emotion to art or music which do not prepare action tendencies and have no 

function in adaptation. An aesthetic experience like music is not relevant for well-being. It is 

appreciated because of its intrinsic qualities. As neurophysiological reactions to aesthetic 

emotion do not serve readiness of behaviour, they are rather diffuse and not so synchronized 

as reactions to every-day emotion. This might also explain why valence is more important for 

musical memory because it might express a kind of liking or appreciation of the quality of the 

music pieces. 

 An interesting result was that heart rate was significantly higher for new compared to 

old music pieces. Possibly, new pieces appear more interesting and exciting than the pieces 

already heard and thus lead to a stronger sympathetic reaction.  

 Surprisingly, in the regression tree analysis including all structural ratings by the 

expert rater only one of the variables seemed important: “strong accents”. In our stimulus 

selection, this variable seemed to influence the recognizability of the music pieces. Pieces 

including very strong accents were recognized better. Strong accents might direct attention to 

the music and thus lead to a deeper elaboration of the respective piece. Attention directed to a 

stimulus does also enhance its emotional processing. Evidently, all the other variables of the 

list did not differentially contribute to the recognizability of the pieces. However, results are 

difficult to interpret because the model fit was very bad. The music had been selected to be 

structurally as familiar as possible. It is thus possible that there is not much systematic 

structural difference between the pieces which could influence recognition. This would 

confirm that the selection was quite successful. However, it is also possible that the selected 

features were not selective enough for finding an effect. 

 Also arousal variance was only explained by strong accents while the variance of 

valence was explained by melody range and several other structural variables. The fact that 

valence which was found to be more important for recognition than arousal is predicted by 

several variables of which only one (strong accents) was important for recognition could 

indicate that structural variables in this experiment did not have a strong influence on 

recognition performance.  
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6.5. Conclusions   

 
 The results of this study indicate that emotional valence information modulates 

musical memory. Very positive valence ratings seem to be associated with better memory 

performance of music in a recognition task. Contrary to studies in other domains which found 

arousal to be the most important variable in recognition memory (Cahill et al., 1996; 

Kensinger & Corkin, 2003; LaBar & Phelps, 1998). Arousal did not seem to play an 

important role in musical memory in this design and with the stimuli used. 

 There was no difference in ratings between perceived and felt emotion. Physiological 

measures confirmed that the intended arousal and partially valence were elicited in the 

listener. Heart rate seems to be sensitive to differences between old and new stimuli. 

 Currently, an event-related fMRI study shall help to investigate the neural networks 

underlying this emotional modulation of musical memory. 
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7. Study 4: The relation between long-term memory for 
music and emotion: An fMRI study 

7.1. Background 
 
 Music is often remembered and recognized for extended periods of time and the 

present investigation asks to what extent musical memory is facilitated by emotional reactions 

to music. More specifically, the present study was designed to investigate the neural 

underpinnings of the interaction between emotional aspects of musical pieces and musical 

long-term memory. In previous experiments (Eschrich, Altenmüller, & Münte, submitted; 

Eschrich, Münte et al., submitted) on the retrieval of emotional versus non emotional music 

from long-term memory a significant valence effect was found. There was a significantly 

better recognition performance for music pieces rated as very positive as compared to less 

positive pieces. 

 In keeping with the literature, a dimensional model for measuring emotions with the 

dimensions “valence” and “arousal”  (Bradley et al., 1992; Lang, Bradley, Cuthbert, 1997; 

Russel, 1980) was used and participants were asked to rate the respective dimensions on a 

five-point rating-scale which resulted in five categories for each dimension. Participants rated 

emotions elicited in them by the music (see chapter 5.1.).  

 
 Imaging studies on episodic long-term memory retrieval of words or pictures found 

evidence for an involvement of the IFG, the precuneus (e.g., Nyberg, Mclntosh, Houle, 

Nilsson, & Tulving, 1996), and the hippocampus, especially in a memory network including 

the hippocampus and the PFC (e.g., Addis & McAndrews, 2006; Fernandes, Moscovitch, 

Ziegler, & Grady, 2005; Gold, Hopkins, & Squire, 2006; Watanabe et al., 2007). 

 There are only a few studies investigating musical long-term memory. A study by 

Platel et al. (2003) yielded activity in the bilateral medial frontal gyrus and the precuneus, but 

more right-sided (see chapter 2.5.2.).  

 Recognition of familiar tunes seems to engage bilateral superior temporal regions and 

left inferior temporal and frontal areas (e.g., Ayotte et al., 2002). The precuneus was found to 

be active in response to different stimuli including memory-related and selective attention 

processes (Blood et al., 1999). Activations in this brain area could also represent differential 

deactivations during resting states without any specific task (Raichle et al., 2001; Raichle & 
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Snyder, 2007). The frontal cortex is important for frontal-based retrieval processes (Zatorre & 

Halpern, 2005). Taken together, the superior temporal gyrus, as well as the orbitofrontal 

cortex, the cerebellum, the anterior CG, and the IFG as well as the precuneus seem to play a 

role in musical long-term memory  for emotional music (for a review see Peretz & Zatorre, 

2005).  

 Accordingly, it was hypothesized a stronger activity for the recognized targets in the 

right medial and inferior FG, the PFC, as well as the STG and the precuenus (e.g., Nyberg et 

al., 1996; Zatorre et al., 1996; Ayotte et al., 2002; Rugg, Otten, & Henson, 2002; Halpern & 

Zatorre, 1999; Platel et al., 1997; Platel et al., 2003),  

 
 The regions engaged in processing musical emotions overlap with those processing 

emotions in general (Blood & Zatorre, 2001; Blood et al., 1999). 

 In a PET study on unpleasant (dissonant) and pleasant (consonant) music (Blood et 

al., 1999) found activity in the OFC, the subcallosal CG, and frontal pole regions for pleasant 

music (see chapter 2.3.2.). Different studies on music and emotion found a more left-

lateralized activation for very positive music (e.g. Altenmüller et al., 2002; Davidson, 2003). 

We thus assumed a more left-lateralized brain activation for the very positive stimuli. There 

should be enhanced activity in the OFC, the subcallosal CG, and the frontal polar cortex for 

music rated as positive (Blood et al., 1999). We did not assume that the amygdala is critical 

for valence appraisal in positive music (Blood et al., 1999). As it appears to be more involved 

in the recognition of scary music (Gosselin et al., 2005; Gosselin et al., 2006) and of other 

fear-related stimuli (e.g., Adolphs, Tranel, & Damasio, 2001; Calder et al., 1996) (see chapter 

2.3.2.).  

 
 Memory and emotions partly share the same brain structures, especially the limbic 

system. There are reciprocal functional interaction between parahippocampal and frontal 

regions. The right parahippocampal gyrus is responsible for learning, memory, as well as 

emotional processing (especially for unpleasant emotions) in music, too (Blood et al., 1999). 

The medial temporal lobe is important for long-term memory and for emotions (for a review 

see Roth, 2003) (see chapter 2.6.1. and 2.6.2.). 

 Studies using emotional words, pictures, and events, yielded convincing evidence that 

arousal plays an important role in memory consolidation and retrieval of emotional stimuli 

independent of valence (Heuer & Reisberg, 1990; Kensinger & Corkin, 2003; LaBar & 

Phelps, 1998; Phelps et al., 2006).  
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 However, recent studies have found evidence for the influence of valence on 

recognition independent of arousal and suggested two different neural pathways, one for the 

processing of arousal (amygdalar-hippocampal network) and the other for valence processing 

(PFC-hippocampal network), in connection with memory (Kensinger, 2004; Kensinger & 

Corkin, 2003; Ochsner, 2000) (see chapter 2.6.2.).  

 For the present study, it was hypothesized that pieces eliciting very positive valence 

would be remembered better and that there would be more activity in the PFC, the OFC, and 

the cingulate cortex for the very positive music pieces (Baumgart et al., 1998; Baumgartner et 

al., 2006; Blood et al., 1999; Kuchinke, 2007; Ochsner, 2000) compared to the music pieces 

rated as less positive (neutral). 

 The influence of musical structure on recognition performance was examined (see 

chapter 6.1.). 

 According to the literature and the results of our previous experiments, an fMRI study 

with musical stimuli was conducted in which only valence was varied from less positive 

(neutral) to very positive while arousal was kept on an equally high level for all pieces. It was 

the aim of this study to find the neural bases of retrieval from musical long-term memory for 

very positive versus neutral valence music pieces.  

 

7.2. Methods 

7.2.1. Participants 

 
 A group of 16 non-musicians (nine women) gave informed consent to participate in 

the study for a small monetary compensation. They were undergraduate and graduate 

students of the University of Hanover with normal hearing abilities or singers in a non-

musician choir. The mean age was  29 years (range = 22-49 years). All but three participants 

had learned to play an instrument or sing in a choir for at least one to two years to more than 

10 years. Eight of the participants were still actively engaged in music making. All 

participants appreciated listening to music and said that music was important in their lives, in 

particular because of its effect on emotions. Participants listened to music several times a day 

for one to five hours with an estimated 80% consciously chosen. They reported to like very 

different types of music from folk music to classics. Most of them listened to music while 

doing house work or while eating and they used music to stimulate themselves or to relax. 

For the majority of the participants the listening situation in the laboratory was very different 
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from their usual listening habits. This might be one reason why most of them indicated that 

they had had weaker emotional reactions to the music in the study than they usually have (see 

table A 4 appendix).  

 The protocol for the experiment was approved by the local ethics committee. 

 

7.2.2. Stimuli 

 
 A total of 60 excerpts of 10 s length of symphonic film music by different composers 

were selected from a larger pool of excerpts on the basis of the rating results of the two 

experiments described above, an additional rating-study with 25 participants (2 men, mean 

age = 22.6, range 19 to 46 years) (see table A 4 in the appendix) and a further pre-test with a 

slightly changed design and new stimuli with 12 participants (mean age = 33.5, range 22 to 

49). By this selection process, structurally similar pieces with high arousal ratings and either 

less positive or very positive valence ratings were identified. Only the valence dimension was 

varied, because in previous experiments (Eschrich, Münte, Altenmüller, submitted) this 

dimension had been found to be more important for recognition performance than arousal and 

only one dimension could be varied due to the time-limitations of the scanner session. 

 The loudness of all musical excerpts was normalized. The power spectrum for each 

piece per channel (Hanning window: sample rate = 44100 Hz; FFT size = 16384; maximum 

frequency resolution = 2.692 Hz) was calculated resulting in the relative amplitude for every 

frequency per channel. After this normalization procedure, the amplitude peaks per frequency 

band did not show differences between positive and less positive valence pieces (t-test: p = 

0.823).  

 Two sets of 30 pieces were created with a comparable distribution of emotional and 

structural features. Each of these was presented to half of the participants during the first 

session outside of the scanner (encoding phase), while all stimuli were used during the 

second session (recognition phase) inside the MRI-scanner.   

 After the experiment, the two sets of items were compared according to the 

participants’ ratings of arousal and valence as well as recognition performance. Both item 

sets did not differ significantly with respect to any of these variables (Mann-Whitney-U-test 

for arousal, p = 0.9; M-U-test for valence, p = 0.17). Recognition performance of the 

participants did not differ between item sets (M-U-test for d’, p = 0.44). 
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 To evaluate the influence of musical structure on recognition, all musical excerpts 

were rated structurally in detail by a professional musicologist of the Hanover university of 

music and drama according to a list of 32 structural features which could possibly have an 

influence on recognition performance (e.g. loudness, tempo, accentuation, rhythm, phrasing, 

repetition of motives) (see table A 5 in the appendix). All features were rated on five-point 

rating-scales. The aim of this rating was to find out whether the “recognizability” of a piece 

of music from the stimulus list could be predicted by the selected structural variables and in 

which way.  

 

7.2.3. Questionnaires 

 
 Self-developed questionnaires based on bipolar five-point rating-scales were used. 

After each piece of music arousal and valence were rated on a five-point rating-scale 

(arousal: 1 = very relaxing/calming to 5 = very arousing; valence: 1 = less positive  to  5 = 

very positive). “Less positive” (in German: wenig positiv) was used instead of “negative”, 

because in a pretest none of the music pieces received a “negative” rating.  

 In a mood questionnaire participants were asked to rate their present state of arousal 

and valence at the beginning of each session. At the end of the first session participants filled 

out a questionnaire regarding demographic data, their musical knowledge, expertise, listening 

attitudes as well as music preferences and experience (expertise questionnaire). 

7.2.4. Procedure 

 
 During the first experimental session, participants sat in a comfortable chair with a 

computer keyboard on their knees, and listened to the stimuli via closed headphones 

(Beyerdynamic DT 770 PRO) and an USB soundcard (Audiophile, M-Audio). Questions and 

answer options appeared on the computer screen. Answers were logged by keyboard presses.  

 In both sessions, prior to the music rating, participants filled out a short mood 

questionnaire. After this, participants received written and oral instructions for the 

experiments. Prior to the experiment proper, three practice excerpts were given. During each 

trial, participants listened to the excerpt of a musical work of 10s of length. After the end of 

each excerpt, participants pressed a button to start the valence and arousal rating questions on 

the screen. Responses were not timed. After the last question there was a break of 10s, before 
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the new excerpt started. Excerpts were presented in randomized order in two blocks of 15 

pieces, which were separated by short breaks. The experiment was run on “Presentation 6.0”. 

 During the encoding phase, participants were unaware of the subsequent recognition 

task in the second session. At the end of the first session participants filled out the expertise 

questionnaire. 

 In the second session, on the next day, participants lay in the scanner and listened to 

the 30 old stimuli from the last session randomly inter-mixed with 30 new pieces. All 

participants had to make an old/new decision after each piece by pressing one of two buttons.  

 

7.2.5. Data analysis 

 
 Musical excerpts were categorized according to the pre-defined valence categories 

(less positive and very positive). Values of d’ were computed per participant by subtracting 

the z-corrected portion of wrong answers to distractors (false alarms) from the z-corrected 

portion of correctly recognized targets (hits). The same was done to compute d’ values per 

median of each emotion category separately per participant. The d’ values per category were 

compared using Friedman tests and a Dunn’s multiple comparison test as post hoc test.  

 For the analysis of the influence of musical structural features on the “recognizability 

of the pieces a regression tree analysis was used (Cart 6.0, Salford Systems, default 

adjustments). As dependent variable, a d’ value adapted from signal detection theory was 

used; however, this time not as measure of sensitivity for the discrimination of two stimuli 

per participant but as a measure for recognizability of a certain piece of music. All structural 

features served as independent variables (for details see chapter 6.2.6.) 

 

7.2.6. fMRI procedure 

 
 A slow event-related design was used for the stimulus presentation. Each stimulation 

period (10 sec) was followed by a 20 sec resting period during which participants pressed the 

answer button (one button for “old”, the other for “new”).  

 Presentation software (Neurobehavioral Systems, Inc., version 6.0) was used to 

deliver stimuli and record behavioural data. Stimuli were presented via fMRI compatible 

electrodynamic headphones integrated into earmuffs for reduction of residual background 
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scanner noise (Baumgart et al., 1998). The sound level of stimuli was individually adjusted to 

good audibility.   

 

7.2.7. Image acquisition 

 
 Magnetic-resonance images were acquired on a 3T TRIO Siemens Scanner (INI 

Hannover, Germany) equipped with a standard head coil. A total of 650 T2*-weighted 

volumes of the whole brain (TR 2000 ms, TE 30 ms, flip angle 80º, FOV 224 mm, matrix 

642, 30 slices, slice thickness 3.5 mm, interslice gap 0,35 mm, one run of 907 volumes) near 

to standard bicommisural (ACPC) orientation were collected. After the functional 

measurement T1-weighted images (TR 1550 ms, TE7.3 ms, flip angle 70º, FOV 224 mm, and 

matrix 2562) with slice orientation identical to the functional measurement were acquired to 

serve as a structural overlay. Additionally, a 3D high resolution T1-weighted volume for 

cortex surface reconstruction (FLASH, TR 15 ms, TE 4.9 ms, flip angle 25º, matrix 192 x 

2562, 1 mm isovoxel) was recorded. The participant’s head was fixed during the entire 

measurement to avoid head movements. 

 

7.2.8. fMRI data analysis 

 
 First, the participant’s head motion was detected by using Brain Voyager QX 

software. All datasets were motion- and slice scan time corrected prior to further analysis. 

Additional linear trends and nonlinear drifts were removed by temporal filtering. Finally, 

after the co-registration with the structural data, a spatial transformation into the standard 

Talairach space (Talairach & Tournoux, 1988) was performed.  

 To identify possible regions of activity group data were analysed by multi-subject 

GLM in standard space. To emphasize spatially coherent activation patterns, functional data 

was additional spatially smoothed with a Gaussian kernel of 8 mm full width at half 

maximum.  

 Five different GLM were defined: The first compared the stimuli with silence. The 

second one compared less positive/neutral and positive pieces. The third GLM contrasted old 

(target) with new (distractor) pieces. The fourth one compared recognized with not 

recognized targets while the last GLM compared recognized positive with recognized less 

positive targets. These GLMs were used to disentangle memory retrieval effects as well as 
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valence effects on recognition: Contrasting neutral and positive valence (over all pieces and 

only for recognized targets) trials yields valence related activations. The contrast of old and 

new stimuli as well as recognized and not recognized targets reflects memory (retrieval) 

effects. Statistical maps were created using a threshold of p < 0.001 (uncorrected for multiple 

comparisons) and p < 0.05 (Bonferroni corrected for the comparison between silence and 

music) with a cluster threshold of 20 voxels.   

 

7.3. Results 

7.3.1. Overall recognition performance and valence effect 

 
 The rates of “correctly recognized targets” and “not recognized targets” were 

calculated for each participant. The total number of targets was 30. The number of correctly 

recognized targets differed among participants from 9 to 22 with a median of 15 correct 

answers to targets and the rate of not recognized targets differed between 9 and 21 with a 

median of  15 incorrect answers to targets.  

 In addition, d’ values were computed per participant. The d’ values ranged from -0.52  

to 1.59 with a mean of 0.25. The participant with the very low d’ had a hit ratio on chance 

level (0.5) but a very high false alarms ratio (0.7). Probably, this participant confounded the 

answer buttons. Therefore, his results were inverted in the data analysis. 

 No significant effect of valence on recognition performance was found (less positive: 

mean d’ =  0.34; very positive: mean d’ = 0.16). A floor effect might have prevented the 

detection of a valence effect on recognition because of the rather low overall recognition rate. 

The defined high arousal for all pieces was quite well confirmed by the participants’ ratings 

in the first session (arousal: eight pieces with a median of 2; 52 ratings had a median of three 

or above). The same  was true for the previously defined valence categories (less positive and 

very positive). For “less positive valence” there were 26 suitable ratings while for “very 

positive valence” there was only 1 rating of median 3; the other 29 ratings had a median of 4 

or 5.  

 

7.3.2. Stimuli and structural analysis 

 
 Overall, the selected music pieces were not familiar to the participants before the 

experiment. Three pieces and two pieces were known by one participant, two participants 
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knew one piece of music. No piece was known by more than one participant. Even if the 

participants had indicated to know a piece of music before, they did not necessarily recognize 

this piece in the recognition session. It was thus decided to include all pieces of music in the 

analysis.  

 
 A regression tree analysis (cart®) with d’ per piece as dependent variable and all the 

structural features rated by an expert as independent variables (default adjustments, min. 

number of pieces in parental node = 30, in terminal nodes = 15) yielded only one parental 

node “distinctive features” (median of d’ = 0.175, N = 80) with a split-up at 1.5. Pieces with a 

high value of distinct features were recognized better (see figure A 8 in the appendix). This 

variable is also the most important predictive variable (score = 100). All pieces of music are 

included in the parental node. The parental node is partitioned into one terminal node 

“distinctive features” > 1.5 (median of d’ = 0.35, N = 30) and one subnode “modulatory 

tempo” with a split-up at 1.5 (median of d’ = -0.003, N = 30) which is further divided into 

two terminal nodes such that the left terminal node receives all cases with the lower value of 

the split variable (terminal node 1: median of d’ = -0.12, N = 15 and terminal node 2: median 

of d’ = 0.11, N = 15). Pieces with a median rating of “distinctive features” above 1.5 were 

recognized better (terminal node 3: median of d’ = 0.35, N = 30). Although the optimal tree 

was selected, the model fit is not good (error rate = 1.029) which means that the chosen 

variables do not predict d’ per piece well.  

 In a similar analysis, with valence as target variable, the variance of valence was 

explained by the parental node “change of contour” (median of d’ = 1.01, N = 30) with a 

split-up at 2.5 and with two terminal nodes (terminal node 1: median of d’ = 3.03, N = 19 and 

terminal node 2: median of d’ = 3.64, N = 11). The variance of valence was thus explained by 

“change of contour” with pieces with many changes being better recognized. The model fit 

was better (error rate = 0.423). 

 

7.3.3. Imaging data 

 
 Comparing silence with music (music > silence) yielded activation in the right and left 

superior temporal gyrus, the right insula, the right middle frontal gyrus as well as the bilateral 

medial frontal gyrus and the left anterior cerebellum (figure 7.1. and table A 6.). These results 

confirm previous experiments showing the important role of the superior temporal gyrus, the 

middle frontal gyrus and the insula in hearing in general as well as music perception and 
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detection (for a review see Peretz, Zatorre, 2005). There were no significant activations for 

silence > music. 

 
 
Figure 7.1.  Contrast of music > silence over all participants and all music pieces. The 

          yellow-coloured regions represent activation during the music presentation. 

          p < 0.05 (Bonferroni corrected) 

 
 For the contrast between old (target) > new (distractor) pieces activation in the medial 

dorsal nucleus of the left thalamus and in the left midbrain was found. Interestingly, the 

reverse contrast (new > old) yielded activation in the right middle frontal gyrus (figure 7.2. 

and table A 6.). The corresponding BOLD time-course did not show large increases or 

decreases (see figure A 4 in the appendix). The largest difference between the old and new 

curve was found during the first 3 s - 4 s of the music piece. Consistent with the findings for 

the old vs. new contrast there was a focused activation in the right IFG and the left 

cerebellum for recognized vs. not recognized targets. For the reverse contrast no activations  

were seen (figure 7.3., table A 6.).  
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Figure 7.2.   Contrast of old > new pieces over all participants. The red-coloured regions 

           represent activation for the new pieces. Blue-coloured regions represent          

           activation for the old pieces. p < 0.001 (uncorrected) 

 

 
 

Figure 7.3.  Contrast of recognized > not recognized target pieces over all participants. 

         The red-coloured regions represent activation for the recognized target pieces. 

         Blue-coloured regions represent activation for the not recognized target pieces. 

         p < 0.001 (not corrected) 

 

 In the contrast of very positive musical stimuli and less positive musical stimuli (very 

positive > less positive) more left-lateralized activations were found (see figures A 5 – A 7 in 
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the appendix). There were activations in the left medial frontal gyrus, the left precuneus, the 

right superior frontal gyrus, the left posterior cingulate as well as the bilateral middle 

temporal gyrus, and the left thalamus. There was also an activation in the right and left 

posterior cerebellum. The BOLD time-courses of all respective areas are very similar for very 

positive and less positive music though very positive music shows a more pronounced change 

in the BOLD response. The BOLD time-courses of the medial frontal gyrus and the superior 

frontal gyrus are relatively flat. For the medial frontal gyrus the largest difference between 

both curves is during the first 2 s while for the superior frontal gyrus it is during the first 8 s. 

Right and left middle temporal gyrus yielded a large increase in the change of the BOLD 

response during the first 3 s where also the largest difference between the curves of very 

positive and less positive music are situated. Differentially, the left middle temporal gyrus 

shows a larger change in BOLD response and a longer-lasting difference between very 

positive and less positive than the right middle temporal gyrus. The BOLD time courses of 

the thalamus and posterior cingulate yield the largest increase in change of the BOLD 

response as well as the largest difference between the two curves during the first half of the 

music piece. No activations were discovered for the contrast less positive > positive (table A 

6.).  

 
Figure 7.4.  Contrast of very positive > less positive pieces over all participants. The red-

         coloured regions represent activation for the very positive pieces. Blue-coloured 

          regions represent activation for the less positive pieces. p < 0.001 (uncorrected) 
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 In the contrast of recognized very positive > recognized less positive many different 

brain regions were active, similar to those in the positive > less positive comparison and 

some additional ones. The comparison yielded activation in the left superior and middle 

frontal gyrus, the bilateral medial frontal gyrus, the right superior temporal gyrus and the 

temporal pole, the left posterior cingulate and the left precuneus. Furthermore, activations 

were observed in the left precentral gyrus, the bilateral thalamus as well as in the bilateral 

anterior cerebellum and the right posterior cerebellum (figure 7.3., table A 6.). 

Recognized Positive > Recognized Less Positive
All Participants

p < 0.01

 
 
Figure 7.5.     Contrast of recognized very positive > recognized less positive target pieces 

            over all participants. Red-coloured regions represent activation for the    

            recognized very positive target pieces. Blue-coloured regions represent    

            activation for the recognized less positive target pieces. p < 0.001 (uncorrected) 

 

7.4. Discussion 
 
 In this study, it was tried to investigate the neural bases of emotional musical long-

term memory with the help of fMRI in a recognition task. 

 Probably due to the rather bad recognition performance of the participants in this 

experiment, no valence effect was discovered, which is in contrast to our earlier studies 

(Eschrich et al., submitted). It was rather difficult to find suitable stimuli for the recognition 
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task which on the one hand were structurally similar as to avoid that structural features of the 

music would have a larger influence on recognition and fMRI activations than the emotional 

component. Yet, on the other hand, pieces had to differ in emotional effect and be different 

enough to be recognized. Due to constraints in time that can be spent in the scanner, music 

pieces were rather short (10s) which could have contributed to recognition problems. 

Although having conducted several pre-studies and ratings, stimuli selection might not have 

been optimal. As in this experiment only the valence dimension was varied and arousal was 

kept on an equally high level for all pieces, it might have been more difficult for the 

participants to differentiate between the pieces. Additionally, conditions and noise in the 

scanner are not beneficial neither for recognition nor for emotion induction.  

 The low recognition rate might also explain why we only found thalamic and 

midbrain activity for the comparison of old to new music pieces and only activation in the 

right IFG for the contrast of recognized vs. not recognized pieces. Retrieval processes from 

long-term representations of music tend to engage inferior frontal regions (Halpern & 

Zatorre, 1999; Zatorre et al., 1996). Also studies in other domains show the importance of 

these mechanisms for memory retrieval in general (e.g., Nyberg et al., 1996). The IFG was 

also found to be involved in working-memory (Holcomb et al. 1998; Zatorre et al., 1994), 

and the perceptual analysis of melodies (Fletcher & Henson, 2001). In particular, dorsolateral 

and inferior frontal areas are most often recruited when working-memory load is high 

(Griffiths, Johnsrude, Dean, & Green, 1999; Zatorre et al., 1994). However, according to 

other studies activation for musical memory retrieval would have been additionally expected 

in temporal regions as well as the STG (Halpern & Zatorre, 1999; Platel et al., 2003; Rugg et 

al., 2003). The activation in the left cerebellum might be due to hand motor control as the 

participants answered by button presses of the right hand (Platel et al., 2003). Our data 

indicate an involvement of the IFG in the retrieval from musical long-term memory. 

However, further experiments examining the brain regions responsible for musical long-term 

memory are needed. 

 The hypothesized neuropsychological valence effect was confirmed concerning the 

left-lateralization of activation for the very positive stimuli and activity in frontal brain 

regions. The mainly left-sided activation of the frontal and temporal gyrus as well as the CG 

confirm the role of these structures for emotion processing and especially processing of 

positive affect matching former studies with similar results (e.g., Altenmüller et al., 2002; 

Davidson, 2003). In another memory study on words, the recognition of positive words was 

related to increased activity in the left dorsolateral PFC and OFC, too (Maratos et al., 2001). 
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The lateralization effect was supported by the fact that the BOLD time course of the left 

middle temporal gyrus showed a more pronounced and longer-lasting change than that of the 

right middle temporal gyrus. The precuneus was found to be active in response to different 

stimuli including memory-related and selective attention processes and does not seem to be 

specific for emotions (Berthoz, 1994). Bilateral activity of the cerebellum when listening to 

emotional music was also found by other studies (e.g., Blood & Zatorre, 2001). There was no 

activitions for the contrast of less positive > very positive stimuli which might indicate that 

participants perceived the less positive pieces as emotionally neutral and no additional brain 

regions were activated. The BOLD time-courses of less positive and very positive stimuli 

were very similar in all active brain regions. However, the curve for the very positive music 

yielded a stronger BOLD change compared to the less positive curve. In all respective brain 

areas the largest change as well as the largest difference between the curves took place during 

the first seconds of the music piece. This might imply that the valence of a music piece was 

recognized very fast (in the range of a few seconds) which has already been shown by (e.g., 

Peretz, Gagnon et al., 1998). 

 Concerning the contrast of recognized very positive > recognized less positive stimuli 

the role of the posterior CG in emotion control (Blood et al., 1999; Koelsch, Fritz, Schulze, 

Alsopa, & Schlaug, 2005; Koelsch, Fritz, V. Cramon, Muller, & Friederici, 2006; Masaki et 

al., 2006; Ochsner & Gross, 2005) as well as the role of frontal regions in the processing of 

complex stimuli and the valence of complex stimuli (Kensinger, 2004; Kensinger & Corkin, 

2003) was confirmed. The CG seems also to be involved in episodic memory processing 

(Critchley, 2005). The right temporal pole was found to be active in emotion processing of 

especially positively valenced stimuli (e.g., Brown, 2004; Ethofer et al., 2006; Jatzko, 

Schmitt, Demirakca, Weimer, & Braus, 2006; Piefke, Weiss, Zilles, Markowitsch, & Fink, 

2003). Thus, the respective regions are involved in emotion (positive valence) processing.  

 However, in contrast to other studise on music and emotion (e.g., Blood et al., 1999; 

Blood & Zatorre, 2001) no activity in the OFC and PFC was found. This might also be due to 

the situation in the scanner which might have inhibited a strong emotion induction and also 

due to that emotion variation might not have been salient enough. For the comparison of 

positive and less positive music pieces only for the recognized targets, the right STG as well 

as the middle and superior frontal gyrus were additionally active compared to all less positive 

and very positive stimuli. It is possible that these regions are also involved in the recognition 

of emotional music.  
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 Taken together, much more brain regions were active for the emotional stimuli. This 

might have helped to activate different pathways to the musical memories and might have 

facilitated memory retrieval. 

  

 Surprisingly, in the regression tree analysis including all structural ratings by the 

expert rater only two of the variables seemed important for the differentiation of well-

recognized and less well-recognized pieces: distinctive features and secondly, modulatory 

tempo. Pieces including distinctive features and a high modulatory tempo are recgonized 

better. Evidently, all the other variables do not differentially contribute to the recognizability 

of the pieces. However, results are difficult to interpret because the model fit was very bad. It 

is improbable that regarding the large number of features our questionnaire, contained, it 

should not include at least some musical properties which have an influence on recognition 

performance. However, as we selected the music to be structurally as familiar as possible it 

could be that there is no systematic structural difference between the pieces which could 

influence recognition.  

 This fMRI study was a first attempt to identify the neural underpinnings of emotional 

musical memory. Further experiments will be needed to clarify this issue in more detail. 

Emotional salience of the stimuli could be enhanced by comparing pieces with low arousal 

and less positive valence with pieces with high arousal and very positive valence. Although 

in this case it would not be possible to disentangle the influence of arousal and valence on  

recognition performance and on brain activity. Additionally it would be helpful to either use 

PET technique or a sparsed temporal sampling design (after brain regions involved and the 

time-course of the activations are better known) to avoid the loud scanner noise and make the 

situation more beneficial for appreciating and recognizing the music. 
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8. General Discussion 

8.1. Summary of key findings 
 

■ All behavioural studies showed a significant positiv relation between valence ratings 

 and recognition performance. Music pieces which were rated as very positive were 

 recognized better than pieces rated as emotionally neutral. No such effect was found 

 for arousal. 

 

■  Experiment 2 additionally demonstrated an effect of emotional intensity (as a more 

 general description of the emotionality of an event comprising valence and arousal) on 

 recognition performance similar to the valence effect. Pieces rated as higly emotional 

 were recognized better.  

 Like in other studies on music and memory, no levesl-of-processing effect was found. 

 The two tasks performed by two different groups of participants which either induced 

 deep or shallow processing did neither influence performance nor answer behaviour 

 of the groups. 

 

■  The psychophysiological measures (SCR, SCL, HR, BR) in the third experiment 

 provided an additional control for the emotion-induction in the listeners. SCR and 

 SCL were significantly higher for music pieces rated as very arousing or very 

 positive compared to pieces rated as calming or less positive. A higher HR was found 

 for new pieces compared to old pieces.  

 A detailed structural analysis of the music pieces yielded the factor “strong accents” 

 as possibly influencing recognition. 

 

■  In the fMRI experiment the question which neural networks are involved in the 

 retrieval of emotional music from long-term memory was addressed. Retrieval of 

 music from long-term memory engaged the right IFG while the processing of very 

 positive relative to less positive pieces activated the left medial and the right 

 superior frontal gyrus, the bilaterial middle temporal gyrus, and the left posterior CG 

 as well as the thalamus and the cerebellum. A more left-lateralized activation was 

 found. The same regions and some additional ones were active for recognized positive 

 contrasted with recognized less positive stimuli. Activations in the left superior and 
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 middle as well as bilateral medial FG, as well as in the right superior temporal gyrus 

 and the right temporal pole confirmed the role of these structure in the processing of 

 the valence of complex stimuli such as music.  

  

 The main results are illustrated below in the working-model. Valence was the most 

important factor in the relation of musical long-term memory and emotion. Strong accents 

(experiment 3) and distinctive features (experiment 4) appeared to be the only structural 

features differentiating well-recognized from less well-recognized music pieces. 

However, these results must be taken with care because of the bad model fit and can only 

be attributed to the stimulus selection used in the experiments. Arousal, mood of the 

participants as well as musical expertise and preference did not have a considerable 

influence on performance, at least not in the groups of participants used which were quite 

homogeneous concerning their expertise. In the upper part of the model the main brain 

structures underlying music recognition from long-term memory and the relation of 

emotion and memory are given. 

Musical long-term memory
______________________________________________________________

- recognition: inferior frontal gyrus

- recognized positive > recognized less positive:

left superior and middle frontal gyrus, bilateral medial 

frontal gyrus, right superior temporal gyrus, 

temporal pole, left posterior cingulate,  left precuneus

Music
____________________________

- induces emotion:

- valence

- arousal

- strong accents and 

distinctive features?

Psychological factors of
the listener

______________________________________________________________

- emotional evaluation

- felt emotions:

- valence

- arousal

- mood

- musical experience and preferences

- general musical abilities?

Other possible
influencing factors
_____________________________

Other factors which

might influence
musical long-term

memory
(e.g., acoustics, 
environment, …)

Musical long-term memory
______________________________________________________________

- recognition: inferior frontal gyrus

- recognized positive > recognized less positive:

left superior and middle frontal gyrus, bilateral medial 

frontal gyrus, right superior temporal gyrus, 

temporal pole, left posterior cingulate,  left precuneus
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Other possible
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_____________________________
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Figure 8.1.  Main findings illustrated in the working model. The investigated factors         

           which had been considered in the experiments in the working model in chapter 

           2.6.2. are substituted by the main findings of this thesis. Not considered factors 

           were excluded.  
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8.2. Discussion 
 
 It is commonly agreed that emotions influence long-term memory encoding and 

retrieval. However, this has not been shown for music, yet. Furthermore, there are only very 

few studies on the retrieval from musical long-term memory at all and it is still unclear 

whether there is a separate long-term memory for music or not. The experiments in this thesis 

represent a first attempt to investigate this topic in more detail.  

  

 The main aim of this thesis was to examine whether there is a relation between 

emotion elicited by music and long-term memory for this music. Furthermore, the neural 

underpinnings of this relationship as well as brain regions involved in retrieval from musical 

long-term memory in general were investigated. Results showed that there is a positive 

connection between valence ratings and recognition performance whereas no such effect was 

found for arousal.  

Concerning the neural bases of the connection between emotion (in this case valence) and 

memory, activations in the middle and superior frontal gyrus as well as in the right superior 

temporal gyrus were demonstrated. Also frontal areas were involved in this process; however, 

not the PFC as in prior studies. It is possible that the more elaborate processing of very 

positive music takes place in brain regions different from those for words or pictures. 

Another possibility is that valence effect and recognition rate were not strong enough in this 

study to evoke PFC activity. More brain regions were active during the retrieval of very 

positive music which might indicate the additional use of emotion or association information 

during the recognition process of these kind of stimuli compared to emotionally neutral 

music. 

 The encoding of emotional information in music appears to take place quite 

automatically because no levels-of-processing effect was found. It would be very interesting 

to test the effect of emotion on implicit retrieval of music from memory in future 

experiments. 

 Music recognition from episodic memory yielded activation in the right IFG which 

indicates that at least music retrieval seems to use similar neural networks as language and 

visuospatial material. A study by Cabeza & Nyberg (2000) about music retrieval as well as 

studies in other domains also found right-sided activity in the frontal gyrus for retrieval from 

episodic memory (e.g., Düzel et al., 1999; Rugg et al., 2002). This would support the view 
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that there is no specialized brain region for musical memory, at least not for the retrieval from 

episodic memory. However, the missing levels-of-processing effect which was also found in 

other studies on music and memory might point to differences in memory encoding and 

processing between music and other domains (e.g., Halpern & Muellensiefen, in press).  

 Processing very pleasant emotion in contrast to less positive music activated the 

frontal gyrus and the CG as well as the bilateral middle temporal gyrus and the thalamus 

which is partially supported by previous neuroimaging studies on music and emotion (e.g.,  

Blood et al., 1999; Koelsch, Fritz, et al., 2006).  

 

 It is on the one hand surprising that no arousal effect was found since the majority of 

studies about memory and emotion in other domains yielded a more important role of arousal 

for memory encoding and retrieval (e.g., Cahill et al., 1995; Canli et al., 2000; Phelps, 2004). 

On the other hand, the results support studies showing that valence can influence memory 

encoding and retrieval independent of arousal and that there are two different pathways for 

arousal and valence processing in connection with memory in the brain (e.g., Kensinger, 

2004; Ochsner, 2000; Kuchinke, 2007). The amygdala which is supposed to be part of the 

arousal-dependent pathway in the brain (Kensinger, 2004) was not active; however, frontal 

cortex activity was found which might point to an involvement of the valence-dependent 

pathway (Kensinger & Corkin, 2003; Kuchinke et al., 2006) and fits well with the 

behavioural result.  

 
 In contrast to studies in other domains (Dolcos et al., 2004; Kensinger, 2004; 

Kuchinke et al., 2006 ) the PFC and OFC were not involved in the retrieval of very positive 

music which had been expected. One reason for this could be that, as Kensinger & Corkin 

(2003) already suggested, the enhanced recognition rate is not due to emotion per se. Positive 

stimuli are known to stimulate wide neural networks  (Niedenthal et al., 1999) and thus might 

activate and enhance the creation of associations and the connection between emotions and 

music during encoding. Different retrieval cues such as emotion and associations connected 

to the music might faciliate retrieval as one portion of a stimulus complex is able to evoke the 

whole experience (Cabeza & Nyberg, 2000; Platel et al., 2003). 

 Activity in the right IFG which was found in this study fits well with the results of 

retrieval from episodic memory in prior studies (e.g., Platel et al., 2003; Kapur et al., 1995; 

Henson et al., 1999). The additional activations in the precuneus and in the anterior CG 

demonstrated by Sanders et al. (2000) for music retrieval and in some studies using other 
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kinds of stimuli (e.g., Kapur et al., 1995) could be attributed to their presumed role in the 

reflection of retrieval success (Fletcher & Henson, 2001). Results concerning hippocampal 

activation during memory retrieval have been inconsistent (Haist et al., 2001), thus the fact 

that no hippocampal activation was found would fit part of the studies on recognition from 

episodic memory. 

 The brain areas processing very positive music were partially similar to those found in 

other neuroimaging studies on music and emotion (Blood et al., 1999; Koelsch, Fritz, et al., 

2006); however, other subparts of these areas were activated. An involvement of the OFC, 

the insula, and the ventral striatum which was found in other studies did not appear in this 

work. In exchange, the experiment in this thesis yielded activity in the bilateral middle 

temporal gyrus and the thalamus. Taken together the results point more to a processing of 

emotion in music in higher cortical areas (e.g., North & Hargreaves, 1995; Peretz, Gaudreau 

et al., 1998) than on subcortical networks.  

  
 There are several reasons why the active areas found in this study were different from 

those found in prior studies. In contrast to most other studies, natural musical excerpts had 

been used as stimuli whose emotional impact might not rely on a simple dissociation between 

consonance and dissonance. Another reason might be that elicited emotions did not seem to 

be very strong in the experiments. This could be due to the fact that the music had to be 

unfamiliar to the listeners and it is known that unfamiliar music induces much weaker 

emotion than familiar music (McAuley et al., 2004; Peretz, Gaudreau et al., 1998). The 

emotional impact of music is very subjective and might not be as strong as or different from 

everyday emotions because music does not have an important significance for survival. 

Scherer (2004) termed emotional reactions to arts “aesthetic” emotions and proposed that 

they might be different from emotional reactions to stimuli which are relevant for survival. In 

his view, aesthetic emotions do not raise appraisals concerning goal relevance and coping 

potential but they are triggered by the appreciation of the intrinsic qualities of the music. 

These kind of emotions do not lead to behaviour preparation. Thus, their physiological effect 

is more diffuse than in utilitarian emotions and the different emotion components are not so 

synchronized (Scherer, 2004). Physiological reactions to music in general were not strong 

compared to reactions elicited by other stimuli or physical exertion although differences 

between arousal and valence extremes were found which might confirm that some 

measurable emotion was elicited in the listener. 
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 This might also explain why arousal did not affect recognition performance. Arousal 

in everyday actions is very important to synchronize physiological and behavioural actions to 

prepare an adequate response to a stimulus or situation relevant for the well-being of the 

individual. Arousal reactions might not have been so strong and important because music 

does not have this relevance. Valence as expression of pleasantness might be a more 

important reason to listen to music and listeners will be more likely to remember music 

which they liked than music which they did not like or which was emotionally neutral for 

them. The missing arousal effect might be due to the fact that no negative music was used. As 

arousal was found to be strongest for negative events (Lang, Bradley, Cuthbert, 1997), the 

arousal differences in the stimulus selection used here might not have been strong enough to 

produce an arousal effect on recognition. Emotional intensity (measured in experiment 2) as a 

more general term indicating the strength of the emotional experience independent from 

single valence and arousal levels also had a significant relation with recognition performance. 

However, according to the data of this thesis, the effect of valence, arousal, and intensity 

cannot be disentangled. It appeared to be very difficult to vary valence while keeping arousal 

at a neutral level and thus to completely exclude an arousal effect.  

 
 Musical stimuli were selected to be as similar in structure as possible while still 

differing clearly in arousal and valence. The fact that only a few variables were found to 

differentiate between well recognized and badly recognized pieces confirms that, as intended, 

the selected pieces did not differ much in structure. At least for the pieces used here, “strong 

accents” were the most important factor in differentiating both, recognition and arousal. 

Accents might direct the attention of the listeners to the respective piece and like this enhance 

regonition. Strong accents also seem to be important in differentiating pieces rated as very 

arousing from those rated as calming and thus appear to play a role in the emotion perception 

in music. Valence was predicted by several different factors of whom only one was “strong 

accents” which might indicate that musical structure in this experiments did not have a strong 

influence on recognition performance. It is also possible that the selected features were not 

selective enough to find a respective effect. 

 
 The results indicate that there might be behaviourally and neural differences between 

memory for verbal or pictorial compared to musical stimuli. Further exploring musical 

memory would contribute to the understanding of auditory memory for very universal, 

complex, hierarchically composed sounds different from language. It could also help to 
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understand the evolution from simple emotional sounds to very complex sound systems as 

music or language. 

5.3. Outlook and implications for further research 
 

 A general problem in the field of music research is the complexity of the stimulus at 

least if natural music is used. Using natural music provides a greater chance to obtain valid 

results and should enhance the chance to induce emotions in the listener. There are many 

factors inherent in the stimulus which possibly could influence recognition performance 

which cannot all be controlled for. The dilemma in the examination of emotions and memory 

is that the music on the hand had to be structurally as similar as possible so that musical 

structure would not contaminate the effect of emotions. On the other hand pieces had to be 

diverse enough to induce different emotions and to be still recognizable (distinguishable from 

similar new pieces). Additionally, music had to be unfamiliar to the listeners so that prior 

familiarity would not influence recognition; however, the overall style of the music should be 

familiar enough to the listeners to induce emotions at all. The experiments in this thesis tried 

to find an agreement between these factors by gradually changing the methods and the design 

of the experiment to obtain better results. It was part of this work to select appropriate stimuli 

and to find an adequate design for experimentally testing the relation between musical long-

term memory and emotion. 

 After an attempt with structurally very similar and at least to the nonmusician 

participants unknown piano music by J.S. Bach in the first experiment which elicited only 

very weak emotion and was not well recognized, it was decided to take symphonic film 

music as stimuli in the following studies. This music style is known by most people; 

however, the single pieces (and particularly the short excerpts) were generally not familiar to 

the participants. Film music is composed to induce emotions in cinema visitors and thus 

appeared to be an appropriate stimulus for our aims. By pre-ratings, the structure of the 

pieces was kept as similar as possible and with choosing nonmusicians the effect of structure 

on recognition was tried to be minimized. The recognition task still was rather difficult for 

the participants and therefore recognition rate was low. This fact precluded the detailed 

analysis of “remembered” and “known” items and thus it was not possible to look for 

response biases due to emotion which has been found in other studies (Gardiner et al., 2000; 

Kuchinke, 2007). However, it was possible to enhance recognition rate in the course of the 

experiments by reducing the time between encoding session and recognition session from two 
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weeks in the first experiment to two days in the last one and by inserting an additional 

encoding phase. Another issue was the length of the stimuli. In the first experiment, stimuli 

were rather long; however, due to the relatively large number of stimuli needed for creating 

enough pieces per emotion category and for statistical analyses, musical excerpts had to be 

shortened to not exceed an adequate duration of the experiment. Still, music had to be long 

enough to induce emotional reactions in the listeners and to be recognized. Based on the 

results of the first experiment and some small prestudies we decided to take a length of 10s. 

After the improvements in design and method, finally, a brain imaging experiment was 

possible. There were still some issues which could be improved in the imaging study which 

will be discussed in the next paragraph.  

 
 The results of these studies refer to the kind of stimuli used and should be replicated 

using other stimuli before drawing general conclusions. In this case, if possible, also music 

inducing negative emotion could be included. 

 In future experiments on this topic, overall recognition rate should be enhanced for 

that bias effects and the difference between really remembered items and items only 

recognized by a feeling of familiarity could be disentangled (Ohnishi et al., 2001). The length 

of the music pieces should be varied to find out whether longer pieces might lead to a better 

recognition rate and/or stronger emotion induction. Other factors such as the personality of 

the listener or their categorization ability and motivation which could possibly influence 

recognition should be examined. The experience with music and musical expertise are 

important for both, the emotional perception of music and music recognition. The 

experiments could thus be replicated using musicians as participants and results between 

musicians and nonmusicians could be compared. It would be especially interesting to find out 

whether both groups use different neural networks for the recognition task which is 

implicated by studies on music perception (e.g., Ohnishi et al., 2001; Rüsseler, Nager, 

Kohlmetz, Altenmüller, & Münte, 2001; Tervaniemi, Rytkonen, Schroger, Ilmoniemi, & 

Naatanen, 2001).  

 Additionally, the results of the fMRI study should be replicated and improved by 

using sparsed temporal sampling to reduce the effect of the scanner noise on recognition and 

emotion induction. Clearer effects of emotion on recognition might be obtained by comparing 

music rated as more or less neutral in valence and in arousal to music rated as highly arousing 

and very positive or negative. Even though, then a differentiation between the singular effects 
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of each dimension would be difficult. One problem in doing this is that it is very difficult to 

define “emotionally neutral” music.  

 Based on the explorative analysis of musical structure which could possibly influence 

the recognizability of the music pieces, more fine-grained structural analyses only based on 

the important variables or directed manipulations and a thorough selection of music pieces 

according to these important variables could follow. 

5.4. Conclusion 
 
 The experiments of this thesis provided first insights in the research of music and 

long-term memory and its connection to emotion as well as its neural underpinnings. By 

presenting short natural music excerpts to nonmusicians in a recognition task it was possible 

to demonstrate an important role of valence in the recognition of music. Neurally, the right 

IFG seems to be implicated in the retrieval of music from long-term memory and more brain 

regions are active during the retrieval of very positive compared to neutral music. Subsequent 

research could use these results to conduct more detailed and controlled studies such as 

creating pieces which only differ in a few structural features or to directly manipulate valence 

while keeping arousal on an equal level. It would then be possible to draw more clear-cut 

causal conclusions on the effect of emotion on recognition memory. 
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10. Appendix 
 
Appendix A:  

Additional figures and tables 
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Figure A 1.   Recognition memory and arousal ratings in experiment 2. Values of d’ as a 

           function of the arousal category according to the median valence ratings for all 

           participants (2nd session).  
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Figure A 2.   Recognition memory and arousal ratings of experiment 3. Values of d’ as a 

            function of the valence category according to the median valence ratings for all 

            participants (2nd session). The categories in the figure stand for the melted    

            categories 1 + 2 = 1, 2 + 3 = 2, 3 + 4 = 3, 4 + 5 = 4.  
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Figure A 3.  Arousal SCR session 1 and session 3 of experiment 3. SCR values in µS as a 

          function of time in seconds for the group of music pieces rated as high arousing 

          (median over all participants; arrow) and the group of music pieces rated as low 

          arousing (median over all participants; arrow head). The upper figure shows 

          session 1, the lower figure session 3. The grey section shows the time interval 

          where the difference between the two curves was significant (p < 0.05). 
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Figure A 4.  Contrast of old > new pieces over all participants of experiment 4. Red-           

          coloured regions represent activation for the new pieces. Blue-coloured regions 

          represent activation for the old pieces. p < 0.001 (uncorrected) 

 

 
Figure A 5.  Contrast of very positive > less positive pieces over all participants of 

          experiment 4. Red-coloured regions represent activation for the very positive 

          pieces, blue-coloured regions for the less positive pieces.p < 0.001 (uncorrected) 
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Figure A 6.  Contrast of very positive > less positive pieces over all participants of   

          experiment 4. Red-coloured regions represent activation for the very positive 

          pieces, blue-coloured regions for the less positive pieces.p < 0.001 (uncorrected) 

 

 
Figure A 7.  Contrast of very positive > less positive pieces over all participants of    

          experiment 4. Red-coloured regions represent activation for the very positive 

          pieces, blue-coloured regions for the less positive pieces.p < 0.001 (uncorrected) 
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Figure A 8.  Structural analysis. The regression-tree analysis with d’ per piece and all                       

             structural variables as independent variables is shown. The parental node is 

             “distinctive features” with the subnode “modulatory tempo” and one terminal 

             node. 
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Table A 1.  Participants description of experiment 1. Answers to the main questions of the questionnaire about the participants’ musical  

        expertise and preferences. 

Participant 
no. gender age instrument 

duration of 
instrument 
playing 

How important is 
music in your life? 

Which role play 
emotions elicited by 
music? 

How many hours 
do you listen to 
music per day? Favourite music 

Do you have similarly 
strong emotions in 
natural listening 
situations? 

          
1 male 62 no  not important moderately important never pop, rock, songs stronger 
2 female 25 no  very important very important 1 hour pop, rock, classics, hip hop stronger 
3 male 29 clarinet more than 3 years very important very important 0.5 hour classics stronger 
4 male 28 no  moderately important very important less than 0.5 hour jazz, classics, piano, techno stronger 
5 male 39 piano 2 years very important very important more than 3 hours jazz weaker 
6 female 28 no  very important very important less than 0.5 hour pop, classics, piano similar 
7 female 29 no  very important very important 1 hour rock, jazz stronger 
8 female 28 no  very important very important more than 3 hours rock, electro similar 
9 female 19 piano 1 year moderately  important very important less than 0.5 hour pop, classics, piano, hip hop similar 

10 male 21 piano more than 3 years moderately important moderately important 1 hour pop, rock, jazz weaker 
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Table A 2.  Participants description of experiment 2. Answers to the main questions of the questionnaire about the participants’ musical   
        expertise and preferences. 

participant age gender instrument 

duration of 
instrument 
playing 

How important 
is music in your 
life? 

Which role 
play 
emotions 
elicited by 
music? 

Do you have 
similarly 
strong 
emotions in 
natural 
listening 
situations? 

How many 
hours do you 
listen to 
music per 
day? 

How much of 
this do you 
listen to 
classical 
music? 

1 28 male guitar (autodidact) more than 3 years important very important similar 1 less than 20% 

2 22 female 
transverse flute (primary 

school) more than 3 years
 

important 
important 

similar 0.5 never 

3 21 male no - 
 

important 
important 

stronger 3 less than 20% 

4 23 female dance one year 
 

important 
very important

weaker 2 less than 20% 
5 24 male no  very important very important stronger 3 less than 20% 
6 25 female no  very important very important similar more than 3 60% 

7 40 male no  
moderately 
important 

important similar 
2 

never 

8 24 male trombone one year important important stronger 1 never 

9 29 female recorder 
one year not very 

important 
moderately 
important 

stronger 
0.5 40% 

10 23 female transverse flute one year not important not important similar 1 never 
11 23 female dance 3 Jahre important very important stronger 1 20% 
12 26 male recorder one year very important important similar more than 3 less than 20% 
13 24 male no  very important very important stronger more than 3 20% 
14 24 female no  important important stronger 1 40% 
15 43 female choir more than 3 years important important stronger 1 20% 

16 24 male recorder two years 
moderately 
important 

moderately 
important 

stronger 
2 never 

17 33 female no  very important important similar 2 less than 20% 

18 35 male no  
moderately 
important 

important 
weaker less than 0.5 less than 20% 

19 35 female no  very important important stronger less than 1/2 h less than 20% 
20 36 male no  important important stronger 3h less than 20% 
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Table A 3.  Participants description of experiment 3. Answers to the main questions of the questionnaire about the participants’ musical    
        expertise and preferences. 

Participant 
no. gender age instrument 

duration of 
instrument 
playing 

How important is 
music in your life? 

Which role play 
emotions elicited by 
music? 

How many hours 
do you listen to 
music per day? Favourite music 

Do you have similarly 
strong emotions in 
natural listening 
situations? 

          
1 male 27 no  important very important 1 hour elektronic dance music  similar 
2 female 21 no  very important important 2 hours Pop stronger 
3 female 21 no  moderately important moderately important 1 hour Pop,Rock weaker 
4 female 32 dance  very important very important 2 hours Rock, Elektro-Pop, Jazz stronger 
5 female 33 no  very important very important more than 2 hours Rock, Pop stronger 
6 female 21 no  very important very important 1 hour Rock, Alternative, Independent stronger 
7 female 44 no  important very important 1 hour Folklore similar 
8 female 22 no  important important more than 2 hours Pop, Hip-Hop, Elektro similar 
9 male 24 no  very important important 1 hour Elektronic music weaker 

10 female 25 flute more than 3 years moderately important important 2 hours Soul, R`n`B, Rock stronger 
11 male 21 piano 1 year important important 1 hour Punk Rock, Rock, Hip Hop stronger 
12 female 19 no  very important very important more than 2 hours Soul weaker 
13 male 22 no  very important very important 2 hours Hip Hop, Pop stronger 
14 female 20 dance 1 year moderately important important 1 hour Brit Pop Mix stronger 
15 female 24 flute, piano less than 1 year moderately important important less than 1 hour Britpop weaker 
16 male 31 guitar, choir 2 years very important moderately important 1 hour - weaker 
17 female 24 no  important very important more than 2 hours Pop, Rock similar 
18 male 30 drums less than 1 year very important important 1 hour Metal, Rock, Pop weaker 
19 male 22 flute less than 1 year very important important more than 2 hours Hip Hop, Metal, Rock weaker 
20 male 29 no  not very important important more than 2 hours Punk, Rock, Film music weaker 

21 male 22 no  very important very important 2 hours 
Rock, Hardrock,certain 
classical pieces stronger 

22 male 22 no  important important 2 hours Rock, Pop stronger 
23 male 35 no  not important moderately important less than 1 hour Swing, piano music weaker 
24 male 21 dance 1 year not important important 1 hour Rock similar 
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Table A 4.  Participants description of experiment 4. Answers to the main questions of the questionnaire about the participants’ musical    
        expertise and preferences. 

Participant 
no. gender age instrument

duration of 
instrument 

playing 

How important 
is music in your 

life? 

Which role play 
emotions 
elicited by 

music? 

How many 
hours do you 

listen to music 
per day? Favourite music 

Do you have 
similarly strong 

emotions in natural 
listening situations? 

1 male 29 
Choir, 
dance 6-10 years very important important 5 Classical, meditation similar 

2 male 22 
Trumpet, 

choir 
More than 10 

years important 
Moderately 
important 2 Depends weaker 

3 male 47 Guitar 1-2 years very important very important 0.5 Choral works, jazz stronger 
4 female 22 No  important important 3 Guitar music similar 

5 male 32 
recorder, e-

organ 
More than 10 

years very important very important 2-3 Classical vocal music 
stronger 

6 female 25 
piano, 

recorder 
More than 10 

years important important 5 What i like 
stronger 

7 female 24 guitar 1-2 years very important important 5 Rock, jazz stronger 

8 female 34 
recorder, 

piano 
More than 10 

years 
important 

important 1 Classic, pop, rock similar 

9 male 42 choir 
More than 10 

years 
important very important 

1 - weaker 

10 female 26 
Piano, 

recorder 6-10 years 
important very important 

1 Pop weaker 

11 male 49 
Sing from 

time to time 1-2 years very important important 5 Classic, jazz stronger 
12 female 25 No  Iiportant very important 1 Rock, pop weaker 
13 male 22 Recorder 1-2 years very important very important 1 Alternative rock, pop stronger 

15 female 24 Dance 
Less than 1 

year very important very important 3 - stronger 

16 male 22 
Recorder, 
trumpet 

More than 10 
years important very important 0.5 Classic, rock similar 

17 female 25 Recorder 3-6 years important very important 4 Oldies, folclore similar 

18 male 24 
Guitar, 
choir 6-10 years 

moderately 
important very important 0.25 Classic, a-capella stronger 
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Table A 5.  Musical structural features analysed by the expert (experiment 3 and 4). All 

         except for the features “solo instruments” and “striking instruments” (yes-no-

         answer) were rated on a five-point-scale. 

Structural features used Scaling (5-point-rating-scale) 

tempo very slow … very fast 

meter very inconsistent … very steady 

periodicity very irregular … very regular 

distinctiveness of the phrase boundaries very unclear …. very clear 

number of unexpected phrase boundaries none ... more than three 

perceivability of the melody course very unclear …. very clear 

distinctiveness of the melodic rhythm very unclear …. very clear 

regularity of the melodic rhythm very irregular … very regular 

melody range narrow ... large 

changes of contour very little ... very strong 

number of extreme tones none ... more than three 

number of large leaps in tone  none ... more than three 

number of motive repetitions none ... several times 

movement structure (Satzfaktur) homophone, polyphone, a-thematic, rhythmical without 

melody, melody and accompaniment 

changes of movement structure never ... very often 

distinctiveness of the accompanying rhythm very unclear …. very clear 

regularity of the accompanying rhythm very irregular … very regular 

strong accents no ... very strong 

concurrence of rhythmic accent and melodic accent no ... always 

concurrence of rhythmic accent and phrasing no ... always 

sonance very dissonant ... very consonant 

harmonic tempo very slow ... very fast 

modulatory tempo very slow ... very fast 

surprising turns none ... very many 

loudness very soft .... very loud 

dynamics very little ... very strong 

distinctiveness of instrumentation very unclear ... very clear 

solo instruments no, yes 

striking instruments no, yes 

movement density  very simple ... very complex 

ornamentation none ... very many 

distinctive features none ... very many 
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Table A 6.  Laterality (R = right, L = left), coordinates and t-values for every contrast 

        and active brain region. The table shows only the significant contrasts  

        (Stimuli > silence: p < 0.05, Bonferroni corrected; for the other contrasts:  

        p < 0.001, not corrected) 

Region of activation Laterality Coordinates t-value 
Stimuli > silence    
Medial frontal gyrus R/L  0     2     55 12.45 
Middle frontal gyrus R 38    3     40 9.322 
Insula R 34    18   10 9.93 
Superior Temporal Gyrus R 49   -19   10 9.46 
Superior Temporal Gyrus L 53   -17   10 9.70 
Anterior Lobe, Cerebellum (Culmen) L -28  -50  -26 8.75 
Old > new pieces    
Thalamus (Medial dorsal nuclei) L  -7   -12   10 4.27 
Midbrain L  -2   -23    -8 4.34 
New > old pieces    
Middle Frontal Gyrus R 41    58    10 -4.40 
Recognized > not recognized target 
pieces 

   

Inferior frontal gyrus R 27    19   -17 4.3 
Cerebellum L -27  -53  -32 4.27 
Positive pieces > less positive pieces    
Medial Frontal Gyrus L -1     39    31 4.52 
Posterior cingulate cortex L  0   -34     31 4.32 
Precuneus L -6   -62    31 4.34 
Superior Frontal Gyrus R 29     43   14 4.66 
Thalamus L -18   -12  13 4.39 
Middle Temporal gyrus L -59   -36    1 4.52 
Middle Temporal gyrus R 56    -11  -14 4.82 
Cerebellum, posterior L -3    -50   -36 4.28 
Cerebellum, posterior L 33   -57  -38 4.40 
Recognized positive > recognized less 
positive target pieces 

   

Middle Frontal Gyrus L -25   10   43 4.34 
Precentral Gyrus L -46     4   34 4.18 
Posterior cingulate gyrus L  -4   -26   29 4.14 
Precunneus L -13   -57  23 4.31 
Medial Frontal gyrus R/L    7   53    16 4.40 
Superior Frontal Gyrus L -53  -41   16 4.30 
Thalamus L -18  -11   13 4.26 
Posterior cingulate gyrus L -10  -54   10 4.13 
Thalamus L  -3    -7      9 4.17 
Thalamus R 21   -19     1 4.19 
Cerebellum, anterior lobe R/L   0   -52    -2 4.28 
Superior Temporal Gyrus R 51    13    -2 4.93 
Superior Temporal Gyrus R 56   -10    -2 4.15 
Cerebellum, posterior lobe R 20   -62   -35 4.44 
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Appendix B: 

Reference list of the stimuli used 
 
 
Four lists containing the references for the music pieces used per experiment are presented in 

the order of the experiments. 
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Study 1: Reference list of the used stimuli 
 
Bach, J.S. (2002). Two-Part Invention, for keyboard No. 1 in C major, BWV 772. [Recorded by 
Glenn Gould (piano)]. On Inventions and Sinfonias – 70th Anniversary Edition [CD]. New York: 
Sony. 
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Edition [CD]. New York: Sony. 
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Edition [CD]. New York: Sony. 
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Edition [CD]. New York: Sony. 
 
Bach, J.S. (2002).Two-Part Invention, for keyboard No. 15 in B minor, BWV 786 Inventio 15 b-Moll 
BWV 786. [Recorded by Glenn Gould (piano)]. On Inventions and Sinfonias – 70th Anniversary 
Edition [CD]. New York: Sony. 
 
Bach, J.S. (2002).Three-Part Invention (Sinfonia), for keyboard No. 6 in E major, BWV 792 Sinfonia 
6 E-Dur BWV 792. [Recorded by Glenn Gould (piano)]. On Inventions and Sinfonias – 70th 
Anniversary Edition [CD]. New York: Sony. 
 
Bach, J.S. (2002).Three-Part Invention (Sinfonia), for keyboard No. 9 in F minor, BWV 795 Sinfonia 
9 f-Moll BWV 795. [Recorded by Glenn Gould (piano)].  On Inventions and Sinfonias – 70th 
Anniversary Edition [CD]. New York: Sony. 
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Sinfonia 11 g-Moll BWV 796. On Inventions and Sinfonias – 70th Anniversary Edition [CD]. New 
York: Sony. 
 
Bach, J.S. (2002).Three-Part Invention (Sinfonia), for keyboard No. 14 in B flat major, BWV 800 
Sinfonia 14 B-Dur BWV 800. [Recorded by Glenn Gould (piano)]. On Inventions and Sinfonias – 70th 
Anniversary Edition [CD]. New York: Sony. 
 
Bach, J.S. (2002).Three-Part Invention (Sinfonia), for keyboard No. 15 in B minor, BWV 801 
Sinfonia 15 b-Moll BWV 801. [Recorded by Glenn Gould (piano)]. On Inventions and Sinfonias – 
70th Anniversary Edition [CD]. New York: Sony. 
 
Bach, J.S. (1994). Prelude And Fugue No.13 In F-sharp major, BWV 858: Fuga. [Recorded by Glenn 
Gould (piano)]. On The well-tempered clavier Book II [CD]. New York: Sony. 
 
Bach, J.S. (1994).Prelude And Fugue No.14 In f-sharp minor, BWV 859: Fuga. [Recorded by Glenn 
Gould (piano)]. On The well-tempered clavier Book II [CD]. New York: Sony. 
 
Bach, J.S. (1994).Prelude And Fugue No.15 In G major, BWV 860: Fuga. [Recorded by Glenn Gould 
(piano)]. On The well-tempered clavier Book II [CD]. New York: Sony. 
 
Bach, J.S. (1994).Prelude And Fugue No.17 In A-flat Major, BWV 862: Praeludium. [Recorded by 
Glenn Gould (piano)]. On The well-tempered clavier Book II [CD]. New York: Sony. 
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Bach, J.S. (1994).Prelude And Fugue No.17 In A-flat Major, BWV 862: Fuga. [Recorded by Glenn 
Gould (piano)]. On The well-tempered clavier Book II [CD]. New York: Sony. 
 
Bach, J.S. (1994).Prelude And Fugue No.20 In a minor, BWV 865: Praeludium. [Recorded by Glenn 
Gould (piano)]. On The well-tempered clavier Book II [CD]. New York: Sony. 
 
Bach, J.S. (1994).Prelude And Fugue No.21 In B-flat major, BWV 866: Praeludium. [Recorded by 
Glenn Gould (piano)]. On The well-tempered clavier Book II [CD]. New York: Sony. 
 
Bach, J.S. (1994).Prelude And Fugue No.21 In B-flat major, BWV 866: Fuga. [Recorded by Glenn 
Gould (piano)]. On The well-tempered clavier Book II [CD]. New York: Sony. 
 
Bach, J.S. (1996). English Suite No. 2 in a-minor, BWV 807: Allemande. [Recorded by Wolfgang 
Rubsam (piano)]. On English Suites Nos. 1 – 3 BWV 806 – 808 [CD]. Naxos. 
 
Bach, J.S. 1996). English Suite No. 2 in a-minor, BWV 807: Courante. [Recorded by Wolfgang 
Rubsam (piano)]. On English Suites Nos. 1 – 3 BWV 806 – 808 [CD]. Naxos. 
 
Bach, J.S. (1996). English Suite No. 2 in a-minor, BWV 807: Sarabande. [Recorded by Wolfgang 
Rubsam (piano)]. On English Suites Nos. 1 – 3 BWV 806 – 808 [CD]. Naxos. 
 
Bach, J.S. (1996). English Suite No. 3 in g-minor, BWV 808: Sarabande. [Recorded by Wolfgang 
Rubsam (piano)]. On English Suites Nos. 1 – 3 BWV 806 – 808 [CD]. Naxos. 
 
Bach, J.S. (1996). English Suite No. 3 in g-minor, BWV 808: Gavotte I & II. [Recorded by Wolfgang 
Rubsam (piano)]. On English Suites Nos. 1 – 3 BWV 806 – 808 [CD]. Naxos. 
 
Bach, J.S. (1994). French Suite No. 3 in h-minor, BWV 814: Gigue. [Recorded by Wolfgang Rubsam 
(piano)]. On French Suites Nos. 3 – 6 BWV 814 – 817 [CD]. Naxos. 
 
Bach, J.S. (1994). French Suite No. 3 in h-minor, BWV 814: Sarabande. [Recorded by Wolfgang 
Rubsam (piano)]. On French Suites Nos. 3 – 6 BWV 814 – 817 [CD]. Naxos. 
 
Bach, J.S. (1994). French Suite No. 4 in E flat- major, BWV 815: Courante. [Recorded by Wolfgang 
Rubsam (piano)]. On French Suites Nos. 3 – 6 BWV 814 – 817 [CD]. Naxos. 
 
Bach, J.S. (1994).French Suite No. 5 in G-major, BWV 816: Bourée. [Recorded by Wolfgang 
Rubsam (piano)]. On French Suites Nos. 3 – 6 BWV 814 – 817 [CD]. Naxos. 
 
Bach, J.S. (1994).French Suite No. 5 in G-major, BWV 816: Loure. [Recorded by Wolfgang Rubsam 
(piano)]. On French Suites Nos. 3 – 6 BWV 814 – 817 [CD]. Naxos. 
 
Bach, J.S. (1994). French Suite No. 6 in E-major, BWV 817: Sarabande. [Recorded by Wolfgang 
Rubsam (piano)]. On French Suites Nos. 3 – 6 BWV 814 – 817 [CD]. Naxos. 
 
Bach, J.S. (1994). French Suite No. 6 in E-major, BWV 817: Courante. [Recorded by Wolfgang 
Rubsam (piano)]. On French Suites Nos. 3 – 6 BWV 814 – 817 [CD]. Naxos. 
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Study 2: Reference list of the used stimuli 
 
Addinsell, R. (1998). Warschauer Konzert [Recorded by P. Fowke (Klavier), P. Ó Duinn & RTE 
Concert Orchestra]. On Warschauer Konzert. Große Klavierkonzerte aus Filmklassikern [CD]. 
München: Naxos. 
 
Arnold, D. (1996). Base Attack. On Independence Day [CD]. Los Angeles: BMG Classics. 
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Arnold, D. (2001). Ride to Paris. On The Musketeer [CD]. New York: DECCA Records. 
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la Bête [CD]. München: MARCO POLO. 
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Burbank: Walt Disney Records.  
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[CD]. Burbank: Walt Disney Records.  
 
Badelt, K. (2003). Underwater March. On Pirates of the Caribbean- The Curse of the black pearl 
[CD]. Burbank: Walt Disney Records.  
 
Barry, J. (1990). Journey to Fort Sedgewick. On Dances with Wolves [CD]. Los Angeles: Epic 
Records. 
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Barry, J. (1990). Two socks at play. On Dances with Wolves [CD]. Los Angeles: Epic Records. 
 
Barry, J. (1990). The death of Cisco. On Dances with Wolves [CD]. Los Angeles: Epic Records. 
 
Beltrami, M. (2004). Oct. 7th, 1944. On Hell Boy [CD]. Nürnberg: Varèse Sarabande Records. 
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Beltrami, M. (2004). Father’s funeral. On Hell Boy [CD]. Nürnberg: Varèse Sarabande Records. 
 
Beltrami, M. (2004). Investigating Liz. On Hell Boy [CD]. Nürnberg: Varèse Sarabande Records. 
 
Coulais, B. (2000). Helicopter. On Die purpurnen Flüsse  [CD]. New York: Virgin Records. 
 
Coulais, B. (2000). The Cable Car. On Die purpurnen Flüsse [CD]. New York: Virgin Records. 
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Farnon, R. (1992). Captain Horatio Hornblower Suite [Recorded by D. Towse & The Royal 
Philharmonic Orchestra]. On Robert Farnon: Concert Works [CD]. San Francisco: Reference 
Recordings. 
 
Farnon, R. (1992). Lake of the Woods [Recorded by D. Gamley & The Royal Philharmonic 
Orchestra]. On Robert Farnon: Concert Works [CD]. San Francisco: Reference Recordings. 
 
Fenton, G. (2004). Bounty Hunters [Recorded by G. Fenton & Berliner Philharmoniker]. On Deep 
blue [CD]. New York: Sony Classical. 
 
Fenton, G. (2004). Airwaves [Recorded by G. Fenton & Berliner Philharmoniker]. On Deep blue 
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